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ABSTRACT 
Aphasia is a language disorder that affects approximately 1 million Americans. 
Word-finding deficits are characteristic of aphasia and are often targeted in therapy. 
Generalization from trained to untrained items in word-finding therapy is becoming 
increasingly important in the development of more cost- and time-effective rehabilitation 
techniques. However, much remains unknown regarding the neural mechanisms 
underlying generalization. Thus, this dissertation systematically examined the neural 
mechanisms underlying successful word-finding treatment, paying particular attention to 
generalization. Experiment 1 explored the neural correlates of abstract and concrete word 
processing in three persons with aphasia and three age-matched controls. Experiment 2 
examined behavioral outcomes of a theoretically based word generation treatment in 12 
persons with aphasia in terms of direct training and generalization effects when abstract 
words in a particular context-category are trained. Experiment 3 examined neuroplastic 
changes in activation and functional connectivity associated with behavioral direct 
training and generalization effects of treatment in 10 persons with aphasia when abstract 
words are trained. Consistent with current theories of abstract and concrete word 
Vl 
processmg, Experiment 1 showed that abstract and concrete words elicited different 
activation patterns m persons with aphasia, similar to neurologically healthy adults. 
Experiment 2 showed that training abstract words in a generative naming treatment is not 
only efficacious, but also efficient because it promotes generalization to concrete words 
in the same context-category for a majority of participants. Finally, Experiment 3 showed 
that direct training effects coincided with increased activation and functional connectivity 
for regions involved in abstract word processing and generalization effects coincided 
with increased activation and functional connectivity for regions involved in concrete 
word processing. Inferior frontal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus appear to be important 
for both direct training and generalization effects of treatment. These results suggest that 
this treatment is promoting reorganization of function to regions that normally process 
abstract and concrete words and that direct training and generalization may be subserved 
by similar neural mechanisms, supporting the notion that the generalization seen 
behaviorally is a true effect of treatment. The results help inform our understanding of the 
connection between neuroplasticity and behavioral improvement in treatment in aphasia. 
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1. Background 
1.1. Introduction 
Aphasia is a language disorder due to brain injury that affects approximately 1 
million Americans with 80,000 new cases each year (American Speech-Language-
Hearing Association). Anomia, or word-finding difficulty, is a characteristic feature of all 
aphasia types and severities and is a persistent feature of aphasia. Even the most mild 
subtype of aphasia presents with word-finding deficits, in the absence of many other 
aphasic symptoms; hence the classification of ' anomie' aphasia. While the severity of the 
word-finding deficit is often linked with the severity of aphasia in general, anomia may 
be the only residual deficit as recovery in aphasia progresses. Thus, word-finding is often 
targeted in therapy for all types and severities of aphasia. One important aspect of 
successful word-finding therapy, especially in the chronic stage of recovery, 1s 
generalization (i.e. , the transfer of treatment benefits) from trained to untrained items. 
Much remains unknown regarding the neural mechanisms underlying successful therapy 
in general and generalization in particular. This dissertation examines the neural 
mechanisms underlying successful word-finding treatment and generalization that occurs 
during this treatment. 
The background is divided into three sections reflecting three principles that this 
work is based upon: (a) behavioral and neurophysiological aspects of abstract and 
concrete words, (b) training and generalization in therapy, and (c) treatment-induced 
neuroplasticity. The first section will review the studies exploring the behavioral and 
neurophysiological differences between abstract and concrete words. The second section 
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will explain what is meant by training and generalization effects of treatment and explain 
the utility of using abstract and concrete words to study generalization. In the third 
section, the neuroimaging literature pertaining to neuroplasticity resulting from word-
finding treatment will be reviewed. As functional connectivity analyses are also used to 
measure treatment-induced neuroplasticity in aphasia, this small body of literature will 
also be reviewed. 
1.2. Behavioral and Neurophysiological Aspects of Abstract and Concrete Words 
1.2.1. The Concreteness Effect 
The term 'concreteness effect' is used to describe the difference in performance 
between abstract (e.g. , knowledge) and concrete (e.g. , table) words on lexical semantic 
tasks. Abstract and concrete words differ in terms of imageability - the ease with which a 
mental image of the concept can be produced - and concreteness - the degree to which a 
concept is perceived by the senses. Abstract words have lower imageability and 
concreteness ratings and concrete words have higher imageability and concreteness 
ratings as rated by neurologically healthy adults (Gilhooly & Logie, 1980; Paivio, Yuille, 
& Madigan, 1968). 
The concreteness effect has been well-documented in both normal and disordered 
language processing. Neurologically healthy adults exhibit better serial learning, free 
recall, and recognition for concrete nouns than abstract nouns during memory tasks 
(Paivio & Csapo, 1969), better recall for concrete noun pairs than abstract noun pairs 
during paired-associate learning (Paivio & Foth, 1970), faster reading of concrete words 
than abstract words (Bleasdale, 1987; de Groot, 1989; Schwanenflugel & Stowe, 1989; 
2 
Strain, Patterson, & Seidenberg, 1995, 2002), faster lexical decision times for concrete 
words than for abstract words (Bleasdale, 1987; Day, 1979; de Groot, 1989; James, 
1975a; Kroll & Merves, 1986; Schwanenflugel, Harnishfeger, & Stowe, 1988; 
Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983; van Hell & de Groot, 1998), faster and more accurate 
comprehension for concrete sentences than abstract sentences (Holmes & Langford, 
1976; K.lee & Eysenck, 1973; Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983), faster word association 
times and fewer omissions for concrete than abstract words during discrete (one-to-one) 
word association (de Groot, 1989), more associations for concrete than abstract words 
during continuous association (de Groot, 1989), and increased ease of predication 
(generating semantic features) for concrete over abstract words (Jones, 1985). 
Additionally, bilingual subjects have shown an advantage for concrete words during 
priming and naming to definition tasks (Kiran & Tuchtenhagen, 2005) as well as 
translation (van Hell & de Groot, 1998), and foreign-language learners show this 
advantage during foreign language vocabulary recall (de Groot & Keijzer, 2000). 
Schwanenflugel et al. (Schwanenflugel et al., 1988; Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 
1983; Schwanenflugel & Stowe, 1989) showed that the difference in behavioral 
performance between abstract and concrete words during lexical decision and word 
naming, and between abstract and concrete sentence comprehension could be mitigated 
by presenting a meaningful context before the target abstract or concrete items. Likewise, 
van Hell and de Groot (van Hell & de Groot, 1998) showed that the concreteness effect in 
lexical decision and translation could be reduced by context and even reversed in 
translation from L2 to L1, suggesting a behavioral dissociation between abstract and 
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concrete words. The effect of context will be addressed more fully in Section 1.2.2. 
Importantly, Crutch, Connell, and Warrington (2009) found a behavioral 
dissociation between abstract and concrete words in an odd-one-out task in 
neurologically healthy older adults (age range: 52-83). When the target item was 
presented in a field of words that were semantically similar (e.g., melon, grapes, peach, 
banana), subjects responded significantly faster to concrete than abstract words. 
However, when the target item was presented in a field of words that were related by 
semantic association or context (e.g. , sailor, boat, anchor, sea), subjects responded 
significantly faster to abstract than concrete words. This distinction will be addressed 
more fully in Section 1.2.2. 
A number of studies have also documented the effect that concreteness and 
imageability have on language processing in persons with acquired language disorders 
(Barry & Gerhand, 2003; Berndt, Haendiges, Burton, & Mitchum, 2002; Bird, Franklin, 
& Howard, 2002; Bird, Howard, & Franklin, 2000; Bird, Howard, & Franklin, 2003; 
Bird, Lambon Ralph, Patterson, & Hodges, 2000; Bonner et al., 2009; Crutch & Jackson, 
2011 ; Crutch, Ridha, & Warrington, 2006; Crutch & Warrington, 2003 , 2005; Crutch & 
Warrington, 2010; Franklin, Howard, & Patterson, 1995; Hoffman & Lambon Ralph, 
2011; Hoffman, Rogers, & Ralph, 2011 ; Jefferies, Patterson, Jones, & Lambon Ralph, 
2009; Luzzatti et al. , 2002; Martin & Saffran, 1990; Martin & Saffran, 1997, 1999; 
Martin, Saffran, & Dell, 1996; Newton & Barry, 1997; Nickels & Howard, 1995; 
Papagno, Capasso, & Miceli, 2009; Patterson & Marcel, 1977; Roll et al. , 2012; 
Warrington, 1975; Yi, Moore, & Grossman, 2007). 
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Persons with aphasia (PWA) exhibit better performance for concrete than abstract 
words during reading (Berndt et al., 2002; Newton & Barry, 1997; Patterson & Marcel, 
1977), generative naming (Bird et al., 2003; Franklin et al., 1995), repetition (Martin & 
Saffran, 1997; Martinet al., 1996), written word-spoken definition matching (Newton & 
Barry, 1997), word list learning (Martin & Saffran, 1999), sentence completion (Berndt et 
al., 2002), relatedness decision (Bird et al., 2002), categorization (Bird et al., 2003) 
synonym judgment (Hoffman et al., 2011), and word association (Roll et al., 2012). 
Often, this effect is exaggerated, with a pronounced deficit for abstract words. Even in 
confrontation naming, which biases the stimuli to be more imageable and concrete in 
nature, Nickels and Howard (1995) found that naming performance in a variety of PWA 
correlated with imageability and concreteness. Interestingly, in Martin and Saffran's 
studies of repetition (1997) and word list learning (1999), the effect of imageability is 
mediated by semantic ability, such that patients with higher semantic performance are 
more affected by imageability than those with lower semantic performance. 
Several case studies of semantic dementia (SD), which is associated with cortical 
atrophy of the inferior, anterior, and medial aspects of the temporal lobes (Mummery et 
al., 2000), report a reverse concreteness effect. Abstract words are associated with better 
performance than concrete words during synonym judgment (Breedin, Saffran, & Coslett, 
1994), naming to definition and an odd-one-out task (Papagno, Capasso, et al., 2009), 
picture description (Bird, Lambon Ralph, et al., 2000), and spoken description-to-written 
word matching (Yi et al., 2007). Additionally, the reverse concreteness effect has been 
noted in a case of visual object agnosia, due to cortical atrophy of left parietal cortex, 
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when asked to provide definitions (Warrington, 1975), and in a case of "multimodal" 
object agnosia, due to encephalitis resulting in bilateral medial temporal lobe lesions, 
during spontaneous speech and verbal fluency tasks (Sirigu, Duhamel, & Poncet, 1991 ). 
The existence of a selective impairment for either abstract or concrete words suggests a 
double dissociation between abstract and concrete word representations. 
Notably, group studies of SD show variation in the effect of imageability and/or 
concreteness on performance during language tasks (Bonner et al. , 2009; Hoffman & 
Lambon Ralph, 2011; Jefferies et al. , 2009; Yi et al., 2007). For example, Yi et al. (2007) 
found as a group, 12 persons with SD showed a concreteness effect for nouns, but a 
reversal of the concreteness effect for verbs during a spoken description-to-written word 
matching task. Conversely, in a group of 7 persons with SD, Hoffman & Lambon Ralph 
(20 11) showed no effect of concreteness on either nouns or verbs on a variety of tasks 
including written word-description matching, spoken word-written word matching, and 
verb similarity judgment, though the noun synonym judgment task did show a 
concreteness effect. Similarly, Jefferies et al. (2009) found that 11 persons with SD all 
showed a concreteness effect during a synonym judgment task. Thus, the reverse 
concreteness effect appears to be the exception in SD rather than the rule. It is possible 
that the reverse concreteness effect is related to more extensive damage of the ventral 
temporal cortex, which shows a distributed representation of object knowledge (Ishai, 
Ungerleider, Martin, & Haxby, 2000). However, this relationship has not yet been 
systematically examined. 
In summary, both neurologically healthy adults and adults with neurogemc 
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language deficits have been shown to exhibit a behavioral advantage for concrete words 
over abstract words in a variety of language tasks. This effect may be exaggerated in 
language disorders. The effect can also be reversed, with a behavioral advantage for 
abstract words over concrete words, suggesting a double dissociation between abstract 
and concrete word representations. The theoretical underpinnings of the concreteness 
effect will be presented next. 
1.2.2. Theoretical Explanations for the Concreteness Effect 
Several theories to explain the concreteness effect have been proposed. The dual-
coding theory (DCT; Paivio, 1971, 1986, 1991) is an example of a multiple systems 
theory which posits that there are two processing streams for general cognition, "one 
specialized for the representation and processing of information concerning nonverbal 
objects and events, the other specialized for dealing with language" (Paivio, 1986, p. 53). 
Paivio (1971, p. 9) suggests that "both symbolic modes [imaginal and verbal] are readily 
aroused and can be functionally useful when the situation is relatively concrete, whereas 
verbal processes will be differentially favored when the situation is relatively abstract." 
The additional imagery processing that occurs with concrete words is what creates the 
relative advantage in speed and accuracy for concrete words. 
The DCT lends itself nicely to the postulation of the existence of two different, 
but overlapping networks for the processing of abstract and concrete words that can be 
differentially impaired. For example, if abstract words are processed mainly in verbal 
areas of the left hemisphere, they would be more susceptible to deficits when the left 
hemisphere language network is damaged than concrete words, which can additionally 
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rely on areas involved in imagery. Indeed, Paivio (1986, p. 261) refers to studies of the 
exaggerated concreteness effect in aphasia as support for the DCT and suggests that 
"Representations for high imagery words ... are available in both hemispheres, whereas 
representations for low imagery words are more available in the left than the right 
hemisphere." Neurophysiological evidence for the DCT is somewhat mixed and will be 
presented in Section 1.2.3. 
The context-availability theory (CAT) is an example of a single system view 
which suggests that the concreteness effect is not due to concreteness or imageability per 
se, but to the fact that concrete concepts are context-independent- they carry all of the 
necessary context with them and do not need additional context to disambiguate meaning 
- and that abstract concepts are context-dependent - they require additional context to 
disambiguate meaning (Schwanenflugel et al., 1988; Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983; 
Schwanenflugel & Stowe, 1989). In a series of studies, Schwanenflugel and colleagues 
(1983, 1988, 1989) have shown that the concreteness effect disappears when abstract and 
concrete words are presented after a meaningful context or are equated on context 
availability ratings. Neurophysiological evidence for the CAT is limited and will be 
presented in Section 1.2.3. 
Specific to aphasia, Hoffman, Jefferies, and Ralph (2010) found that in three 
PW A whose lesions all overlapped in left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (L VLPFC), 
performance for abstract words in a sentence comprehension task improved with relevant 
contextual cues. Additionally, when rTMS was applied to L VLPFC in a group of healthy 
controls, responses to abstract words in the "no context" condition were significantly 
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slowed. The authors suggested that these results were in line with the CAT. They 
reasoned that L VLPFC is involved in executive control and is important for abstract 
word access because abstract word meanings often change depending on the context and 
require executive control to select the appropriate meaning when the context is not 
readily available. 
Although not developed to explain the concreteness effect, perceptual symbol 
systems (PSS) is a theory of semantic representations proposed by Barsalou (1999) that 
deserves mention. Barsalou (1999) suggests that both abstract and concrete words are 
represented perceptually. Rather than one amodal semantic system, as in the CAT, there 
is one system that underlies both perception and cognition, making all concepts (i.e., 
perceptual symbols) modal in nature. Concrete concepts are encoded via sensory and 
motor information while abstract concepts are encoded through introspection. Retrieval 
of concepts involves partial simulation of the perceptual or introspective encoding 
experience. This view is part of a grounded theory of cognition in which partial 
simulation of past experiences supports all aspects of cognitive processing, including 
language (see Barsalou, 2008 for a review). Barsalou, Santos, Simmons, and Wilson 
(2008) recently updated the theory to more closely resemble the DCT, adding a linguistic 
system in addition to the simulation system, and re-naming it the language and situated 
simulation (LASS) theory. Importantly, the LASS theory differs from the DCT in regard 
to the function of the linguistic system. In the LASS theory, abstract and concrete 
concepts are handled by both the linguistic system and situated simulation system in the 
same way. The difference between the two systems is the timing - the linguistic system is 
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recruited first - and the level of involvement in different tasks - the linguistic system is 
used for surface-level language processing, such as association and lexical decision, 
while the simulation system is recruited as needed for deeper semantic processing, such 
as concept combination and predication. However, in a critical review of grounded 
cognition, Dove (2009) noted that while situated simulation is well suited to concrete 
concepts, support regarding abstract concepts is limited. Furthermore, neither PSS nor 
LASS help to explain the concreteness effect per se, but the notion that abstract words 
rely heavily on introspection while concrete words rely more on sensorimotor experience 
suggests differences in neural representations. 
A recent fMRI study lends support to situated simulation for both abstract and 
concrete words. Wilson-Mendenhall (Wilson-Mendenhall, Simmons, Martin, & Barsalou, 
2013) examined BOLD activations for the abstract concepts convince and arithmetic, and 
the concrete concepts red and rolling. Convince preferentially activated regions 
previously shown to be involved in social cognition, arithmetic preferentially activated 
regions previously shown to be involved in numerical processing, red preferentially 
activated regions previously shown to be involved in color, and rolling preferentially 
activated regions previously shown to be involved in motion. This study suggests that 
individual concepts elicit different regions based on thinking about the situations in 
which the concepts apply, supporting a situated simulation account. However, it is 
important to note that the task instructions, the use of pictured scenes (situations), and the 
use of only four concepts may have biased the subjects to ruminate on situations, 
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undermining the claim that situated simulation is an automatic process during language 
tasks. 
Specific to aphasia, Plaut and Shallice (1991, 1993) developed a connectionist 
model of abstract and concrete concept representations specifically to account for the 
variety of errors observed during reading in deep dyslexia. Deep dyslexia is a specific 
impairment in reading that can occur in aphasia and is marked by semantic substitutions 
and an exaggerated concreteness effect in which abstract words are often replaced with 
concrete words (Coltheart, Patterson, & Marshall, 1987). For example, the word happy 
may be read as laugh. In this model, abstract words are defined by fewer semantic 
features than concrete words. Semantic features are descriptions that help to define the 
concept. For example, some semantic features for a chair are: has four legs, is used for 
sitting, can be found in a kitchen, and can be made of wood. This aspect of the model was 
based on observations by Jones (1985). Jones (1985) found that imageability was highly 
correlated with what he called "ease of predication" which is the ability to make simple 
factual statements (i.e., provide semantic features) about a concept. Because healthy 
adults judged abstract words as being harder to provide semantic features for than 
concrete words, Plaut and Shallice ( 1991, 1993) reasoned that, in a computational model 
which represented meaning with semantic features, the difference between abstract and 
concrete words could be modeled by number of semantic features. When the lesion 
occurred between the orthographic layer and the semantic layer, the model mirrored the 
relative disadvantage for abstract words seen in deep dyslexia. Notably, when the lesion 
occurred between the semantic layer and the "clean up units" that are used to fix any 
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distortions in representation, the model mirrored the relative disadvantage for concrete 
words seen in some cases of SD. Thus, this model captures differences between abstract 
and concrete word reading that are observed clinically. 
Although this model was designed to account for reading errors in deep dyslexia, 
it has been referenced with respect to other language deficits in aphasia. For example, 
Martin, Saffran, and Dell (1996), who showed that word repetition in a PW A was less 
impaired for highly imageable words, suggested that this concreteness effect in repetition 
may be due to concrete words having richer semantic representations as evidenced by 
more semantic features than abstract words. The authors also suggested another 
possibility, that concrete words have referents or meanings that are more specific and 
consistent across contexts than abstract words, which change meaning depending on the 
context. This is reminiscent of the context availability theory (Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 
1983). 
In a similar vein, Newton and Barry (1997) proposed that concrete words have 
highly specific representations in the semantic system that are more strongly activated in 
response to a written word. As words become more abstract, the representations become 
less specific and the activations become less strong. The authors also posit that spreading 
activation creates competition during lexicalization - the generation of the appropriate 
word from the semantic representation - that is inversely related to the strength and 
specificity of the representation. Briefly, the spreading activation theory (Collins & 
Loftus, 1975; Quillian, 1969) assumes that semantic memory is organized as a network of 
concept nodes that are linked to other concept nodes that are related in meaning, and that 
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when one concept node is activated, activation will spread to the concept nodes that are 
linked with that node and continue spreading throughout the network, attenuating in 
strength as distance increases. Newton and Barry (1997) reason that concrete words not 
only have stronger activations, but have less competition from spreading activation than 
abstract words and are therefore selected more quickly and accurately. In deep dyslexia, 
they argue that the threshold for lexicalization is raised, and that concrete words are more 
likely to cross the raised threshold, creating an exaggerated concreteness effect. The 
authors coined this theory the NICE model (normal isolated centrally expressed 
semantics), and suggested that it can be applied to any task that requires lexicalization. 
While the NICE model proposes differences between abstract and concrete words 
based on strength and specificity of activation, modulated by spreading activation, the 
structure of the semantic network for concrete and abstract words is not spelled out. 
According to the spreading activation theory (Collins & Loftus, 1975), links between 
concepts are based on similarity of meaning. This suggests that abstract words will be 
linked to abstract words and concrete words will be linked to concrete words. 
Interestingly, in a discrete word association task, in which each subject gave only one 
association for each word, de Groot (1989) found that for concrete words, the 
imageability of the response was positively correlated with the imageability of the 
stimulus, but for abstract words, there was no correlation between response and stimulus 
imageability. This suggests that while concrete words are more often associated with 
concrete words, abstract words are equally associated with both abstract and concrete 
words. Hence, while concrete words may be organized in the semantic system by 
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similarity of meaning, abstract words may have a different organization. 
Indeed, based on a series of studies examining performance for abstract and 
concrete words during a variety of tasks in both neurologically healthy adults and PW A, 
Crutch and colleagues (Crutch, 2006; Crutch et al., 2009; Crutch & Jackson, 2011; 
Crutch & Warrington, 2005; Crutch & Warrington, 201 0) suggest that abstract words are 
semantically organized based on associativity, while concrete words are organized based 
on semantic similarity. In their first study to outline this theory, Crutch and Warrington 
(2005) described a patient with semantic refractory access aphasia, which is a language 
disorder that shows a particular effect of semantic interference. This PW A exhibited 
qualitatively different semantic interference effects for abstract and concrete words in a 
spoken word - written word matching task. Written words were presented in a field of 
four that varied in relatedness: a) unrelated words, b) categorically related, or c) 
associatively related. Performance on concrete words was significantly worse for the 
categorically related (e.g., melon, grapes, peach, banana) than the unrelated condition, but 
did not differ between the associatively related (e.g., sailor, boat, anchor, sea) and 
unrelated conditions. Conversely, performance on abstract words was significantly worse 
for the associatively related (e.g., future, past, always, present) than unrelated condition, 
but did not differ between the categorically related (e.g., clean, neat, pure, fresh) and 
unrelated conditions. The authors suggest that this dissociation reflects a difference in the 
organization of abstract and concrete words in semantic space; namely, that concrete 
words are organized by semantic similarity while abstract words are organized 
associatively. This dissociation was replicated in both healthy adults and PW A across 
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several studies, providing support for this theory of semantic organization (Crutch, 2006; 
Crutch et al., 2009; Crutch & Jackson, 2011; Crutch & Warrington, 2005; Crutch & 
Warrington, 2010). 
It is also possible for this organization to be translated to neuroanatomical 
correlates. Specific categorical deficits have been shown for concrete words, 
corresponding to lesions in specific areas of ventral temporal cortex and fronto-parietal 
cortex (Gainotti, 2000). Categorical organization in ventral temporal cortex has also been 
observed with tMRI studies in neurologically healthy adults (Ishai et al. , 2000). On the 
other hand, L VLPFC, specifically left inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis (L IFGtri) , 
has been shown to be involved in encoding and retrieving semantic associations (Prince, 
Daselaar, & Cabeza, 2005). Thus this theory has a promising role in explaining the 
concreteness effect. 
To summarize, while the DCT (Paivio, 1971), CAT (Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 
1983), and PSS (Barsalou, 1999) are the prevailing theories characterizing abstract and 
concrete concept representations in persons with healthy brains, the Plaut and Shallice 
(1991) feature-based model, the NICE model (Newton & Barry, 1997), and the Crutch 
and Warrington (2005) similarity-association framework were developed to characterize 
the often exaggerated concreteness effect seen in PW A. Furthermore, the DCT (Paivio, 
1971), Plaut and Shallice (1991) model, and Crutch and Warrington (2005) similarity-
association framework are also able to account for reversal of the concreteness effect. It 
is important to note that these different theories of the underlying basis of the 
concreteness effect in both normal and disordered language need not be mutually 
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exclusive. Each theory is helpful in explaining behavioral aspects of the semantic system 
in general and abstract versus concrete concept representations in particular. The only 
tenet of any of these theories that makes them incompatible is the single versus multiple 
systems debate. As discussed in the next section, recent neuroimaging evidence appears 
to support the multiple systems view. 
1.2.3. Neurophysiological Evidence for the Concreteness Effect 
Many neuroimaging studies have explored the neural basis of abstract and 
concrete word processing1 using a variety of linguistic tasks (Beauregard et al., 1997; 
Bedny & Thompson-Schill, 2006; Binder, Medler, Desai, Conant, & Liebenthal, 2005; 
Binder, Westbury, McKiernan, Passing, & Medler, 2005; Chen & Lin, 2012; D'Esposito 
et al., 1997; Dhond, Witzel, Dale, & Halgren, 2007; Ebisch et al., 2007; Fiebach & 
Friederici, 2004; Fletcher et al., 1995; Fliessbach, Weis, Klaver, Elger, & Weber, 2006; 
Friederici, Opitz, & von Cramon, 2000; Giesbrecht, Camblin, & Swaab, 2004; Grossman 
et al., 2002a, 2002b; Harris et al., 2006; Hoffman et al., 2010; Holcomb, Kounios, 
Anderson, & West, 1999; Jessen et al., 2000; Kiehl et al., 1999; Kounios & Holcomb, 
1994; Lee & Dapretto, 2006; Mellet, Tzourio, Denis, & Mazoyer, 1998; Mestres-Misse, 
Munte, & Rodriguez-Fomells, 2009; Noppeney & Price, 2003; Noppeney & Price, 2004; 
Papagno, Fogliata, Catricala, & Miniussi, 2009; Perani et al., 1999; Pexman, Hargreaves, 
Edwards, Henry, & Goodyear, 2007; Pobric, Lambon Ralph, & Jefferies, 2009; 
Sabsevitz, Medler, Seidenberg, & Binder, 2005; Simmons, Hamann, Harenski, Hu, & 
1 I will use the terms "semantic processing," "abstract word processing," and "concrete word 
processing" to generally refer to access and/or manipulation of semantic information when a 
more precise description is not available or not appropriate (i.e., when referring to multiple 
studies and/or tasks). 
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Barsalou, 2008; Swaab, Baynes, & Knight, 2002; Tettamanti et al., 2008; Wallentin, 
0stergaard, Lund, 0stergaard, & Roepstorff, 2005; Wang, Baucom, & Shinkareva, 2013; 
West & Holcomb, 2000; Whatmough, Verret, Fung, & Chertkow, 2004; Wilson-
Mendenhall et al., 2013; Wirth et al., 2008; Wise et al., 2000). These studies have 
produced varying results, but this is not altogether surprising, considering the 
heterogeneity of neuroimaging methods used (e.g., PET, fMRI, EEG), as well as 
differences in task (e.g., lexical decision, synonym judgment, passive listening) and 
stimuli selection (e.g., sentences, words). 
Even for studies that appear to be relatively similar, results can vary. For example, 
three different studies using fMRI and a lexical decision task obtained three different 
results with different interpretations. In a group of six neurologically healthy young adult 
males, Kiehl et al. (1999) showed BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) activation for 
abstract words in right superior temporal gyrus (R STG) when activation for concrete 
words was subtracted, but no region of activation for concrete words when activation for 
abstract words was subtracted. This type of subtraction is used to observe the preferential 
activation for each type of word and is the most frequently applied contrast since the vast 
majority of these studies aim to determine the differences (if any) in abstract and concrete 
word processing. To observe the general activation for each type of word, a control or 
baseline condition is subtracted from the activation for abstract and concrete words 
individually. In the Kiehl et al. (1999) study, the activation for nonwords was subtracted 
to observe activation related to semantic access (above and beyond orthographic and 
phonological processes), which revealed a similar list of regions for abstract and concrete 
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words. The authors suggested that their results were consistent with the CAT, interpreting 
the preferential activation in R STG for abstract words as increased semantic processing 
needed for abstract words due to the relative lack of context. The authors also suggested 
that their results were inconsistent with the DCT, since the preferential activation for 
abstract words was located in the right hemisphere and verbal processes are normally 
associated with the left hemisphere. One caveat of this study is the small number of 
subjects. 
In a group of 12 neurologically healthy young adults, Fiebach and Friederici 
(2003) showed activation for concrete words in the medial aspect of the L lTG when 
activation for abstract words was subtracted and activation for abstract words in the L 
IFGtri when activation for concrete words was subtracted. General activation for abstract 
and concrete words was not reported. The authors suggested that both the DCT and the 
CAT were supported by their results. They argue that the preferential activation in L 
IFGtri for abstract words indicates increased effort to retrieve contextual information, 
since L IFGtri is involved in retrieval of semantic information (Price, 2012; but see paper 
for their references), supporting the CAT. However, since retrieval of semantic 
information is a verbal process and since concrete words preferentially activated a portion 
of the L ITG which is involved in imagery (Price, 2012; but see paper for their 
references), these results are also consistent with the DCT premise that abstract words 
rely more on verbal processes while concrete words additionally utilize imagery. 
Although the task (lexical decision) and the imaging method (fMRI) were similar, the 
results were very different from the Kiehl et al. (1999) study. Perhaps with twice the 
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number of subjects, the activations for abstract and concrete words are more 
representative. 
In a group of 24 neurologically healthy adults, Binder et al. (2005) showed 
activation for concrete words in left middle frontal gyrus (L MFG), right middle temporal 
gyrus (R MTG), and bilateral angular gyrus (AG), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and 
precuneus (PCN) when activation for abstract words was subtracted. Abstract words 
showed activation in left inferior frontal gyrus (L IFG), left precentral gyrus (L preC), 
and left anterior superior temporal gyrus (L aSTG) when activation for concrete words 
was subtracted. When activation for nonwords was subtracted from activation for abstract 
and concrete words, the patterns of activation for abstract and concrete words both 
included L MFG, L AG, L MTG, and left inferior temporal gyrus (L lTG). The authors 
suggested that their results are consistent with the DCT: a) both abstract and concrete 
words showed activation in left hemisphere verbal regions, including lateral temporal 
cortex, which is consistent with the premise that all words use verbal representations; b) 
preferential activation for abstract words occurred in left hemisphere verbal regions, 
including L IFG and L STG, which is consistent with the premise that abstract words rely 
more on verbal representations; and c) preferential activation for concrete words occurred 
in bilateral regions, including AG, which is involved in visuospatial processing (in 
addition to reading, writing, and calculation) (Heilman & Valenstein, 2003; but see paper 
for their references), and PCN, which is involved in imagery (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; 
but see paper for their references), which is consistent with the premise that concrete 
words additionally elicit imaginal processes. Further, the authors argue that their results 
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are inconsistent with the CAT, since there existed regions that were preferentially active 
for abstract or concrete words that were not shown to be active for the other type of word 
generally (i.e., when nonwords were subtracted). 
A few interesting observations surface from the comparison of these three studies 
which all used lexical decision and fMRI to determine differences in BOLD activation 
between abstract and concrete words. First, with an increasing subject pool, differences 
between abstract and concrete words become more robust. Second, as results become 
more robust, they become more consistent with the DCT than with the CAT. Related to 
the second point, the interpretation of what each theory would predict in terms of 
activation patterns is less consistent across studies for the CAT, but more consistent for 
the DCT. Across all three studies, the CAT is assumed to predict similar regions of 
activation for abstract and concrete words. However, in the Kiehl et al. (1999) and 
Fiebach and Friederici (2003) studies, the authors expected abstract words to elicit more 
activation related to an attempt to access more context, while in the Binder et al. (2005) 
study, the authors expected concrete words to elicit more activation related to automatic 
retrieval of context. On the other hand, across all three studies, the DCT is assumed to 
predict preferential activation for abstract words in verbal regions and concrete words in 
regions involved in imagery?. This suggests that the CAT may be ill-equipped to generate 
hypotheses regarding specific activation patterns for abstract and concrete words, while 
the DCT appears to be well-suited to provide testable hypotheses regarding specific 
activation patterns for abstract and concrete words. 
2 It is important to note here that Paivio's use of the word "imagery" refers to all nonverbal 
sensorimotor information (Paivio, 1986). 
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Just as an increased subject pool increases the robustness of results by decreasing 
the effects of individual variability, meta-analyses are a useful way to identify consistent 
results across studies, mitigating variability introduced by differences in study design. 
Two recent meta-analyses have helped to identify consistent results across neuroimaging 
studies exploring abstract and concrete word processing (Binder, Desai, Graves, & 
Conant, 2009; Wang, Conder, Blitzer, & Shinkareva, 2010). Binder et al. (2009) 
examined 17 functional neuroimaging studies, including both PET and tMRI, of "verbal" 
(abstract) and "perceptual" (concrete) concept processing. They used the activation 
likelihood estimation (ALE) meta-analytic technique, which formally tests a global null 
hypothesis of no coherent activation, on the activation peaks for the direct contrasts 
[abstract > concrete] and [concrete > abstract]. They found that across studies, 
preferential activation for concrete concepts occurred in bilateral AG, which the authors 
suggest plays a role in supramodal integration; left fusiform gyrus (L FFG), which the 
authors suggest plays a role in retrieving knowledge of visual attributes; left dorsomedial 
prefrontal cortex (L DMPFC), which includes portions of superior medial gyrus 
(SupMed), superior frontal gyrus (SFG), and MFG, and according to the authors, directs 
retrieval of semantic information; and L PCC, which the authors suggest acts as an 
interface between episodic memory and semantic retrieval (see paper for their 
references). Preferential activation for abstract concepts across studies was found in L 
IFG, which the authors suggest mediates task efficiency in addition to phonological 
processing and working memory; and left anterior superior temporal sulcus (L aSTS), 
which the authors suggest plays a verbal rather than a perceptual role in semantic 
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processmg due to its proximity to L STG. One caveat of this meta-analysis is the 
inclusion of four studies that do not compare abstract and concrete words, but abstract 
and concrete cognitive processes (Ebisch et al. , 2007; Fletcher et al. , 1995; Lee & 
Dapretto, 2006; Noppeney & Price, 2003). For example, Fletcher (1995) compared 
activation between "theory of mind" and "physical" passage reading. Noppeney and Price 
(2003) compared activation while providing facts about a food's origin to activation 
while providing facts about a food's color or taste. Lee and Dapretto (2006) compared 
activation between metaphorical and literal similarity judgments of adjectives. Ebisch 
(2007) compared activation between functional and visuospatial relationship judgments 
of objects. These studies were not designed to explore abstract and concrete concept 
representation in the brain, and each had a different aim, as evidenced by the differences 
in tasks and stimuli. However, these studies represent less than a quarter of the studies 
used in the meta-analysis and may or may not have a confounding effect on the results. 
In a separate meta-analysis, Wang and colleagues (2010) examined 19 functional 
neuroimaging studies of abstract and concrete concept processing, including both PET 
and fMRI, only ten of which overlapped with the Binder et al. (2009) study. They used 
the multilevel kernel density analysis (MKDA) meta-analytic technique, which is 
superior to ALE in that it does not allow any one study to contribute disproportionately to 
the results. They found that across studies, the [concrete > abstract] contrast revealed 
activation in L PCN, L PCC, L FFG, and left parahippocampal gyrus (L PHG), which the 
authors suggest are involved in imagery; whereas the [abstract > concrete] contrast 
revealed activation in L IFG, L aSTG, L aMTG, and L pMTG, which the authors suggest 
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are related to verbal processing (though note that L pMTG is near visuospatial processing 
regions). These results are similar to the Binder et al. (2009) study in the finding that 
abstract words preferentially activate verbal regions while concrete words preferentially 
activate nonverbal regions, although the exact regions differ somewhat. Because Wang et 
al. (20 1 0) used a superior statistical technique, included more studies, and used studies 
that specifically examined differences in the neural representations of abstract and 
concrete concepts, this study may better reflect the neural correlates of abstract and 
concrete word processing. 
In a more recent study, Wang et al. (2013) used multi-voxel pattern analysis 
(MVP A) to examine abstract and concrete word representation patterns in a group of 13 
neurologically healthy adults. Rather than averaging data across trials for each condition, 
MVP A is used to recognize patterns in the BOLD signal, which can be used to classify 
each trial as belonging to one condition or another. Using a synonym judgment task, they 
found that across participants, voxels located in L IFG, L MTG, and L PCC were the 
most consistent at identifying abstract trials, whereas voxels located in LAG, L FFG, L 
lTG, L MFG, L PCN, and L PCC were the most consistent at identifying concrete trials. 
The authors suggest that these results are in line with both meta-analyses of the neural 
representations of abstract and concrete concepts (Binder et al. , 2009; Wang et al. , 2010). 
It is interesting to note that L PCC, which has connections to a variety of cortical regions 
and is thought to be involved in directing attention (Leech & Sharp, 2013), is indicated in 
both abstract and concrete trials. 
As an additional check, the results of each PET and fMRI study that specifically 
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examined differences in the neural representations of abstract and concrete concepts 
(Bedny & Thompson-Schill, 2006; Binder, Medler, et al., 2005; Binder, Westbury, et al. , 
2005; D'Esposito et al., 1997; Fiebach & Friederici, 2004; Fliessbach et al., 2006; 
Giesbrecht et al. , 2004; Grossman et al. , 2002a, 2002b; Harris et al., 2006; Jessen et al., 
2000; Kiehl et al., 1999; Mellet et al., 1998; Noppeney & Price, 2004; Perani et al., 1999; 
Pexman et al., 2007; Sabsevitz et al., 2005; Tettamanti et al., 2008; Wallentin et al., 2005; 
Wang et al., 2013; Whatrnough et al., 2004; Wise et al., 2000) were tallied and compared 
with the two meta-analyses. Appendix A provides the full table. Regions that had the 
highest consensus across studies were also observed in one or both of the meta-analyses 
and are listed here. For the [concrete > abstract] contrast, the highest consensus was in L 
MFG (n = 7), which was observed in the Binder et al. (2009) study and is involved in 
word retrieval (Price, 2012), as well as attention and working memory (D'Esposito, 
Postle, & Rypma, 2000; Kane & Engle, 2002; Rossi, Pessoa, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 
2009); followed by L FFG (n = 6), which was observed in both the Binder et al. (2009) 
and Wang et al. (2010) studies and is involved in the recognition of faces (Ishai et al., 
2000; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997), colors (Zeki et al., 1991), and houses 
(Ishai et al., 2000); and bilateral AG (n = 5), which was observed in the Binder et al. 
(2009) study and is involved in visuospatial processing, reading, writing, and calculation 
(Heilman & Valenstein, 2003); L PCC (n = 5), which was observed in both the Binder et 
al. (2009) and Wang et al. (20 1 0) studies and is a key node in the default mode network 
and may be important for switching attention between external stimulation and internal 
thought (Leech & Sharp, 2013); and L PCN (n = 5), which was observed in the Wang et 
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al. (2010) study and is involved in imagery (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006). For the [abstract 
>concrete] contrast, the highest consensus was in L IFG (n = 12), which was observed in 
both the Binder et al. (2009) and Wang et al. (2010) studies and is involved in several 
language functions including semantic retrieval, syntactic processing, and phonological 
processing (Price, 2012); followed by L MTG (n = 9), which was observed in the Wang 
et al. (2010) study and is involved in word retrieval, semantic access, semantic 
association, and visual word form processing (Price, 2012); and L STG (n = 8), which 
was observed in the Wang et al. (20 1 0) study and is involved in processing speech sounds 
and word retrieval (Price, 2012). Also, recall that activation in L STS was observed in the 
Binder et al. (2009) study, which is also involved in processing speech sounds and 
semantic associations (Price, 2012). Additionally, L lTG was observed in five studies, but 
not in either of the meta-analyses. It is possible that the activations in L lTG and L FFG 
are close in proximity and both reflect imagery of concrete concepts (lshai et al., 2000). 
In summary, neuroimaging studies examining differences in the neural correlates 
of abstract and concrete concept representation have shown consistent regions that are 
preferentially active for abstract words that are different than the regions consistently 
preferentially active for concrete words. These differences fit within the framework of the 
DCT (Paivio, 1971, 1986, 1991 ), which posits that abstract concepts rely more heavily on 
verbal processes, while concrete concepts rely on both verbal and imagery/sensorimotor 
processes. Namely, abstract words have been shown to preferentially activate regions 
involved in verbal processes, including L IFG, L STG, and L MTG; while concrete words 
have been shown to preferentially activate regions involved in imagery/sensorimotor 
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processes, including bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, and L PCN. Additionally, concrete words 
preferentially activate L MFG and L PCC, which may play an attentional role. 
1.3. Training and Generalization in Therapy 
Much of aphasia research is focused on improving therapy outcomes for PW A. 
Although success in language therapy is based on acquisition of trained items, there is a 
growing demand for treatment methods that translate to untrained items. Imagine a 
patient who has lost the ability to access half of his/her vocabulary. That could equate to 
training the retrieval of thousands of words, even if only concrete, functional words were 
targeted. Therefore, clinical research in aphasia is concerned with generalization effects 
of treatment in addition to the direct training effects of treatment. 
Traditional approaches to word retrieval in aphasia include phonologically based 
and semantically based treatment paradigms. Phonologically based approaches often 
utilize a cueing hierarchy beginning with initial phoneme and ending with word 
repetition. Semantic cueing approaches (e.g., definition, fill in the blank) may also be 
used either alone or in tandem with phonological cueing and often have similar outcomes 
(e.g., Fridriksson et al., 2007; Wambaugh, 2003). While effective, these approaches have 
shown limited generalization, possibly due to a lack of spreading activation to related 
words (Collins & Loftus, 1975). Another semantically based approach is semantic feature 
analysis (SF A), which is a type of semantic training that requires the patient to provide 
semantic features (e.g., is red, is juicy, and is a fruit) for each trained word (e.g., apple). 
This approach has been more successful in promoting generalization than previous 
methods (Boyle, 2004; Boyle & Coelho, 1995; Coelho, McHugh, & Boyle, 2000), 
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possibly due to shared semantic features. 
Kiran and colleagues (Kiran, 2007, 2008; Kiran, Sandberg, & Sebastian, 2011; 
Kiran & Thompson, 2003) developed a semantic training paradigm aimed specifically at 
promoting generalization in treatment, based on the Complexity Account of Treatment 
Efficacy (CATE; Thompson, Shapiro, Kiran, & Sobecks, 2003). The CATE was 
developed by Thompson, Shapiro, Kiran, and Sobecks (2003) to systematically facilitate 
generalization in language therapy. In this method, more complex structures are trained to 
facilitate generalization to less complex structures of the same type. For example, training 
more complex sentences with Wh- movement promotes generalization to less complex 
sentences with Wh- movement, but not vice versa and not to sentences with NP 
movement. The authors attribute this generalization to the fact that all of the information 
attached to the simple forms is contained within the complex forms. According to Nadeau 
and Kendall (2006), this example of generalization is attributable to the "generalization 
of knowledge acquired in therapy (e.g., semantic features, phonological sequences, and 
syntactic techniques) to other knowledge that shares these features or sequences, or to 
situations that allow application of acquired techniques," (Nadeau & Kendall, 2006, p. 
1 0) as opposed to the acquisition of a skill, strategy, or motivation. 
Kiran and Thompson (2003) extended theCATE from a syntactic application to a 
semantic application. Their treatment paradigm considers exemplar typicality to be a type 
of complexity, with atypical items representing the more complex items. Similar to 
Thompson et al. (2003), Kiran and Thompson (2003) showed that training the more 
complex (atypical) exemplars resulted in generalization to less complex (typical) 
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exemplars, but not vice versa. Kiran and colleagues have replicated these results in a 
series of studies (Kiran, 2007, 2008; Kiran et al., 2011). The authors posit that this 
facilitation in generalization occurs because the semantic features associated with 
atypical items include both typical and atypical features, allowing for a broader 
application and thus more spreading activation than the more core, prototypical features 
associated with typical items (Kiran, 2007). 
Specific to this dissertation, Kiran et al. (2007, 2009) showed that training 
abstract words (e.g., justice) in a particular context-category (e.g., courthouse) promoted 
generalization to concrete words in the same context-category (e.g., jury), but not vice 
versa. The authors suggested that training abstract words strengthened their lexical 
representation and caused spreading activation to semantically associated abstract and 
concrete words. On the other hand, training concrete words may have strengthened their 
lexical representation, but did not cause spreading activation to abstract words, since 
concrete words are mainly connected to other semantically related concrete words. This 
is in line with work by de Groot (1989) that showed that during discrete association, 
concrete targets produced concrete responses, but abstract targets produced both abstract 
and concrete responses. While insightful, this explanation is incomplete. 
To build on this suggestion, theories of the concreteness effect (see Section 1.2.2) 
can be employed in a general framework to describe a plausible mechanism of 
generalization from abstract to concrete words, and keeping in line with the CA TE, 
explain differences in complexity between abstract and concrete words. The DCT posits 
that abstract words are encoded into the semantic system using verbal processes, whereas 
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concrete words are encoded into the semantic system usmg both verbal and 
imagery/sensorimotor processes (Paivio, 1971, 1986, 1991). Thus we can speculate that 
the verbal-based nature of abstract words makes them more complex than concrete 
words, which have additional support from sensorimotor processes which can work in 
parallel with verbal processes (Paivio, 1986). Similarly, PSS (Barsalou, 1999) proposes 
that abstract words elicit partial simulations of internal mental states, while concrete 
words elicit partial simulations of sensorimotor experiences. Sensorimotor experiences 
may be more straightforward and simple to simulate than internal mental states, making 
abstract words more complex than concrete words. The CAT suggests that the 
concreteness effect is not due to concreteness or imageability per se, but to the fact that 
concrete concepts are context-independent- they carry all of the necessary context with 
them and do not need additional context to disambiguate meaning - and that abstract 
concepts are context-dependent - they require additional context to disambiguate 
meaning (Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983). Thus we can posit that the fact that abstract 
words require context to be understood readily (e.g., the meaning of guilt changes based 
on whether it's relating to a courthouse or a church, whether it's describing a state of 
being or a feeling) makes them more complex than concrete words. Similarly, Newton 
and Barry (1997) propose that concrete words have strong and specific representations 
with little competition from spreading activation, but abstract words have less specific 
representations with more competition from spreading activation to a variety of concepts. 
The notion that abstract words have less specific representations than concrete words also 
suggests that abstract words are more complex than concrete words. Additionally, Crutch 
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and Warrington (2005) suggest that abstract words are organized in the semantic system 
by associations whereas concrete words are organized by category or semantic similarity. 
It can be argued that an associative structure is more complex than a categorical structure, 
since categorical structure is based on rules or similarity to existing category members 
(Rosch, 1973), while associations can be based on similarity, but may also be opposite in 
meaning, based on co-occurrence in a particular context, or based on co-occurrence in 
personal experience (De Deyne & Storms, 2008). Finally, abstract words have a paucity 
of semantic features and are difficult to predicate, whereas concrete words have an 
abundance of semantic features and are therefore easily predicated (Jones, 1985; Plaut & 
Shallice, 1991 ). This difference in the semantic feature profile of abstract and concrete 
words can also be considered to make abstract words more complex than concrete words. 
Suppose we combine these theories into one framework (see Figure 1.1). First, let 
us assume that abstract words have connections with roughly an equal number of abstract 
and concrete concepts while concrete words have more connections with concrete than 
abstract concepts (de Groot, 1989). Let us also assume that the connections for abstract 
words are mainly associations, while the connections for concrete words are mainly 
category correlates (Crutch & Warrington, 2005). For example, according to word 
association norms, the abstract word emergency is associated with crisis, danger, 911, 
hospital, ambulance, and accident (Kiss, Armstrong, Milroy, & Piper, 1973; Nelson, 
McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998), while the concrete word ambulance belongs to the category 
vehicles, and has connections to other vehicles, like truck and fire engine. It is plausible 
that this organization also reflects the composition of semantic features for abstract and 
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concrete words. For example, many of the semantic features for ambulance are shared 
with other vehicles (e.g., has wheels) (McRae, Cree, Seidenberg, & McNorgan, 2005), 
while semantic features for emergency can relate to properties of abstract words in 
general (e.g., is an idea), valence or emotion (e.g., is generally considered negative) 
(Crutch, Troche, Reilly, & Ridgway, 2013), or to properties of the context (e.g., requires 
specific medical equipment) (Kiran & Abbott, 2007; Kiran et al., 2009). The nature of 
semantic features to reflect category or semantic similarity for concrete but not 
necessarily abstract words may be important for generalization (see below) and may 
contribute to the relative difficulty in predication of abstract words and thus the relative 
paucity of semantic features (Jones, 1985; Plaut & Shallice, 1991 ). This may be the result 
of the verbally-based encoding for abstract words versus the perceptually-based encoding 
for concrete words (Paivio, 1971). 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of the semantic network for the abstract word emergency and an associated concrete word, ambulance. 
This figure illustrates a hypothetical schematic based on existing theories of the concreteness effect. The connections for 
emergency are based on word association norms (Kiss, Armstrong, Milroy, & Piper, 1973; Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 
1998). The connections for ambulance are based on word association norms and taxonomic category. Semantic features are 
based on feature norms (McRae et al., 2005) and previous treatment studies (Kiran & Abbott, 2007; Kiran et al. , 2009). 
Abstract words have more diverse associative connections while concrete words have more similarity-based connections 
(Crutch & Warrington, 2005). When abstract words are trained, activation spreads to related concepts. When the context is 
constrained, spreading activation is strongest within the trained context-category, e.g. , hospital, shown in red. 
Within this framework, it is plausible that the mechanism of generalization from 
abstract to concrete words is spreading activation (Collins & Loftus, 1975), mediated by 
semantic feature training. Normally, when semantic features of concrete words, such as 
ambulance, are trained, the representation for ambulance strengthens as do the semantic 
features for ambulance. This means that whatever shares semantic features for ambulance 
will also be strengthened and will most likely improve, as is the premise for studies 
showing generalization effects of semantic feature treatment (Kiran & Bassetto, 2008). 
As shown by Kiran and Thompson (2003), in line with the CATE (Thompson et al., 
2003 ), generalization is facilitated by complexity because the information in the simple 
forms is included in the complex forms. The spreading activation for concrete words, 
even more complex atypical concrete words, may be limited to the words in the same 
taxonomic category (Crutch & Warrington, 2005), as those are most likely to share 
semantic features (Garrard, Ralph, Hodges, & Patterson, 2001; Rosch & Mervis, 1975). 
On the other hand, when the semantic features of abstract words, such as emergency, are 
trained and the representation and semantic features of emergency strengthen, the 
activation may spread to a more diverse associative network (Crutch & Warrington, 
2005; de Groot, 1989), as the semantic features for abstract words are not confined to 
taxonomic category, but are related to themes like thought, morality, and polarity (Crutch 
et al., 2013). When the to-be-trained items are constrained to a particular context, such as 
hospital, the abstract words and semantic features for those words that apply to the 
context may become more salient (Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983). Thus, connections 
with other abstract words and concrete words within the context of a hospital that share 
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semantic features that apply to the context (see red boxes in Figure 1.1) are more 
strengthened than those that are out-of-context (see black boxes in Figure 1.1 ). 
In summary, an important feature of successful therapy in aphasia 1s 
generalization from trained to untrained items. One way to promote generalization in 
word-fmding therapy for anomia in aphasia is to train more complex items that are 
related to or have similar characteristics to the less complex items to which generalization 
is desired to occur. This has been successfully applied to abstract and concrete words. 
Couched in theories of abstract and concrete word processing, a plausible mechanism of 
generalization from abstract to concrete words is spreading activation to associated words 
within the same context. Furthermore, using the DCT (Paivio, 1971, 1986, 1991) as a 
guide (see Section 1.2 for details), we can speculate that generalization from abstract to 
concrete words will occur in regions of the brain that are involved in verbal processes, 
since both abstract and concrete words utilize verbal processes. Also, recall that a verbal 
region, L VLPFC, specifically L IFGtri, has been shown to be involved in encoding and 
retrieving semantic associations (Prince et al., 2005). Importantly, the neural correlates of 
training abstract words in PW A have not yet been examined. However, neuroplasticity in 
PW A related to treatment has been explored in a variety of studies using a variety of 
paradigms and will be discussed next. 
1.4. Treatment-Induced Neuroplasticity 
Language recovery in aphasia occurs along a temporal dimension from the acute 
stage, which occurs within the hours and days immediately after the damage-causing 
event, to the chronic stage, which begins a few months after onset and continues for the 
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remainder of the person's life. The majority of spontaneous recovery occurs within the 
acute and subacute stages, reaching a plateau during the chronic stage (Cramer, 2008). 
Importantly, even in the chronic stage, after spontaneous recovery has ceased, treatment 
can induce neural plasticity. Neuroplasticity related to treatment for aphasia in the 
chronic phase has been shown in a number of neuroimaging studies in the last decade 
(Abutalebi, Rosa, Tettamanti, Green, & Cappa, 2009; Breier, Maher, Novak, & 
Papanicolaou, 2006; Cherney & Small, 2006; Cornelissen et al., 2003; Crosson et al., 
2005; Crosson et al., 2009; Davis & Harrington, 2006; Fridriksson, 2010; Fridriksson, 
Morrow-Odom, Moser, Fridriksson, & Baylis, 2006; Fridriksson et al., 2007; Fridriksson, 
Richardson, Fillmore, & Cai, 2012; Kurland, Pulvermuller, Silva, Burke, & 
Andrianopoulos, 2012; Leger et al., 2002; Marcotte et al., 2012; Marcotte, Perlbarg, 
Marrelec, Benali, & Ansaldo, 2013; Martinet al., 2009; Meinzer et al., 2008; Meinzer et 
al., 2006; Meinzer, Obleser, Flaisch, Eulitz, & Rockstroh, 2007; Menke et al. , 2009; Peck 
et al., 2004; Raboyeau et al., 2008; Richter, Miltner, & Straube, 2008; Rochon et al., 
2010; Sarasso et al., 2010; Thompson, den Ouden, Bonakdarpour, Garibaldi, & Parrish, 
2010; Vitali et al., 2007; Vitali et al., 2010; Wierenga et al., 2006). 
A common theme among these studies is increased BOLD signal related to 
success in therapy, regardless of lesion characteristics, aphasia type, sample size or 
therapy used (although see Marcotte et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2008; Wierenga et al., 
2006 for examples of activation decreases related to success in treatment). Across studies, 
treatment-induced neuroplastic changes occurred in left hemisphere language areas that 
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were completely spared by the lesion, perilesional tissue3, and right hemisphere 
homologues of left hemisphere language areas. One particular study presented data for 30 
PW A, showing that naming improvement after treatment was associated with activation 
increases in perilesional tissue but not with aphasia type or severity (Fridriksson et al., 
2012). Thus, language treatment in aphasia has been shown to promote neuroplasticity, 
which is often observed as increased activation in spared language cortex. However, 
neuroplasticity related to generalization in treatment and treatment-induced changes in 
functional connectivity are currently underrepresented in the aphasia literature. 
1.4.1. Generalization 
As discussed in Section 1.3, an important feature of successful therapy in aphasia 
is generalization from trained to untrained items. Direct training effects of treatment are 
often the goal, but generalization to untrained items is becoming increasingly important 
as we seek more cost- and time-effective ways to rehabilitate language disorders. 
However, only 15 of the 29 aforementioned neuroimaging studies of treatment effects 
reported generalization effects of treatment (Abutalebi et al., 2009; Cornelissen et al., 
2003; Davis & Harrington, 2006; Fridriksson et al., 2006; Fridriksson et al., 2007; 
Kurland et al., 2012; Leger et al., 2002; Marcotte et al., 2012; Meinzer et al., 2008; 
Meinzer, Obleser, et al., 2007; Menke et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2010; Vitali et al., 
2007; Vitali et al., 2010; Wierenga et al., 2006). Of the 15 studies that reported on 
generalization effects, six did not show a generalization effect (Abutalebi et al., 2009; 
3 While perilesional tissue is generally referred to as tissue near the lesion, it is not well defined in 
most studies. In a recent study, Fridricksson et al. (Fridriksson et al., 2012) defmed perilesional 
tissue as extending 3-15 mm beyond the lesion's edge. For our purposes, we will define 
perilesional as spared tissue within an anatomical region that has been Iesioned. 
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Cornelissen et al., 2003; Fridriksson et al., 2006; Kurland et al., 2012; Meinzer, Obleser, 
et al., 2007; Vitali et al., 2007). 
Several studies reported generalization effects of treatment behaviorally, but did 
not explicitly measure neural activation related to generalization in the fMRI paradigm 
(Davis & Harrington, 2006; Fridriksson et al., 2007; Leger et al., 2002; Marcotte et al., 
2012; Wierenga et al., 2006). Thompson et al. (2010) used a syntactic treatment paradigm 
that specifically promotes generalization through the training of more complex sentence 
structures and an fMRI paradigm that measured BOLD signal separately for trained and 
untrained sentence types; however, they pooled trained and untrained items together 
during fMRI analysis. This leaves only two neuroimaging studies of treatment effects that 
not only measured generalization effects of treatment behaviorally, but also reported 
specific changes in neural activity related to generalization effects (Meinzer et al., 2008; 
Vitali et al., 2010). 
Meinzer et al. (2008) examined treatment-related neuroplasticity in 11 
participants with chronic aphasia using fMRI before and after intensive constraint-
induced aphasia therapy (CIAT; (Meinzer, Elbert, Djundja, Taub, & Rockstroh, 2007). 
They found that increased perilesional activation correlated with behavioral improvement 
on trained, but not untrained words. Increased activation after treatment was observed for 
untrained words at the individual subject level, but they were not the same areas active 
for trained items. Thus, the authors postulated that training and generalization may be 
subserved by different neural substrates. 
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Vitali et al. (2010) used structural equation modeling to examine effective 
connectivity related specifically to training and generalization effects of a phonological 
cueing treatment in two chronic patients with severe phonological anomia. They found 
that although training effects were evident immediately following treatment, 
generalization effects did not appear until a six-month follow-up test. Likewise, 
connectivity patterns among regions of interest for trained versus untrained conditions 
were different immediately post-treatment, but were more similar at the six-month 
follow-up fMRI scan, when the trained versus untrained conditions were behaviorally 
similar. The authors suggest that these patients eventually adopted a strategy for lexical 
retrieval of untrained items that mirrored their training-induced lexical retrieval strategy. 
However, these results should be interpreted with caution as it is unclear what occurred 
within the six months after treatment to facilitate the adoption of this strategy suggested 
by the authors. 
In summary, while many studies have examined treatment-induced 
neuroplasticity in aphasia, few have systematically examined both direct training and 
generalization effects of treatment. Additionally, the majority of studies examining 
treatment-induced neuroplasticity have been single or multiple case studies with fewer 
than eight PW A, which makes it difficult to examine consistent patterns across PW A. 
Furthermore, while 12 of these studies have included a normative model against which to 
compare the patient results (Cherney & Small, 2006; Crosson et al., 2005; Fridriksson et 
al., 2006; Fridriksson et al., 2007; Marcotte et al., 2013; Meinzer et al., 2006; Menke et 
al., 2009; Peck et al. , 2004; Raboyeau et al., 2008; Richter et al., 2008; Rochon et al., 
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2010; Sarasso et al., 2010; Thompson et al., 2010), only one study included a no-
treatment patient control (Rochon et al., 2010). Comparison with a normal control group 
is informative, but may be unrealistic if the normal network is lesioned. 
1.4.2. Functional Connectivity 
Only a few neuroimaging studies of treatment-induced neuroplasticity have 
explored changes in connectivity of brain regions induced by treatment gains (Abutalebi 
et al., 2009; Marcotte et al., 2013; Sarasso et al., 2010; Vitali et al., 2010). Connectivity 
analyses complement fMRI analyses by providing information about whether regions that 
are active for the same task are actually working together in a functional network. 
Analyses of changes in connectivity allow researchers to make inferences not only about 
the coupling among brain regions, but also about how that coupling is influenced by 
changes in the experimental context. 
Abutalebi et al. (2009) used Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM) to examine the 
effect of treatment in one bilingual PWA on two different networks: the "control" 
network and the "language" network. DCM uses Bayesian estimation to determine the 
influence of regions of interest on each other and also the influence of the experimental 
tasks on the connection strengths between these regions (Friston, Harrison, & Penny, 
2003 ). The researchers created the language and control network models based on 
previous anatomical and functional data. Data were extracted from the time series of 
event-related fMRI pre- and post-treatment sessions during which the PW A named 
pictures. Effective connectivity in both networks was measured for both languages (L1 = 
native language, L2 = second language) before and after therapy in L2. They found that 
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treatment in L2 strengthened connections within the L2 language network, but weakened 
connections within the L1 language network. The reverse was true for selected 
connections in the control network. These subtle changes in the two networks for each 
language were not apparent with traditional fMRI analysis alone. The researchers 
suggested that these changes aligned with theories of bilingual language control 
mechanisms and provided new insights into bilingual aphasia recovery. This study 
demonstrates the power of analyzing functional connectivity within differentially defmed 
cortical networks as a function of treatment. 
Vitali et al. (2010) used Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) to explore 
treatment-induced changes in effective connectivity among four left hemisphere language 
areas and their right hemisphere homologues in two PW A. SEM estimates a set of 
parameters in a user-defined structural model by fitting the observed region-level 
covariance matrix. These parameters give estimates of the influence of regions of interest 
on each other and also the influence of the experimental tasks on the connection strengths 
between these regions (Mcintosh & Gonzalez-Lima, 1994). A separate SEM was run for 
each PW A individually, using training and generalization effects as well as effects of 
time (pretreatment, post-treatment, follow-up) as modulators of connection strengths 
within the model. Both PW A showed behavioral improvements due to treatment, and 
these improvements were associated with significant modulations in connection 
strengths. Each PW A exhibited a different pattern of modulation, which the researchers 
attributed to differences in lesion characteristics and age. Interestingly, connectivity 
patterns among regions of interest for trained versus untrained conditions were different 
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immediately post-treatment, but became more similar at the six-month follow-up fMRI 
scan, when the trained versus untrained conditions were behaviorally similar. 
Importantly, this study shows that effects of training and generalization can be reflected 
in modulation of connectivity. 
Sarasso et al. (2010) used SEM to construct left hemisphere and right hemisphere 
language networks in one PWA and compare them to a normative model at several time 
points throughout treatment. Time series from fMRI scanning sessions at each time point 
were used as input into the model. A normative model for the language network in each 
hemisphere was created using fMRI data from a healthy control population and used as 
the predicted model at each time point. Using the Chi-squared distribution, the 
researchers found that at the start of treatment, the observed left hemisphere patient 
model did not fit the predicted left hemisphere normative model, but the observed right 
hemisphere patient model did fit the predicted right hemisphere normative model. As 
treatment progressed, the left hemisphere patient model began to fit the normative model, 
whereas the right hemisphere patient model stopped fitting the normative model. This 
study highlights the utility of comparing a patient's results to a control group. These 
results are interesting because they show a progressive shift in network connections 
throughout treatment. 
Finally, Marcotte et al. (2013) explored changes in the default mode network 
(DMN) from pre- to post-treatment in nine PWA and ten healthy elderly adults. The 
PWA were trained to name objects via semantic feature analysis while the healthy elderly 
adults learned vocabulary in a different language. Both groups were scanned using fMRI 
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before and after treatment while performing a naming task. The researchers used spatial 
independent component analysis to identify regions corresponding to the DMN for each 
group, and then used hierarchical integration to measure functional connectivity both 
within a network and between subnetworks (after Marrelec et al. , 2008 as cited by 
Marcotte et al., 2013). Although there were no differences in the DMN as a whole from 
pre- to post-treatment for either group, when the authors separated the DMN into anterior 
and posterior subnetworks, they found that integration values in the posterior subnetwork 
increased for PW A, but not for healthy elderly adults. The authors suggest that a semantic 
based treatment affected regions of the posterior subnetwork of the DMN known to 
participate in semantic encoding and lexical selection (e.g., left posterior middle and 
superior temporal gyri and angular gyms). These results are promising, showing 
significant changes in functional connectivity in a relatively large patient sample related 
to treatment gains. Also, this study compares the patient group to a control group, adding 
strength to the results. 
To summarize, few studies have utilized connectivity analyses to examme 
treatment-induced neuroplasticity in aphasia. Taken together, these studies show how 
analyses of connectivity can further inform the exploration of neural mechanisms 
associated with treatment gains for PW A and each study helps support the 
methodological basis for this dissertation. 
1.5. Summary 
The purpose of this background was to provide a comprehensive overview of the 
three principles that this dissertation work is based upon: (a) behavioral and 
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neurophysiological aspects of abstract and concrete words, (b) training and generalization 
in therapy, and (c) treatment-induced neuroplasticity. 
First, the concreteness effect is a behavioral phenomenon that occurs in both 
language disordered and non-language disordered populations in which concrete words 
are dealt with more quickly and accurately than abstract words in a variety of language 
tasks. This effect can also be reversed, resulting in a double dissociation for abstract and 
concrete word representations. Several theories have been proposed to account for the 
concreteness effect. Each has merit and contributes to clarifying the complex 
organizational structure of the semantic system. Neuroimaging studies have also 
contributed valuable information regarding the differential representation of abstract and 
concrete concepts, providing evidence that abstract words preferentially activate regions 
thought to be involved in verbal processes, while concrete words preferentially activate 
regions thought to be involved in imagery/sensorimotor processes. 
Second, generalization is an important aspect of word retrieval therapy in aphasia. 
One method of promoting generalization is by training more complex items. This method 
has been successfully applied to a word generation treatment in aphasia by training 
abstract words in a prescribed context-category. Kiran et al. (2007, 2009) found that 
training abstract words promotes generalization to concrete words, but not vice versa. 
Current theories of abstract and concrete word processing provide a plausible mechanism 
for this pattern of generalization. Abstract word connections within the semantic system 
are thought to be associative and allow spreading activation to a variety of abstract and 
concrete words when semantic features for abstract words are trained. This spreading 
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activation can be refined by context and semantic features that apply to the context 
become more salient across both abstract and concrete words. Concrete word 
connections, on the other hand are more categorical or similarity based, which may limit 
the spreading activation that can occur to other related concrete words. 
Finally, recent neuroimaging studies of treatment-induced neuroplasticity have 
shown increases in activation related to success in treatment. However, few studies have 
examined both direct training and generalization effects of treatment and few studies 
have incorporated functional connectivity analyses in addition to activation analyses of 
fMRI (or PET) data to explore treatment-induced changes in the coupling among brain 
regions. Studies that have explored connectivity changes have shown increases in 
connection strength between specific regions of interest. 
2. Research Questions and Rationale 
Abstract and concrete words provide a unique opportunity to study the neural 
mechanisms of training and generalization effects of treatment. Namely, abstract and 
concrete words have been shown to be dissociable behaviorally and neurophysiologically 
(see Section 1.2) and when abstract word generation is trained, generation of concrete 
words in the same context-category also improves (see Section 1.3). With this in mind, 
we aim to determine the underlying neural mechanisms of direct training and 
generalization effects when abstract words are trained in hopes of shedding light on the 
underlying neural mechanisms of direct training and generalization in aphasia treatment 
in general. 
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To this end, we have conducted a series of studies examining (a) where abstract 
and concrete words are processed in PW A, (b) direct training and generalization effects 
of treatment when abstract words in a particular context-category are trained, (c) 
neuroplastic changes in activation and functional connectivity associated with direct 
training and generalization effects of treatment when abstract words are trained. We 
hypothesize that the behavioral effects of treatment will be associated with increases in 
activation and functional connectivity patterns in the brain. 
2.1. What are the neural correlates of abstract and concrete word processing in 
persons with aphasia? 
Although neuroimaging studies have shown differing neural activation patterns 
for abstract and concrete word processing in neurologically healthy adults, this has not 
been shown in PW A. Therefore, we examined the neural activation patterns for abstract 
and concrete word processing in PW A compared with age-matched controls. Based on 
previous neuroimaging work (see Section 1.2), we hypothesized that activations for 
neurologically healthy older adults (hereafter NHOA) would include L IFG, L STG, 
and/or L MTG for abstract words and bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, L MFG, L PCC, and/or 
L PCN for concrete words. We hypothesized that activations for PW A would mirror their 
neurologically healthy counterparts for each region that was spared by the lesion. We also 
expected regions that were partially spared to show activation in the spared tissue (i.e., 
perilesional activation). We expected right hemisphere homologues of the above left 
hemisphere regions to show activation if the left hemisphere region was fully or partially 
lesioned, as right hemisphere homologues have been shown to assume function in the 
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presence of left hemisphere damage (Sebastian & Kiran, 2011; Sebastian, Kiran, & 
Sandberg, 2012; Turkeltaub, Messing, Norise, & Hamilton, 2011). 
2.2. What are the direct training and generalization effects when abstract words are 
trained? 
As mentioned in Section 1.3, Kiran et al. (2007, 2009) showed that training 
abstract words promoted generalization to concrete words in the same context-category; 
however, training concrete words only resulted in improvement of the trained items. 
While these results are promising, this treatment has only been tested in four PW A. 
Therefore, Experiment 2 is an extension of Kiran et al. (2009). We explored the efficacy 
of training abstract words on both direct training and generalization effects in a larger 
sample with varying degrees of aphasia severity and type. Importantly, our goal was not 
to compare the efficacy of training abstract versus concrete words, but rather to examine 
direct training and generalization effects when abstract words are trained. 
Renvall, Nickels, and Davidson (2013) recently pointed out the paucity of 
treatment studies examining the effects of using words other than concrete nouns and 
verbs though most meaningful conversation requires abstract concepts. Thus, in addition 
to extending the findings of Kiran et al. (2009), we intend to help fill this gap in the 
literature. Based on Kiran et al. (2009), we hypothesized that training abstract words 
would result not only in improvement on the trained items but also in generalization to 
concrete words in the same context-category. 
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2.3. What are the changes in neural activation and functional connectivity 
associated with direct training and generalization effects of treatment? 
Both neurologically healthy adults and PW A have shown a concreteness effect 
during language tasks and previous neuroimaging work has shown that abstract and 
concrete words preferentially activate different regions of the cortex during a variety of 
language tasks (see Section 1.2). Furthermore, training abstract words in word-finding 
treatment for aphasia promotes generalization to concrete words, but not vice versa (see 
Section 1.3). Finally, treatment-induced neuroplasticity is evident in chronic aphasia (see 
Section 1.4). However, neuroplasticity related to the direct training of abstract words and 
generalization to concrete words has not yet been explored. Therefore, the aim of 
Experiment 3 is to shed light on the underlying neural mechanism of generalization from 
abstract to concrete words by comparing the activation and functional connectivity 
patterns of abstract and concrete word processing in PW A before and after treatment. 
The methodological approach used in Experiment 3 allowed us to explore 
treatment-induced neuroplasticity across participants while taking into account individual 
variability. We explored activation patterns at both the individual level and across 
participants. We also explored changes in functional connectivity at the individual level 
using participant-defined functional ROis as well as at the group level by employing 
graph theoretical measures of node degree and node strength, which allowed a 
comparison across participants. This analysis also provided comparison with the 
activation results by focusing the functional connectivity analysis back to the level of the 
regwn. 
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Based on previous neurmmagmg work showing increases in activation and 
functional connectivity as a function of treatment (see Section 1.4), we hypothesized that 
direct training and generalization effects in treatment will coincide with increases in 
activation and functional connectivity in regions previously shown to be preferentially 
active for abstract and concrete concepts during a variety of language tasks (see Section 
1.2.3). Specifically, when training abstract words increases generative naming for 
abstract words, both activation and functional connectivity are expected to increase in L 
IFG, L STG, and/or L MTG. When training abstract words increases generative naming 
for concrete words, both activation and functional connectivity are expected to increase 
in bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, L MFG, L PCC, and/or L PCN. Additionally, based on the 
premise in the DCT (Paivio, 1971, 1986) that both abstract and concrete words utilize 
verbal codes, we expect an overlap in increased activation and functional connectivity to 
occur in left temporal and inferior frontal cortices. According to our results from 
Experiment 1, the most likely candidates are L IFG and L MTG. Based on our hypothesis 
that generalization occurs via spreading activations from abstract words to associated 
abstract and concrete words (see Section 1.3), we expect overlapping increases in 
activation and functional connectivity to occur in L IFG, which has been shown to be 
involved in the encoding and retrieval of semantic associations (Prince et al., 2005). 
As in Experiment 1, we expected regions that were completely or partially spared 
to show activation in the spared tissue. We also expected right hemisphere homologues of 
the above left hemisphere regions to show activation if the left hemisphere region was 
fully or partially lesioned, as right hemisphere homologues have been shown to assume 
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function in the presence of left hemisphere damage (Sebastian & Kiran, 2011; Sebastian 
et al., 2012; Turkeltaub et al., 2011). 
2.4 Summary 
The aim of this dissertation is to systematically explore neuroplasticity related to a 
theoretically based generative naming treatment for PWA. We first present an 
investigation into the neural representation of the items that will be trained (abstract 
words) and the items that are expected to be generalized to (concrete words) in PW A. 
Next, we present a behavioral study of the efficacy of training abstract words in terms of 
both direct training and generalization effects in PW A. Finally, we present an exploration 
of the neuroplastic changes in activation and functional connectivity associated with 
success in therapy, specifically related to direct training and generalization effects of 
treatment. 
The results of this work are expected to inform the ongomg process of 
understanding the connection between neuroplasticity and behavioral improvement in 
treatment in aphasia. This has implications for understanding the neural mechanisms 
underlying language recovery in general and the development of more effective 
treatments for aphasia. 
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3. Experiment 1: Analysis of Abstract and Concrete Word Processing in Persons 
with Aphasia and Age-Matched Neurologically Healthy Adults Using fM:RI 
Adapted from: 
Sandberg, C. , & Kiran, S. (2013). Analysis of abstract and concrete word processing in 
persons with aphasia and age-matched neurologically healthy adults using 
fmri. Neurocase, 1-28. doi: 10.1080/13554794.2013.770881 
3.1. Abstract 
The concreteness effect occurs in both normal and language-disordered 
populations. Research suggests that abstract and concrete concepts elicit differing neural 
activation patterns in healthy young adults, but this is undocumented in persons with 
aphasia. Three persons with aphasia and three age-matched controls were scanned using 
fMRI while processing abstract and concrete words. Consistent with current theories of 
abstract and concrete word processing, abstract words elicited activation in verbal areas 
whereas concrete words additionally activated imagery/sensorimotor areas. Persons with 
aphasia show greater differences in neural activation than age-matched controls between 
abstract and concrete words, possibly due to an exaggerated concreteness effect. 
3.2. Introduction 
The exploration of language processing in persons with aphasia using fMRI is 
highly informative for clinical aphasia research in particular and cognitive neuroscience 
in general. One contrast that has not been explored to date in PW A is the comparison 
between abstract and concrete word processing. Recall from Section 1.2.1 that both 
neurologically healthy adults and PW A exhibit a concreteness effect, which is a 
behavioral advantage for concrete over abstract concepts, in a variety of language tasks 
(Barry & Gerhand, 2003 ; Berndt et al., 2002; Bird et al., 2002; Bird, Howard, et al. , 
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2000; Bird et al., 2003; Bird, Lambon Ralph, et al., 2000; Bleasdale, 1987; Bonner et al., 
2009; Crutch & Jackson, 2011; Crutch et al., 2006; Crutch & Warrington, 2003, 2005; 
Crutch & Warrington, 2010; de Groot, 1989; de Groot & Keijzer, 2000; Franklin et al., 
1995; Hoffman & Lambon Ralph, 2011; Hoffman et al., 2011; Holmes & Langford, 
1976; James, 1975a; Jefferies et al., 2009; Jones, 1985; Kiran & Tuchtenhagen, 2005; 
Klee & Eysenck, 1973; Kroll & Merves, 1986; Luzzatti et al., 2002; Martin & Saffran, 
1990; Martin & Saffran, 1997, 1999; Martinet al., 1996; Newton & Barry, 1997; Nickels 
& Howard, 1995; Paivio & Csapo, 1969; Paivio & Foth, 1970; Papagno, Capasso, et al., 
2009; Patterson & Marcel, 1977; Roll et al., 2012; Schwanenflugel et al., 1988; 
Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983; Schwanenflugel & Stowe, 1989; Strain et al., 1995, 
2002; van Hell & de Groot, 1998; Warrington, 1975; Yi et al., 2007). The effect has been 
shown to be exaggerated in case studies of deep dyslexia (e.g., Newton & Barry, 1997) 
and reversed in case studies of semantic dementia (e.g., Papagno et al., 2009). The notion 
that abstract and concrete concept representation can be differentially affected by 
differently localized lesions suggests a double dissociation in the representations of 
abstract and concrete concepts. 
Indeed, as discussed in Section 1.2.3, in neurologically healthy adults, abstract 
and concrete words have been shown to activate different regions of the cortex 
preferentially (Bedny & Thompson-Schill, 2006; Binder et al., 2009; Binder, Medler, et 
al., 2005; Binder, Westbury, et al., 2005; D'Esposito et al. , 1997; Fiebach & Friederici, 
2004; Fliessbach et al. , 2006; Giesbrecht et al. , 2004; Grossman et al., 2002a, 2002b; 
Harris et al. , 2006; Jessen et al., 2000; Kiehl et al., 1999; Mellet et al., 1998; Noppeney & 
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Price, 2004; Perani et al. , 1999; Pexman et al. , 2007; Sabsevitz et al. , 2005; Tettamanti et 
al. , 2008; Wallentin et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2013; Wang et al. , 2010; Whatmough et al. , 
2004; Wise et al. , 2000). However, results vary across studies, most likely due to 
variations in study design and number of subjects. Two meta-analyses of these 
neuroimaging studies have been performed, providing some consensus (Binder et al. , 
2009; Wang et al. , 201 0). Using ALE for a group of 17 studies, Binder et al. (2009) 
showed that abstract words preferentially activated L IFG and L STS, while concrete 
words preferentially activated bilateral AG, L FFG, L DMPFC (including SupMed, SFG, 
and MFG), and L PCC. Using MKDA for a group of 19 studies, Wang et al. (2010) 
showed that abstract words preferentially activated L IFG, L STG, and L MTG, while 
concrete words preferentially activated L FFG, L PCN, L PHG, and L PCC. 
As an additional check, we tallied the results of each individual study listed above 
and compared them with the two meta-analyses (see Appendix A). We found that regions 
that had the highest consensus across studies were also observed in one or both of the 
meta-analyses. Across studies, abstract words preferentially activated L IFG (Binder et 
al. , 2009; Fiebach & Friederici, 2004; Fliessbach et al. , 2006; Jessen et al. , 2000; 
Noppeney & Price, 2004; Perani et al. , 1999; Pexman et al. , 2007; Tettamanti et al. , 2008; 
Wallentin et al. , 2005; Wang et al. , 2013; Wang et al., 2010), L STG (Binder, Westbury, 
et al. , 2005; Grossman et al. , 2002a; Mellet et al. , 1998; Pexman et al. , 2007; Sabsevitz et 
al. , 2005; Wallentin et al., 2005; Wang et al. , 2010; Wise et al., 2000), and L MTG 
(Grossman et al. , 2002a, 2002b; Harris et al. , 2006; Noppeney & Price, 2004; Pexman et 
al. , 2007; Sabsevitz et al., 2005; Tettamanti et al. , 2008; Wallentin et al. , 2005; Wang et 
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al., 2013; Wang et al., 2010). Across studies, concrete words preferentially activated L 
AG (Binder et al., 2009; Binder, Medler, et al., 2005; Binder, Westbury, et al., 2005; 
Fliessbach et al., 2006; Sabsevitz et al. , 2005; Wang et al., 2013), R AG (Binder et al., 
2009; Binder, Medler, et al., 2005; Binder, Westbury, et al., 2005; Fliessbach et al., 2006; 
Jessen et al. , 2000; Sabsevitz et al. , 2005), L FFG (Binder et al. , 2009; Binder, Medler, et 
al., 2005 ; D'Esposito et al., 1997; Mellet et al., 1998; Sabsevitz et al., 2005 ; Wang et al. , 
2013; Wang et al., 2010; Whatmough et al. , 2004; Wise et al. , 2000), L PCN (Bedny & 
Thompsen-Schill, 2006; Binder, Medler, et al., 2005; Binder, Westbury, et al. , 2005 ; 
Jessen et al., 2000; Wang et al. , 2013; Wang et al., 2010), L PCC (Binder et al. , 2009; 
Binder, Medler, et al. , 2005; Binder, Westbury, et al., 2005; Harris et al., 2006; Sabsevitz 
et al., 2005; Wang et al. , 2013; Wang et al. , 2010), L MFG (Binder et al., 2009; Binder, 
Medler, et al., 2005; Binder, Westbury, et al., 2005; Jessen et al. , 2000; Mellet et al. , 
1998; Sabsevitz et al., 2005; Wallentin et al. , 2005; Wang et al., 2013). Additionally, a 
region of high consensus for concrete words which was not found in the meta-analyses is 
L ITG (Fiebach & Friederici, 2004; Mellet et al., 1998; Sabsevitz et al., 2005 ; Tettamanti 
et al. , 2008; Wang et al. , 2013), which is proximal to FFG and has a similar role in object 
recognition and imagery (Ishai et al. , 2000). 
The differences in neural representations for abstract and concrete words that 
have been shown in neurologically healthy adults in a variety of studies fit within the 
framework of the DCT (Paivio, 1971 , 1986, 1991), which posits that abstract concepts 
rely more heavily on verbal processes, while concrete concepts rely on both verbal and 
imagery/sensorimotor processes. Importantly, no studies have explored the differences in 
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neural representations of abstract and concrete words in PW A. Thus, the aim of this 
experiment is to explore the differences in neural representations of abstract and concrete 
words in PW A. 
We examined the neural activation patterns for abstract and concrete word 
processing of three PW A with different lesions during two tasks with varying depths of 
semantic processing - word judgment and synonym judgment - and compared their data 
with three age-matched controls (neurologically healthy older adults; hereafter NHOA). 
We hypothesized that, based on previous neuroimaging work (see above), activations for 
abstract words would include L IFG, L STG, and/or L MTG, and activations for concrete 
words would include bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, L MFG, L PCC, and/or L PCN. We 
expected activations for PW A to mirror NHOA for each region that was spared by the 
lesion. We also expected regions that were partially spared to show activation in the 
spared tissue (i.e., perilesional activation). We expected right hemisphere homologues of 
the above left hemisphere regions to show activation if the left hemisphere region was 
fully or partially lesioned, as right hemisphere homologues have been shown to assume 
function in the presence of left hemisphere damage (Sebastian & Kiran, 2011; Sebastian 
et al., 2012; Turkeltaub et al., 2011). 
3.3. Methods 
3.3.1. Participants 
Three (1 female) persons with aphasia subsequent to left middle cerebral artery 
cerebrovascular accident and three (2 female) neurologically healthy older adults 
participated in the experiment. PWA ranged in age from 55-59 years (mean= 57.19) and 
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were in the chronic stage of recovery (23-76 months post-onset) (see Table 3.1 for 
details). NHOA ranged in age from 56-67 years (mean = 59.7). All participants were 
right-handed, monolingual English speakers. Handedness was confirmed with the 
Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971 ). A medical history and demographic questionnaire 
was used to rule out concomitant neurological disease, head trauma, psychiatric 
disorders, or developmental speech, language, or learning disabilities. Aided or unaided 
visual and hearing acuity was determined to be within normal limits. All participants 
obtained at least a high school education and gave informed consent according to the 
Human Subjects Protocol for Boston University. 
PW A were given a battery of standardized language tests, including the Western 
Aphasia Battery (W AB; Kertesz, 1982) to establish the type and severity of aphasia, the 
Boston Naming Test (BNT; Goodglass, Kaplan, & Weintraub, 1983) to determine 
confrontation naming ability, selected subtests of the Psycholinguistic Assessment of 
Language Processing in Aphasia (P ALP A; Kay, Lesser, & Coltheart, 1992) to examine 
differences between abstract and concrete word performance on a variety of tasks 
measuring access to the semantic system, the Pyramids and Palm Trees (P APT; Howard 
& Patterson, 1992) to determine overall soundness of the semantic system, and the 
Cognitive Linguistic Quick Test (CLQT; Helm-Estabrooks, 2001) to determine the 
relative contribution of cognitive deficits such as attention and memory to language 
dysfunction. Additionally, a generative naming task (Kiran et al., 2009) was used to 
examine naming ability of both abstract and concrete words since confrontation naming 
is biased for concrete words (see Table 3.1 for details). 
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Table 3.1. 
Diagnostic and Demographic Information for Participants with Aphasia. 
PWAl PWA2 PWA3 
Age 56 55 59 
Sex Female Male Male 
Education B.A. M.B.A. M.B.A. 
Months Post Stroke 38 76 23 
Lesion Region Left MCAa LeftMCA LeftMCA 
Western Aphasia Battery 
Aphasia Quotient 96.70 77.70 78.60 
Aphasia Type Anomie Conduction TCMb 
Boston Naming Test 91.67% 86.67% 66.67% 
Psycholinguistic Assessment of 
Language Processing in Aphasia 
Auditory Lexical Decision: High 
lmageability 100.00% 100.00% 97.50% 
Auditory Lexical Decision: Low 
Imageability 100.00% 97.50% 97.50% 
Visual Lexical Decision: High 
lmageablility 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Visual Lexical Decision: Low 
Imageablility 96.67% 100.00% 93.33% 
Auditory Synonym Judgment: High 
Imageability 100.00% 90.00% 93 .33% 
Auditory Synonym Judgment: Low 
Imageability 96.67% 90.00% 76.67% 
Written Synonym Judgment: High 
Imageability 100.00% 96.67% 86.67% 
Written Synonym Judgment: Low 
Imageability 100.00% 83.33% 76.67% 
Semantic Association: High lmageability 80.00% DNTC 73.33% 
Semantic Association: Low Imageability 80.00% DNT 86.67% 
Pyramids and Palm Trees 
Pictures 96.15% 98.08% 94.23% 
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Written Words 98.08% 96.15% 94.23% 
Cognitive Linguistic Quick Test 
Composite Severity WNL ct WNL WNL 
Note. aMCA = middle cerebral artery, bTCM =transcortical motor, cDNT = did not test, 
dWNL = within normal limits. Note that most cases of differences in performance 
between high and low imagability reflect better performance for lexical items with high 
imageability, which are more concrete in nature. 
All three PW A had mild aphasia as measured by the W AB with PW AI falling 
into the normal range. While PWAl may have recovered to a normal score, her speech 
was still perceptibly aphasic and was judged to be appropriate for the study. PW A3 
exhibited impaired confrontation naming as measured by the BNT, while PWAl and 
PW A2 exhibited confrontation naming to be within normal limits. Note that 
confrontation naming is concrete in nature and is not the best measure of word finding 
that is equally representative for abstract and concrete words. Thus, the results of the 
generative naming task, for which all three PWA showed deficits for both abstract and 
concrete words, may be more informative. None of the PW A showed statistically 
significant differences in performance between abstract and concrete words on any of the 
subtests of the P ALP A; however, this may partly be due to a ceiling effect. On the word 
generation task, all three PW A exhibited scores below 50% accuracy and showed a 
concreteness effect (PWA1: x2(1),p < .10; PWA2: x2(1),p = .01; PWA3: x2(1),p = .10). 
All three PW A showed cognitive functioning to be within normal limits and semantic 
processing as measured by the P APT to be within normal limits. This suggests that any 
deficits in performance on language tasks are not related to cognitive impairment or 
degradation of semantic knowledge. Notably, Martin and Saffran (1997, 1999) showed 
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that PW A with more intact semantic knowledge were more likely to show a concreteness 
effect than those with semantic impairment. 
NHOA completed the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & 
McHugh, 1975) and the Boston Naming Test Short Form (BNT; Goodglass et al., 1983) 
to rule out cognitive and semantic deficits. Average scores for these tests were 97% for 
the MMSE and 100% for the BNT. 
3.3.2. Tasks and Stimuli 
Two tasks were used to elicit specific semantic processmg for abstract and 
concrete words: word judgment (WJ) and synonym judgment (SJ). In both tasks, 
participants viewed written words and made a semantic judgment, responding with a 
button press using the left hand. The left hand was used to equate the task between 
populations, since patients with aphasia are often hemiplegic on the right side. The two 
tasks were designed to elicit semantic processing at two different levels. The WJ task is a 
more metalinguistic task that requires access to meaning to classify it as abstract or 
concrete. The SJ task requires access to meaning of two words and a comparison of the 
meanings and is therefore a deeper semantic task. Participants were instructed that there 
was a time limit for each trial and should therefore work as quickly and accurately as 
possible. All participants were allowed to practice both tasks until they felt comfortable 
performing each task to reduce anxiety during scanning. 
In the WJ task, participants decided whether a written word was abstract or 
concrete. The control condition for this task was deciding whether letter strings were 
composed of vowels or consonants. The words abstract/concrete for noun stimuli and 
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vowel/consonant for letter stimuli appeared at the bottom of each screen in order to 
minimize possible confounding effects of participants not remembering which button to 
push. 
The 50 abstract and 50 concrete words used for the WJ task, as well as their 
ratings for concreteness, imageability, and frequency were obtained from the Medical 
Research Council (MRC) psycholinguistic database (Coltheart, 1981; 
www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdatabase/uwa_mrc.htm). Abstract and concrete words were 
chosen so that they were as far apart on the concreteness and imageability spectrums as 
possible to ensure distinct behavioral and neurophysiological processing between word 
types. Therefore, abstract words had significantly lower concreteness (F (1, 98) = 
2161.20, p < .01) and imageability (F (1, 98) = 494.70, p < .01) than concrete words. 
Abstract and concrete words were matched on frequency (F (1, 84) = 2.27, p = .13) 
(Frances & Kucera, 1983). The length of each letter string was matched to the letter 
length of each concrete and abstract word. 
In the SJ task, participants decided whether or not paired abstract and paired 
concrete words were similar in meaning. The control condition was to decide whether or 
not paired nonwords were the same. The 50 abstract and 50 concrete words used in the SJ 
task were taken from a previous treatment study in our lab (Kiran et al., 2009) and from a 
subtest of the P ALP A (Kay et al., 1992). Psycho linguistic information for these words 
was also obtained from the MRC database (Coltheart, 1981; 
www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdatabase/uwa_mrc.htm). Again, abstract words had 
significantly lower concreteness (F (1, 65) = 846.43, p < .01) and imageability (F (1, 68) 
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= 456.34, p < .01) than concrete words, but abstract and concrete words were matched on 
frequency (F (1, 54)= .27,p = .61) (Frances & Kucera, 1983). 
The 50 nonwords used in the SJ task were obtained from the ARC nonword 
database (Rastle, Harrington, & Coltheart, 2002; www.cogsci.mq.edu.au/~nwdb/) and 
were matched in letter length with the abstract and concrete words. Additionally, 
nonwords with no phonological or orthographic neighbors were chosen so that 
unintentional processing of real words did not occur due to similarities between 
nonwords and real words. 
3.3.3. Experimental Design 
For both tasks, an event-related design was implemented using E-Prime software 
(Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). Each event stimulus lasted 4 seconds and presentation 
was randomized within tasks. During each inter-stimulus interval (lSI), which randomly 
lasted 2, 3, or 4 seconds, a small cross centered on the screen was presented to maintain 
the subject's visual attention. The WJ task consisted of three runs, lasting a total of 17.45 
minutes. The SJ task consisted of four runs, lasting a total of23.27 minutes. 
3.3.4. Data Collection 
Magnetic resonance images were acquired at the Boston University Center for 
Biomedical Imaging from a 3T Phillips MRI scanner. High-resolution Tl images were 
acquired with the following parameters: 140 sagittal slices, 1 mm3 voxels, 240 x 240 
matrix, FOV = 240 mm, flip angle= 8, fold-over direction= AP, TR = 8.2 ms, TE = 3.8 
ms. Blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) sensitive functional images were collected 
using the following parameters: 31 axial slices (3 mm thick, 0.3 interslice gap), 3 mm3 
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voxels, FOV = 240, flip angle= 90, fold-over direction= AP, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 35 
ms. The visual stimuli were presented on a screen behind the scanner, which projected to 
a mirror fitted to the head coil. Padding was used to minimize head motion and corrective 
optical lenses were used when necessary to correct visual acuity. After bore entry, the 
magnet was shimmed to achieve maximum homogeneity. 
3.3.5. Data Analysis 
SPM8 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging) was used to analyze 
the fMRI data. Preprocessing was performed to correct for slice time differences, remove 
movement and baseline function artifacts, align the structural and functional images to 
each other, and normalize both structural and functional images to the MNI (Montreal 
Neurological Institute) template. Baseline functions were filtered out with a high-pass 
filter of 128 s, motion artifacts were corrected using the ArtRepair toolbox for SPM8 
(Mazaika, Hoeft, Glover, & Reiss, 2009). In addition to these basic steps, the 
preprocessing of PW A data required that lesion masks be drawn using MRicron software 
(http://www.cabiatl.com/mricroO and used during normalization to minimize deformities 
during warping by not including lesioned tissue in the calculations (Brett, Leff, Rorden, 
& Ashbumer, 2001). MRicron was also then used to calculate the lesion volume for each 
patient. Additionally, patient data were not smoothed because (a) this data is not intended 
to be analyzed in a group analysis- which is the primary reason for smoothing data--
and (b) smoothing may mask small but important activations in patient data (see Meinzer 
et al., 2012, for a discussion regarding smoothing in patient populations). 
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After preprocessing, statistical analyses were performed at the individual level 
with a general linear model (GLM) convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response 
function (HRF) with a temporal derivative. Only correct responses were analyzed. For 
each task, the contrasts of interest were: [abstract words > control items] and [concrete 
words > control items], to reveal regions significantly active for abstract and concrete 
words (respectively) above and beyond orthographic/phonological processing, and 
[abstract words> concrete words] to reveal regions that are significantly more active for 
abstract than concrete words and [concrete words > abstract words] to reveal regions that 
are significantly more active for concrete than abstract words. 
3.4. Results 
3.4.1. Behavioral Results 
Analyses were performed on both accuracy and reaction time (RT) data (see Table 
2). Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U-tests were used due to small 
sample sizes. For the Kruskal-Wallis tests, there were three levels of the factor condition: 
abstract, concrete, and control. Overall, PW A and NHOA did not differ significantly in 
reaction time on either task (p = .51 for both), nor in accuracy on the WJ task (p = .82), 
but during SJ, NHOA were more accurate than PW A (U = 3.86, p = .05). This indicates 
that the SJ task was more difficult for PWA than for NHOA. For specific effects of 
condition, PW A data were analyzed separately from NHOA data. 
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Table 3.2. 
Means and Standard Deviations of Accuracy and Reaction Times. 
Synonym Judgment Word Judgment 
NHOAa (n = 3) PWAb (n = 3) NHOA (n = 3) PWA (n = 3) 
Abstract 
Accc 89.93% (5.84%) 80.52% (5.50%) 98.65% (2.33%) 80.67% (18.15%) 
RTct 1954.38 (426.94) 2020.27 (147.50) 1517.23 (214.33) 1727.07 (328.85) 
Concrete 
Ace 98.67% (2.31%) 95.06% (4.61 %) 93.33% (3.05%) 98.67% (1.15%) 
RT 1741.65 (447.39) 1762.45 (33.23) 1541.68 (468.49) 1377.92 (55.11) 
Control 
Ace 99.33% (1.15%) 98.89% (1.02%) 95.33% (1.16%) 100.00% (0.00%) 
RT 1757.41 (626.19) 1330.72 (34.90) 1821.95 (410.52) 1324.60 (355.49) 
Note. aNHOA =Neurologically healthy older adults, bpw A = Persons with aphasia, 
c Ace =Accuracy, dRT = Reaction Time. Standard deviations in parentheses. 
3.4.1.1. Participants with Aphasia 
3.4.1.1.1. Accuracy 
The Kruskal-Wallis test revealed a significant effect of condition on accuracy for 
both tasks (SJ: H (2) = 32.20, p < .001; WJ: H (2) = 46.59, p < .001). Post-hoc Mann-
Whitney U-tests revealed that PWA were less accurate for abstract than concrete words 
for both tasks (SJ: U = 8.66, p < .01; WJ: U = 23.42, p < .001), confirming the existence 
of the concreteness effect in PW A. PW A were less accurate for concrete words than 
nonwords (U = 4.76, p < .05) in the SJ task, but there was no difference in accuracy 
between concrete words and letter strings (U= 2.02,p = .16) in the WJ task, confirming 
that the control condition was of equal or lesser difficulty than the experimental 
conditions. 
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3.4.1.1.2. Reaction Time 
The Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant effect of condition on RT for both 
tasks (SJ: H (2) = 101.76, p < .001; WJ: H (2) = 38.76, p < .001). Post-hoc Mann-
Whitney U-tests revealed that PWA were faster for concrete than abstract words for both 
tasks (SJ: U= 11.64,p = .001; WJ: U= 22.66,p < .001) confirming the existence ofthe 
concreteness effect in PW A. PWA were faster for nonwords than concrete words (U = 
55.28, p < .001) for the SJ task, but there was no difference in reaction time between 
concrete words and letter strings (U = 1.96, p = .16) for the WJ task, confirming that the 
control condition was of equal or lesser difficulty than the experimental conditions. 
3.4.1.2. Neurologically Healthy Older Adults 
3.4.1.2.1. Accuracy 
The Kruskal-Wallis test revealed a significant effect of condition on accuracy for 
SJ (H (2) = 17.62, p < .001), but not for WJ (H (2) = 4.00, p = .14). Post-hoc Mann-
Whitney U-tests for the SJ task revealed that NHOA were less accurate for abstract words 
than concrete words (U = 6.11, p = .01), confirming the existence of the concreteness 
effect in the SJ task for NHOA. No difference in accuracy between concrete words and 
nonwords (U = .51, p = .48) was noted, confirming that the control condition was of 
equal or lesser difficulty than the experimental conditions. 
3.4.1.2.2. Reaction Time 
The Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant effect of condition on RT for both 
tasks (SJ: H(2) = 9.23,p = .01; WJ: H(2) = 20.50,p < .001). Post-hoc Mann-WhitneyU-
tests revealed differing patterns for each task. For SJ, NHOA exhibited longer RTs for 
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abstract words than concrete words (U = 4.79, p < .05), confirming the existence of the 
concreteness effect in the SJ task for NHOA. No significant difference in RT between 
concrete words and nonwords (U = .33, p = .57) was noted, confirming that the control 
condition was of equal or lesser difficulty than the experimental conditions. For WJ, 
NHOA exhibited longer RTs for letter strings than for both abstract words (U = 19.28, p 
< .001) and concrete words (U= 11.46,p = .001), confirming that the control condition 
was of equal or lesser difficulty than the experimental conditions, but there was no 
significant difference in RT between abstract and concrete words (U = .08, p =. 78). 
3.4.2. Neuroimaging Results 
Data from each participant were analyzed at the individual level, corrected with 
an FDR of p < .05. Recall from the introduction that activation for abstract words is 
expected in L IFG, L STG, and/or L MTG, and activation for concrete words is expected 
in bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, L MFG, L PCC, and/or L PCN. Specific peaks of activation 
for each participant are listed in Appendix B, Tables B.1 through B.6. 
3.4.2.1. Participants with Aphasia 
Importantly, PW A showed patterns of activation that exhibited certain 
consistencies (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). First, all three PWA showed activation in some 
portion of L IFG and L MTG for both the [abstract> control] and [concrete> control] 
contrasts for both tasks, and two PW A also showed activation in L IFG and L MTG for 
the [abstract > concrete] contrast. Second, all three PW A exhibited perilesional 
activation. Third, all three PW A showed activation in right hemisphere homologues of 
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the regions in our pre-specified list of abstract and concrete regions. Each PW A's specific 
neuroimaging results are described separately below. 
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Figure 3.1. Activations for persons with aphasia (PWA) resulting from the direct 
comparison of abstract and concrete word conditions for each task. Regions that are 
preferentially active during the abstract word condition [abstract > concrete] are shown in 
red; regions that are preferentially active during the concrete word condition [concrete > 
abstract] are shown in blue. All activations shown are significant at an FDR ofp < .05 . 
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Figure 3.2. Activations for persons with aphasia (PWA) for abstract and concrete words 
during each task. Activation shown at an FDR of p < .05 for contrasts abstract > control 
(red) and concrete > control (green). Yellow = overlap between contrasts. 
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Table 3.3. 
Lesion Information for Participants with Aphasia. 
PWA1 PWA2 PWA3 
Lesion Volume 62.55 cc 79.79 cc 123.86 cc 
Percent Spared Tissue by Region of Interest 
L IFGorb 100.00% 100.00% 68.93% 
L IFGtri 51.35% 100.00% 2.60% 
LMTG 100.00% 22.43% 83.02% 
LSTG 59.31% 6.60% 29.83% 
LMFG 86.74% 74.76% 24.42% 
LAG 100.00% 82.17% 23.59% 
RAG 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
LFFG 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
LITG 100.00% 82.21% 100.00% 
LPCN 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
LPCC 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
3.4.2.1.1. PW Al 
The first PW A was a 56 year old female with a lesion encompassing about 85 cc 
of the left hemisphere including roughly 49% of IFGtri, 13% of MFG, and 41% of STG 
(see Table 3.3). During the word judgment task, for the [abstract > concrete] contrast, this 
participant activated L IFGorb, L IFGtri, and L MTG, as well as many additional areas, 
including right hemisphere homologues (see Table B.l and Figure 3.1). The [concrete > 
abstract] contrast did not result in any significant activation; however, at an uncorrected 
threshold of p < .001, L MFG and L PCN were among the regions active. The broader 
contrasts of [abstract > control] and [concrete > control] show much overlap between 
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abstract and concrete word processing, including L IFG and L MTG (see Table B.1 and 
Figure 3.2). 
During the synonym judgment task, PWAl did not show significant activation for 
either the [abstract > concrete] contrast or the [concrete > abstract] contrast; however, at 
an uncorrected threshold ofp < .001, L IFG was among the regions preferentially active 
for abstract words. Again, the broader contrasts of [abstract > control] and [concrete > 
control] show much overlap between abstract and concrete word activations, including L 
IFG and L MTG (see Table B.1 and Figure 3.2). 
3.4.2.1.2. PW A2 
The second PWA was a 55 year old male with a lesion encompassing about 80 cc 
of the left hemisphere including roughly 25% ofMFG, 93% ofSTG, 78% ofMTG, 18% 
of AG, and 18% ofiTG (see Table 3.3). During the wordjudgment task, this participant 
activated left MTG for the [abstract > concrete] contrast, as well as bilateral MCC and 
PCN, right MFG and MTG, and left SFG (see Table B.2 and Figure 3.1). The [concrete > 
abstract] contrast was not significant; however, at an uncorrected threshold ofp < .001 , L 
FFG, L PCC and L PCN were among the regions active. Like PWA1 , the broader 
contrasts ([abstract > control] and [concrete > control]) reveal much overlap between 
abstract and concrete word processing, including L IFG and L MTG (see Table B.2 and 
Figure 3.2 for details). 
During the synonym judgment task, PW A2 did not show significant activation for 
either the [abstract > concrete] contrast or the [concrete > abstract] contrast; however, at 
an uncorrected threshold ofp < .001 , RAG was among the regions preferentially active 
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for concrete words and L IFG was among the regions preferentially active for abstract 
words. The broader contrasts of [abstract > control] and [concrete > control] again 
showed similar patterns of activation, including L IFG, L STG, and L MTG (see Table 
B.2 and Figure 3.2 for details). 
3.4.2.1.3. PW A3 
The third participant was a 59 year old male with a lesion encompassing about 
124 cc ofthe left hemisphere including roughly 31% ofiFGorb, 97% ofiFGtri, 76% of 
MFG, 17% of MTG, 70% of STG, and 76% of AG (see Table 3.3). During the word 
judgment task, he showed significant activation in L IFGorb and L MTG for the [abstract 
> concrete] contrast and for the [concrete > abstract] contrast, L MFG, RAG, L PCN, 
and L PCC were significantly active. Additional areas that were active for these contrasts 
are listed in Table B.3 and shown in Figure 3 .1. The broader contrasts of [abstract > 
control] and [concrete > control] showed some similar areas of activation as shown in 
Table B.3 and shown in Figure 3.2, including L IFG and L MTG. 
During the synonym judgment task, PW A3 showed activation in L IFGorb, L 
IFGtri, and L MTG for the [abstract > concrete] contrast and in left inferior parietal 
lobule (L IPL), L PCC, and L PCN for the [concrete > abstract] contrast. Additional areas 
for these contrasts are listed in Table B.3 and shown in Figure 3 .1. Again, the broader 
contrasts of [abstract > control] and [concrete > control] showed many similarities, 
including activation in L IFG, L STG, and L MTG (see Table B.3 and Figure 3.2 for 
details). 
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3.4.2.2. Neurologically Healthy Older Adults 
As in PW A, NHOA showed certain consistencies in their patterns of activation 
(see Figures 3.3 and 3.4). First, all three NHOA showed activation in L IFG and L MTG 
for the [abstract > control] contrast for both tasks, and two NHOA showed activation in L 
IFG and L MTG for the [abstract > concrete] contrast for the SJ task. Second, NHOA 
showed fewer regions of activation overall than PW A, constrained to mainly left 
hemisphere language areas. Notably, though, two NHOA showed activation in R IFG for 
the [abstract > control] and [abstract > concrete] contrasts. Each NHOA's specific 
neuroimaging results are described separately below. 
Figure 3.3 . Activations for neurologically healthy older adults (NHOA) resulting from 
the direct comparison of abstract and concrete word conditions for the Synonym 
Judgment task. Regions that are preferentially active during the abstract word condition 
[abstract > concrete] are shown in red; the [concrete > abstract] contrast was not 
significant. All activations shown are significant at an FDR ofp < .05. 
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Figure 3.4. Activations for neurologically healthy older adults (NHOA) for abstract and 
concrete words during each task. Activation shown at FDRp < .05 for contrasts [abstract 
> control] (red) and [concrete > control] (green). Yellow= overlap between contrasts. 
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3.4.2.2.1. ~ll()ill 
The first participant was a 67 year old female. During the word judgment task, 
this participant did not show activation for the tight contrasts of [abstract > concrete] and 
[concrete > abstract]; however, at an uncorrected threshold ofp < .001 , L FFG and L ITG 
were among the regions active for concrete words. The broader contrasts of [abstract > 
control] and [concrete > control] showed much overlap, including L IFG and L MTG (see 
Table B.4 and Figure 3.4 for details). 
During the synonym judgment task, the [abstract > concrete] contrast showed 
activation in L IFGorb, L IFG (p. opercularis, hereafter IFGop) and L MTG, as well as 
additional areas listed in Table B.4 (also see Figure 3.3), but the [concrete > abstract] 
contrast did not reveal any significant areas of activation. Also, no regions in our pre-
specified list for concrete words showed up at an uncorrected threshold of p < .001. The 
broader contrasts of [abstract > control] and [concrete > control] showed overlaps for 
abstract and concrete word activations, including L IFG and L MTG (see Table B.4 and 
Figure 3.4 for details). 
3.4.2.2.2. ~ll()il2 
The second participant was a 56 year old male. During the word judgment task, 
this participant did not show activation for the tight contrasts of [abstract > concrete] and 
[concrete > abstract]; however, at an uncorrected threshold of p < .001, L MTG was 
among the regions preferentially active for abstract words. The broader contrasts of 
[abstract > control] and [concrete > control] showed some overlaps for abstract and 
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concrete word activations, including L IFG and L MTG (see Table B.5 and Figure 3.4 for 
details). 
Like the word judgment task, the synonym judgment task showed no significant 
activation for the tight contrasts of [abstract > concrete] and [concrete > abstract]; 
however, at an uncorrected threshold of p < .001 , R AG was among the regions 
preferentially active for concrete words, and L IFG and L MTG were among the regions 
preferentially active for abstract words. The [abstract > control] contrast showed 
activation in L IFGorb, L IFGtri, and L MTG, but the broad contrast of [concrete > 
control] was not significant (see Table B.5 and Figure 3.4 for details). However, at an 
uncorrected threshold of p < .001 , the [concrete > control] contrast showed overlaps with 
the [abstract > control] contrast in L IFGorb, L IFGtri, and L MTG. 
3.4.2.2.3. NHOA3 
The third participant was a 56 year old female. During the word judgment task, 
this participant showed activation in left SPL for the tight contrast of [abstract > 
concrete] , but did not show activation for the tight contrast of [concrete > abstract]; 
however, at an uncorrected threshold of p < .001, L FFG was among the regions 
preferentially active for concrete words, and L IFGtri and L STG were among the regions 
preferentially active for abstract words. The broader contrast of [abstract > control] 
approached significance in L IFG and L MTG, and the [concrete > control] contrast 
showed activation in L MTG (see Table B.6 and Figure 3.4 for details). 
During the synonym judgment task, the [abstract > concrete] contrast showed 
activation in areas including L IFGtri, L STG, and L MTG, but the [concrete > abstract] 
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contrast did not reveal any significant areas of activation (see Table B.6 and Figure 3.3) 
At an uncorrected threshold of p < .001, L FFG, L MFG, and L PCN were among the 
regions preferentially active for concrete words. The broader contrast of [abstract > 
control] showed much more activation than the [concrete > control] contrast, with the 
only overlap occurring in L MTG (see Table B.6 and Figure 3.4 for details). 
Table 3.4. 
Activations for Persons with Aphasia and Neurologically Healthy Older Adults Matching 
Predictions 
PWA NHOA 
Region Word Synonym Word Synonym Judgment Judgment Judgment Judgment 
Abstract > Concrete 
LIFG X X X* X* X X* X X* X 
LSTG X* X 
LMTG X X X X X* X X* X 
Concrete > Abstract 
LMFG X* X X* 
L FFG/ITG X* X* X* X* 
LAG X (IPL) 
RAG X X* X* 
LPCC X* X X 
LPCN X* X* X X X* 
Note: Each X represents significant activation for one participant at an FDR-corrected 
threshold ofp < .05. Asterisks indicate activation at an uncorrected threshold ofp < .001 
3.5. Discussion 
We examined the neural activation patterns for abstract and concrete words in 
three PW A with differing lesions during two tasks with varying depths of semantic 
processing and compared their data with three NHOA in order to shed more light on the 
neural representations of abstract and concrete words in aphasia. As mentioned in the 
introduction, abstract and concrete words have been shown to elicit differing patterns of 
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activation in neurologically intact adults (e.g., Binder et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010) and 
can be differentially impaired due to brain damage. 
Support for our hypothesis was mixed. Both NHOA and PW A showed 
preferential activation for abstract words in L IFG and L MTG, which, as shown in Table 
3.4, were in our list of predicted regions for abstract words. This activation was 
significant in two of the NHOA for the SJ task, and all three of the PW A for the WJ task. 
Additionally, one PW A showed preferential activation for concrete words in L MFG, R 
AG, L PCC, L PCN for the WJ task and in L PCC and L PCN for the SJ task. These 
regions were in our list of predicted regions for concrete words (see Table 3.4). Thus, 
when the direct contrasts [abstract > concrete] and [concrete > abstract] were significant, 
areas that were shown to be active were in line with previous work and with the DCT 
(Paivio, 1971, 1986), which proposes that abstract concepts are more reliant on verbal 
codes, while concrete concepts are more reliant on imagery/sensorimotor codes. Notably, 
when the direct contrasts were not significant, lowering the significance threshold 
revealed a trend toward our predicted preferential activation patterns. Additional areas of 
activation for these contrasts were also noted for both NHOA and PWA, but to a much 
greater extent for the PWA (see Tables B.l-B.6). These additional areas were not in our 
predicted list of regions, and may have been recruited for a number of reasons, including 
individual differences and increased effort. 
It is interesting to note that the NHOA did not show as robust differences between 
abstract and concrete word processing as PW A. The lack of robustness and agreement 
among NHOA is not altogether surprising, since there were only three participants. The 
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studies leading up to the Binder et al. (2009) and Wang et al. (2010) meta-analyses were 
not in agreement until all their data were pooled together. That being said, it is somewhat 
surprising that the PW A show such robust neural activation differences. PW A did show 
stronger behavioral differences between abstract and concrete words and it is possible 
that this translates to more robust differences in neural activation between abstract and 
concrete word processing. Alternatively, this could indicate a difference in strategy or 
task difficulty. 
Furthermore, there appears to be an effect of task. For two PW A, the [abstract > 
concrete] contrast is significant for the WJ task, but not for the SJ task. For NHOA, this 
pattern is reversed. While the PWA showed a concreteness effect for both the WJ and the 
SJ task, the NHOA only showed a concreteness effect for the SJ task. This may explain 
why the NHOA showed differences between abstract and concrete words for the SJ task, 
but not the WJ task. However, the difference between the tasks for the PW A is not clear, 
since both tasks show a concreteness effect for the PW A. It is possible that PW A need to 
think more about the meaning of the word to classify it as abstract or concrete than they 
do to decide if two words are synonyms, but this speculation cannot be confirmed with 
the present data. 
It is also informative to qualitatively compare the activation patterns of abstract 
and concrete words when each has had the effect of the control condition removed. All 
three PW A showed activation in L IFG, L STG, and L MTG for abstract words (see 
Figure 3.2 and Tables B.l-B.3), which is consistent with the existing literature and all 
three NHOA (see Figure 3.4 and Tables B.4-B.6). For concrete words, all three PWA 
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showed activation in LAG and L MFG (see Figure 3.2 and Tables B.1-B.3), in line with 
the existing literature and at least one NHOA (see Figure 3.4 and Table B.4). Notably, L 
IFG, L MFG, and L MTG were active for both abstract and concrete words in all three 
PW A. Additionally, both NHOA and PW A activated both L IFG and L MTG for both 
abstract and concrete words. This is in line with the DCT premise that both abstract and 
concrete words utilize verbal codes (Paivio, 1986). The fact that all three PW A activated 
all three ofthese areas is quite remarkable, considering PWA2 is missing roughly 77% of 
L MTG and PW A3 is missing roughly 98% of L IFGtri and 31% of L IFGorb. This result 
reinforces the importance of left IFG and MTG for semantic processing in general (Lau, 
Phillips, & Poeppel, 2008; Vigneau et al., 2006). 
We expected that the presence of a lesion would affect how similar PW A 
activation patterns would be to "normal" activation patterns. First, all three PW A showed 
perilesional activation, which we defined as spared tissue within an anatomical region 
that has been lesioned. PWA1 showed activation in left IFGtri, MFG and STG, even 
though all three areas were lesioned. PW A2 's lesion was larger than PW A 1 's, but he too 
showed activation in lesioned areas including left MFG, STG, MTG, ITG, and AG. 
Although PW A3 's lesion was the largest, he also activated lesioned areas, including left 
IFGtri, IFGorb, MFG, STG, MTG, and AG. This perilesional activation suggests 
restoration or retention of function (e.g., Fridriksson et al., 2012; Meinzer et al. , 2008; 
Saur et al., 2006; Turkeltaub et al., 2011). 
Second, a significant amount of right hemisphere activation was noted in all three 
PWA, but in only a handful of regions in two NHOA. These right hemisphere activations 
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in PW A included homologues of regions active in the left hemisphere of NHOA as 
expected, but also homologues of regions already active in the left hemisphere of PW A. 
Notably, all three PW A showed activation in right hemisphere homologues of both 
spared and lesioned left hemisphere regions. Importantly, the fact that PW A were highly 
accurate (~87%) and only differed in accuracy from the NHOA on one task (SJ) suggests 
that this activation does not reflect maladaptive compensation. 
The differences between NHOA and PW A activation patterns also appear to be 
influenced by cognitive demand and task. PW A in general, show increased activity in 
comparison to NHOA. This is in the face of similar task performance; in fact, for the WJ 
task, there was no statistically significant difference in behavioral performance between 
the two groups. In order to maintain this level of performance, PW A may require more 
cognitive effort due to their language deficit caused by damage to the left perisylvian 
region. This increased effort may be reflected in increased global activity. Also, as 
mentioned earlier, NHOA show more robust results for the SJ task, while PW A show 
more robust results for the WJ task. This may reflect differences between groups in the 
depth of semantic processing elicited by the two tasks. It would be interesting to 
systematically compare task effects in NHOA and PW A in future work. 
3.6 Conclusion 
The results of this study are in line with previous neuroimaging studies of abstract 
and concrete word processing showing that abstract and concrete words preferentially 
activate different regions of the cortex (e.g., Binder et al. , 2009 and Wang et al. , 2010). 
We found this to be true in PWA and their neurologically healthy age-matched 
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counterparts. PW A and NHOA exhibit similar activation patterns, although notable 
differences do exist. These differences may be due to lesion size/site, differences in 
cognitive demand, task, or a combination of these factors . Notably, PW A activated both 
spared tissue and right hemisphere regions. Although this work is tentative due to the 
small sample size, these activations appear to be reorganization of function rather than 
maladaptive compensation, due to the relatively high performance of these participants. 
The results of Experiment 1 provide preliminary evidence that abstract and 
concrete words elicit differing patterns of neural activation in PW A. Next, Experiment 2 
examines the behavioral outcomes of training abstract words in terms of both direct 
training effects and generalization effects, providing evidence that training abstract words 
promotes generalization to concrete words. 
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4. Experiment 2: How Justice Can Affect JUly: Training Abstract Words Promotes 
Generalization to Concrete Words in Patients with Aphasia. 
Adapted from: 
Sandberg, C. & Kiran, S. (in press) How Justice Can Affect Jury: Training Abstract 
Words Promotes Generalization to Concrete Words in Patients with Aphasia. 
Neuropsychological Rehabilitation. 
4.1. Abstract 
Developing language treatments that not only improve trained items but also 
promote generalization to untrained items is a major focus in aphasia research. This study 
is a replication and extension of previous work that found that training abstract words in a 
particular context-category promotes generalization to concrete words but not vice versa 
(Kiran et al., 2009). Twelve persons with aphasia (5 female) with varying types and 
degrees of severity participated in a generative naming treatment based on the complexity 
account of treatment efficacy (CA TE; Thompson et al. , 2003). All participants were 
trained to generate abstract words in a particular context-category by analyzing the 
semantic features of the target words. Two other context-categories were used as 
controls. Ten of the twelve participants improved on the trained abstract words in the 
trained context-category. Eight of the ten participants who responded to treatment also 
generalized to concrete words in the same context-category. These results suggest that 
this treatment is both efficacious and efficient. We discuss possible mechanisms of 
training and generalization effects. 
4:2. Introduction 
Many successful treatments for different aspects of language deficits exist and are 
routinely used for persons with aphasia (PWA) (see Kiran & Sandberg, 2012 for a 
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review). Generally, language therapy is considered to be successful if the items that are 
directly trained improve as a function of treatment. However, a major goal in clinical 
aphasiology is to develop treatments that have a greater impact on communication than 
simply improving trained items. One way to increase the utility of treatment is through 
generalization to untrained items. Thus, most clinical research in aphasia, even if not 
explicitly focused on it, tests generalization effects of the studied treatment. 
As mentioned in Section 1.3, one method for promoting generalization from 
trained to untrained items in language therapy is the CATE (Thompson et al. , 2003). 
Briefly, the CATE posits that training more complex items facilitates generalization to 
related, less complex items. The CATE has been applied to typicality, bilingualism, and 
concreteness/imageability (Edmonds & Kiran, 2006; Kiran, 2007, 2008; Kiran & Abbott, 
2007; Kiran & Roberts, 2010; Kiran et al. , 2009; Kiran, Sandberg, & Sebastian, 2011 ; 
Kiran & Thompson, 2003; Thompson, 2007). In the case of concreteness/imageability, 
complexity is based upon the concreteness effect, which, as discussed in Section 1.2.1, is 
the tendency to perform better on concrete words than abstract words during language 
tasks. Thus, abstract words are considered the more complex items and concrete words 
are considered the less complex items. The concreteness effect has been well-studied in 
neurologically healthy adults (e.g., Bleasdale, 1987; Crutch et al. , 2009; de Groot, 1989; 
James, 1975b; Jones, 1985; Paivio & Foth, 1970), and in PWA (e.g. , Barry & Gerhand, 
2003; Crutch & Warrington, 2005; Martin & Saffran, 1997, 1999; Martin et al., 1996; 
Newton & Barry, 1997; Nickels & Howard, 1995). 
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As discussed in Section 1.3, theories of the differences in representation of 
abstract and concrete concepts support the notion that abstract words are more complex 
than concrete words. Briefly, the DCT (Paivio, 1971, 1986) posits that abstract concepts 
heavily rely on verbal representations while concrete concepts have additional support 
from sensorimotor representations; the CAT (Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983) suggests 
that abstract word meaning varies across contexts, whereas concrete word meaning is 
constant across contexts; PSS (Barsalou, 1999) posits that abstract words elicit partial 
simulations of internal mental states, while concrete words elicit partial simulations of 
sensorimotor experience; the NICE model (Newton & Barry, 1997) suggests that abstract 
words have fuzzier representations with more competition from spreading activation to 
related concepts, while concrete words have more distinct representations with less 
competition from spreading activation to related concepts; Crutch and Warrington (2005) 
propose that abstract concept representations are organized by semantic associations, 
whereas concrete concept representations are organized by semantic similarity or 
taxonomic category; and Jones (1985) suggests that it is more difficult to make factual 
statements about abstract than concrete words and Plaut and Shallice ( 1991) have 
translated this into a model in which abstract words are represented by fewer semantic 
features than concrete words. 
In the CATE (Thompson et al. , 2003), the mechanism for generalization is that 
complex items include the information in the simple items, but the simple items are 
missing information in the complex items. Applied to semantic features for concrete 
concepts, atypical items include semantic features for the typical items, but typical items 
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are missing semantic features for the atypical items. Applied to the abstract-concrete 
distinction, complexity applies to both the semantic features and the relationships 
between words. Since the information in the semantic features for concrete words are 
often linked to taxonomic category (Garrard et al., 2001; Rosch & Mervis, 1975), they 
will most likely not apply to abstract words. For example, the semantic feature "has 
wings" applies to all birds and is therefore linked to the fact that birds is a natural 
category; however, the semantic feature "has wings" does not literally apply to any 
abstract word. On the other hand, since information in the semantic features for abstract 
words are often associative in nature (Crutch et al., 2013), they can apply to both abstract 
and concrete words. For example, the semantic feature "is generally considered positive" 
can apply to a variety of abstract and concrete words across different categories and/or 
contexts. Additionally, it is reasonable to assume that the pattern of spreading activation 
relies on the organization of the semantic network. If, as proposed by Crutch and 
Warrington (2005), abstract words are organized by association or context and concrete 
words are organized by semantic similarity or taxonomic category, then spreading 
activation for abstract words could include both abstract and concrete words, while 
spreading activation for concrete words would most likely be confined to other category 
correlates. 
Kiran et al. (2009) applied this notion of abstractness as complexity in a 
generative naming therapy that was constrained by context. The hypothesis was that 
training abstract words - the more complex items - would result in retrieval of the trained 
abstract words as well as generalization to concrete words - the less complex items -
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within the same context category. However, training concrete words would result in 
retrieval of the trained concrete words, but no generalization would be observed. Indeed, 
using a multiple baseline design with four persons with aphasia, the researchers found 
that three of the four participants showed both training and generalization effects when 
abstract words were trained, but when concrete words were trained, only training effects 
were apparent. The fourth participant showed neither training nor generalization effects. 
The results of this study indicate that training abstract words is superior to training 
concrete words in a generative word-finding therapy. However, this group of participants 
was fairly small and homogenous. While these results are promising, this treatment has 
not yet been extended to more persons with aphasia. 
Therefore, the current study is an extension of Kiran et al. (2009). We believe that 
training abstract words does, in fact, promote generalization to concrete words and that 
this generalization effect is grounded in psycholinguistic theory. We aim to explore the 
efficacy of training abstract words on both direct training and generalization effects in a 
larger sample with varying degrees of aphasia severity and type. Our goal was not to 
compare the efficacy of training abstract versus concrete words, but rather to examine 
additional questions about the underlying mechanisms of training and generalization 
when abstract words are trained. 
There are surprisingly few studies specifically exploring the utilization of abstract 
words in treatment, given the importance of abstract words in everyday conversation. We 
are aware of only one other study that specifically targeted abstract words in treatment. 
Kim and Beaudoin-Parsons (2007) showed the efficacy of using bigraph-syllable pairing 
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for the treatment of low-imageability word reading in deep dyslexia. The fact that the 
treatment in this study was for reading rather than word finding only underscores the 
need for more work in this area. Indeed, in a recent review, Renvall, Nickels, and 
Davidson (2013) pointed out the paucity of treatment studies examining the effects of 
using words other than concrete nouns and verbs though most meaningful conversation 
requires abstract concepts. We intend to help fill this gap in the literature. 
Our questions were: 1) How efficacious is training abstract words? 2) What is the 
effect of generalization to concrete words when abstract words are trained? 3) Are there 
individual differences in generalization? 4) How does the quality of generative naming 
responses change after treatment? 
We hypothesized that as in Kiran et al. (2009), training abstract words will result 
m improvement on the trained items and training abstract words will promote 
generalization to concrete words in the same context-category. We further hypothesize 
that this training/generalization effect will be seen across patients to varying degrees and 
that generative responses to each context-category in general will become more focused 
and appropriate as a result of treatment- as subjectively noted in Kiran et al. (2009). 
4.3. Methods 
4.3.1. Participants 
Twelve right-handed native English-speaking individuals with aphasia (7 male, 5 
female) ranging in age from 47 to 75 (M = 60, SD = 9) participated in this study. All 
participants experienced a cerebrovascular accident in the distribution of the left middle 
cerebral artery and were in the chronic stage of recovery as evidenced by time post-onset 
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of at least six months. All participants exhibited normal or corrected-to-normal hearing 
and visual acuity and had at least a high school education; most also had college degrees. 
Participants gave informed consent according to the Boston University Human Subjects 
Protocol. 
4.3.2. Assessment 
Eligibility for participation in the treatment was based on generative nammg 
performance of at or below 50% accuracy for both abstract and concrete words. 
Additionally, all participants were given a battery of standardized language tests, 
including the Western Aphasia Battery (W AB-R; Kertesz, 2006) to establish the type and 
severity of aphasia, the Boston Naming Test (BNT; Goodglass et al., 1983) to determine 
confrontation naming ability, selected subtests of the Psycholinguistic Assessment of 
Language Processing in Aphasia (P ALP A; Kay et al., 1992) to examine differences 
between abstract and concrete word performance on a variety of tasks measuring access 
to the semantic system, the Pyramids and Palm Trees (P APT; Howard & Patterson, 1992) 
to determine overall soundness of the semantic system, and the Cognitive Linguistic 
Quick Test (CLQT; Helm-Estabrooks, 2001) to determine the relative contribution of 
cognitive deficits such as attention and memory to language dysfunction. See Table 4.1 
for full demographic information. 
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Table 4.1 
Demographic Information for All Participants 
Patient P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 
Age 57 66 61 56 59 47 48 74 53 69 56 75 
Sex F F F M M M M F M M F M 
Months Post Stroke 38 15 54 76 23 42 93 134 117 16 7 11 
Western Aphasia Battery 
Aphasia Quotient 99.2 82.2 74.4 77.7 78.6 95.5 72.5 90.8 41.7 97.1 84.7 67.4 
Aphasia Type Anomie TCM TCM Conduction Anomie Anomie Conduction Anomie Broca's Anomie Anomie TCM 
Boston Naming Test 92% 82% 55% 87% 68% 95% 82% 68% 22% 95% 90% 90% 
Psycholingyistic Assessment of Language Processing in Aphasia 
00 Auditory Lexical \0 
Decision: HI 100% 100% 100% 100% 98% 100% 98% 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Auditory Lexical 
Decision: LI 100% 88% 100% 98% 98% 98% 93% 95% 93% 100% 95% 98% 
Visual Lexical 
Decision: HI 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 97% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Visual Lexical 
Decision: LI 97% 100% 93% 100% 93% 93% 100% 100% 93% 97% 100% 100% 
Auditory Synonym 
Judgment: HI 100% 93% 97% 90% 93% 100% 93% 100% 90% 100% 100% 97% 
Auditory Synonym 
Judgment: LI 97% 77% 77% 90% 77% 90% 77% 93% 67% 93% 100% 90% 
Written Synonym 100% 90% 93% 97% 87% 97% 100% 87% 87% 100% 100% 100% 
Judgment: HI 
Written Synonym 
Judgment: LI 100% 77% 80% 83% 77% 100% 87% 93% 63% 93% 100% 100% 
Pyramids and Palm Trees 
Pictures 96% 75% 88% 98% 94% 100% 90% 77% 88% 98% 98% 96% 
Written Words 98% 67% 83% 96% 94% 98% 96% 94% 85% 100% 96% 69% 
Cognitive Linguistic Quick Test 
Composite Severity WNL severe mild WNL WNL WNL mild mild mild mild WNL mild 
Baseline Categorical Word Generation 
Concrete 30% 3% 10% 33% 17% 37% 17% 20% 10% 20% 37% 17% 
Abstract 10% 0% 0% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 0% 3% 3% 0% 
\0 Note. TCM =transcortical motor, HI= high imageability, LI =low imageability, WNL =within normal limits. 0 
Aphasia severity ranged from mild to severe, with the lowest W AB AQ score at 
41.7. While P 1, P6, and P 10 may have recovered to a "normal" score, all three still 
exhibited perceptibly aphasic speech and were judged to be appropriate for the study. 
Confrontation naming ability ranged from 22% accuracy, which is below the aphasia 
average (51% accuracy) to above 78% accuracy, which is within normal limits. Note that 
confrontation naming is biased for imageable items and is therefore not the best measure 
of word finding that is equally representative for abstract and concrete words. On the 
other hand, category word generation is a task that can test word finding for both abstract 
and concrete words. Each PW A exhibited scores below 50% accuracy for both abstract 
and concrete words and showed a concreteness effect (x2(1 ), p < .1 0). None of the PW A 
showed statistically significant differences in performance between abstract and concrete 
words on any of the subtests of the P ALP A; however, this may partly be due to a ceiling 
effect, and partly to a lack of power (15-40 items per stimulus type per subtest). 
Cognitive functioning as measured by the CLQT was either within normal limits or 
mildly impaired for all but one participant. P2 exhibited severely impaired cognitive 
functioning, but only mild aphasia and was judged to be appropriate for the study. 
Nonverbal semantic processing ranged from mildly impaired (75% accuracy) to no 
clinical impairment (above 90% accuracy), with only three participants exhibiting mild 
impairment. Notably, Martin and Saffran (1997, 1999) showed that PW A with more 
intact semantic knowledge were more likely to show a concreteness effect than those 
with semantic impairment. 
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4.3.3. Treatment 
4.3.3.1. Experimental design. 
Treatment was carried out in a multiple-baseline single-subject research design. 
Each participant was trained on abstract words in one of two context-categories (hospital, 
courthouse) while the untrained context-category and the context-category church served 
as controls. The context-category assignment was counterbalanced across participants 
(see Table 4.2 for details). 
Table 4.2 
Counterbalancing of Context-Categories across Participants 
Patient Trained Category Untrained Category Control Category 
Pl hospital courthouse church 
P2 courthouse hospital church 
P3 courthouse hospital church 
P4 hospital courthouse church 
P5 courthouse hospital church 
P6 courthouse hospital church 
P7 hospital courthouse church 
P8 courthouse hospital church 
P9 hospital courthouse church 
PlO courthouse hospital church 
Pll hospital courthouse church 
P12 hospital courthouse church 
4.3.3.2. Stimuli. 
Since we used a generative naming paradigm rather than a confrontation naming 
paradigm, in order to track generative naming progress in a systematic way, we 
established a closed set of preferred abstract and concrete words for each trained context-
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category from association norms for the words hospital and courthouse (Kiss, Armstrong, 
Milroy, & Piper, 1973; Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998) and from our previous 
treatment study using the same paradigm (Kiran et al., 2009), in which we obtained 
context-category exemplars for use in treatment from a group of healthy adults. Ten 
abstract words (e.g., justice) from each trained category (hospital, courthouse) were 
considered targets. Ten concrete words (e.g., lawyer) from each trained category were 
considered targets for generalization. Ten abstract and concrete words in the control 
category (church) were used to measure gains unrelated to category-specific training 
effects. Appendix C provides a list of all stimuli used in treatment. Note that for each 
participant, only abstract words in one context-category were trained during treatment. 
Care was taken to ensure that the abstract and concrete target words significantly differed 
on concreteness (p < .001 for both courthouse and hospital) and imageability (p < .001 
for both courthouse and hospital) ratings, but did not differ on frequency (courthouse, p 
= .64; hospital, p = .37), familiarity (courthouse, p = .91; hospital, p = .81), number of 
letters (courthouse, p = .85; hospital, p = .43), or number of syllables (courthouse, p = 
.72; hospital, p = .18) ratings (Coltheart, 1981). Forty-five semantic features for each 
context-category were used to train the abstract target words in that context-category. 
Similar to Kiran et al. (2009), 15 of the 45 semantic features were generic features based 
on dictionary definitions of abstract and concrete (e.g., can be touched), 15 features were 
distracters that belong to another context-category (e.g., has feathers), and 15 features 
were patient-generated. Care was taken to ensure that none of the features contained 
target concrete words (see Appendix C for details). 
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4.3.3.3. Treatment protocol. 
Each participant received therapy twice per week for two hours each session. In 
each treatment session, patients practiced the following steps: 1) sort 40 target words - 20 
from the trained context-category (hospital or courthouse) and 20 from the control 
context-category (church) - into their respective context-categories, 2) select six 
semantic features that apply to the target word being trained from a field of 30 context-
category features and 15 distracter features, 3) answer 15 yes/no questions of which five 
belong to the target, five belong to the context-category but not the target, and five are 
distracters that do not belong to the target or the context-category, 4) generate the target 
word being trained and a synonym, and 5) freely generate words in the trained context-
category with specific feedback from the clinician. Steps 1 and 5 occurred only once per 
session, while steps 2-4 were performed for each of the target abstract words. During the 
first treatment session, with the help of the clinician, each participant generated features 
for each target word for use in steps 2 and 3 during the remaining treatment sessions. In 
this way, for each participant, 10 of the 30 context-category features were recognizable as 
associations that s/he had personally made with each of the target words. Again, care was 
taken to ensure that none of these "personalized" features contained target concrete 
words. See Appendix C for a detailed treatment protocol. The criteria for stopping 
treatment were: 80% accuracy on the trained items for two probes in a row or a total of 
20 sessions, whichever came first. Generalization was examined on the untrained 
concrete examples within the context-category. 
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4.3.3.4. Testing protocol. 
Generative naming probes were conducted before, during, and after treatment. 
Participants were instructed to imagine themselves in the context-category being probed 
and say as many words in two minutes as they could think of that belonged in that 
context-category, being sure to mention ideas (abstract words) in addition to people and 
objects (concrete words). See Appendix C for details regarding testing and scoring 
protocols. Briefly, words generated that were on the preferred list (see Appendix C) were 
counted as correct targets. Other words that were not on the preferred list, but were 
plausibly within the context-category were counted as other acceptable responses. Three 
to five baseline probes were given during pre-treatment testing, treatment probes were 
given at the beginning of every second treatment session, and three post-treatment probes 
were given during post-treatment testing. An exception to this is that one participant only 
received two post-treatment probes due to time constraints and one participant received 
four post-treatment probes for stability. The first five participants were pilot participants 
for a larger project and were probed on all three context-categories throughout treatment. 
After pilot data were collected, we determined that it was more efficient and a better 
control to only include all three context-categories (hospital, courthouse, church) during 
pre- and post-treatment testing, while probing the trained context-category (hospital or 
courthouse) and the control context-category (church) throughout treatment. Thus, we 
utilized that protocol for the remaining seven participants. Importantly, this slight 
difference in testing protocol did not affect treatment outcomes or the conclusions that 
can be made regarding the efficacy and efficiency of the treatment. 
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4.3.3.5. Reliability. 
At least 50% of the treatment sessions for each participant were video and audio 
recorded; most of these recordings contain a treatment probe. Reliability for both the 
independent variable (treatment) and dependent variable (generative naming responses) 
was conducted by members of the Aphasia Research Laboratory who were trained on the 
treatment and testing protocols. Point-to-point reliability on 50% of the dependent and 
independent variables was calculated resulting in 96% agreement on the dependent 
variable and 99% agreement on the independent variable, indicating high inter-rater 
reliability and high treatment fidelity. 
4.3.3.6. Data analysis. 
To measure the overall efficacy of treatment across patients, the average percent 
correct pre-treatment was compared to the average percent correct post-treatment using a 
paired t-test for each context-category and for each word type. Note that because the task 
was generative naming, percent correct means the number of target words generated out 
of possible target words (N = 1 0). Other acceptable responses generated were recorded 
and entered into a different analysis. To measure the efficacy of treatment at the 
individual level, effect sizes (ES) for both trained items and generalized items were 
calculated for each participant. The mean of the baseline probe scores was subtracted 
from the mean of the post-treatment probe scores, and then divided by the standard 
deviation of the baseline probe scores. One participant (P2) discontinued treatment after 
eight weeks for personal reasons; therefore, ES was calculated using the scores from the 
last 2 probes. 
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Additionally, cross-correlations usmg the ARIMA (autoregressive integrated 
moving average) procedure were computed between abstract and concrete performance 
for both the trained category and the control category using all probe data points. For 
each time series, a regression line is fit to the data and cross-correlations are calculated on 
the residuals between the time series. If the correlation is at a positive lag, changes in the 
first time series precede changes in the second, a negative lag would indicate that changes 
in the second time series precede changes in the first, and a correlation at 0 time lag 
indicates that changes are occurring in both time series concurrently. As discussed in 
(Kiran et al., 2012), this analysis acts as a complement to the ES calculation since it 
compares the trend in performance between conditions throughout therapy as opposed to 
only capturing pre- versus post-treatment performance. 
Finally, to look at trends of responses in the trained context-category from pre- to 
post-treatment across participants we performed a hierarchical cluster analysis in SPSS 
using Ward's method. In this way, we can examine other acceptable responses and errors 
in addition to target responses, giving us an idea of how participants' general word 
generation performance is changing as a response to treatment. 
4.4. Results 
4.4.1. How efficacious is training abstract words? 
Paired t-tests comparing average pre-treatment versus post-treatment accuracy 
across patients showed statistically significant improvements for the trained abstract 
words (t = 5.49,p < .001). See Figure 4.2 for details. Therefore, training abstract words is 
efficacious for this group of PW A in general. Upon inspection of individual ESs, two 
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participants showed no effect of treatment for the trained abstract words and will be 
discussed under the section entitled "non-responders." 
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Figure 4.2. Pre- versus post-treatment accuracy. This figure illustrates the change in 
accuracy from pre- to post-treatment, averaged across patients for each target word type 
within each type of context-category. ***p < .001, **p < .01 , *p < .05 
4.4.2. What is the effect of generalization to concrete words when abstract words are 
trained? 
Paired t-tests companng average pre-treatment versus post-treatment accuracy 
across patients showed statistically significant improvements for the untrained concrete 
words in the trained context-category (t = 2.39, p < .05). See Figure 4.2 for details. 
Therefore, in general, training abstract words promotes generalization to untrained 
concrete words in the same context-category for this group of PW A. Upon inspection of 
individual ESs, three of the ten participants who showed improvement for the trained 
abstract words did not show generalization to untrained concrete words in the same 
context-category and will be discussed under the section entitled "non-generalizers." 
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Interestingly, some improvements were also noted in the untrained and control 
context-categories. Statistically significant increases occurred for untrained target 
abstract words (t = 4.34, p < .01), but not untrained target concrete words (t = 1.80, p = 
.1 0) in the control context-category (church), while in the untrained context-category 
(either hospital or courthouse), untrained target concrete words improved (t = 2.37, p < 
.05), but not untrained target abstract words (t = 1.1 0, p = .30): However, upon inspection 
of individual ESs, all but three "generalizers" do not show changes in either the control 
context-category or the untrained context-category (see below). 
4.4.3. Are there individual differences in generalization? 
Visual inspection of the data demonstrated that participants can be grouped into 
generalizers, non-generalizers, and non-responders based on ES and cross-correlations 
(see Table 4.3 for details). 
Table 4.3 
Effect Sizes for Target Items in Each Context-Category and Cross-Correlation 
Coefficients for Trained and Control Categories 
Untrained Cross-correlation 
Trained Category Category Control Category Coefficient 
Patient Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Trained Control 
PI 5.82 7.01 2.78 0.94 1.83 7.18 0.65 0.15 
P3 3.46 2.31 0.00 -0.58 1.15 1.15 0.52 0.04 
r:n P5 12.07 4.62 1.15 1.15 0.57 0.58 0.79 0.26 
1-< 
Q) 
N ~6 13.79 1.73 0.00 1.00 4.62 0.57 0.53 -0.28 
·-c; 
1-< ~8 8 5.75 4.62 0.00 0.00 1.72 0.00 0.57 -0.03 Q) 
c:J P10 9.24 3.46 -0.58 1.15 1.15 1.73 0.57 0.31 
Pll 13.86 1.73 0.87 -0.57 1.44 4.62 0.52 0.64 
Pl2 4.60 2.31 0.00 0.33 1.15 0.58 0.29 0.23 
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tZl 
1-< 
Q) 
N 
·-~ P4 17.53 -0.79 -0.63 1.55 0.91 -2.12 -0.31 0.00 
Q) 
1=1 
Q) 
bO 
I 
1=1 
0 
z ~7 12.07 -0.67 0.58 0.87 0.00 0.58 -0.39 0.02 
tZl 
1-< 
Q) 
'"d 
1=1 ~2 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.45 2.24 -1.79 0.16 -0.62 0 0.. 
tZl 
Q) 
1-< 
I 
1=1 
0 
z ~9 1.15 -0.44 0.00 -1. 15 0.00 1.73 -0.22 CNC 
Note. Significant values of in bold. Negative values indicated with gray text. CNC = 
could not complete analysis due to presence of too many zeros. 
4.4.3.1. Generalizers 
The largest group (n = 8) consisted of patients who improved on the trained 
abstract words and also generalized to untrained concrete words in the same context-
category. As can be seen in Table 4.3, the ESs for these participants ranged from 3.46 to 
13.86 (M = 8.57) for the trained abstract words and from 1.73 to 7.01 (M = 3.47) for the 
untrained concrete words in the same context-category4. The cross-correlations between 
target abstract and concrete words for these participants were significant at 0 lag for the 
trained category, indicating a concurrent relationship between the two time series, but not 
for the control category at any time lag, indicating no relationship between the two time 
series. Two participants' (P11 and P12) cross-correlation coefficients for the trained 
context-category were not significant, but were trending toward significance. Three 
4 Note that although the lower values of these ranges are below the small effect size cutoff 
according to Beeson and Robey (2006, 2008), the cutoffs are based on confrontation naming, not 
generative naming, and are therefore used here as loose guidelines. 
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generalizers (Pl , P6, and Pll) also showed small to medium generalization ESs for 
abstract and/or concrete words in either the untrained or the control category. This may 
be an effect of repetition, since these items were seen by these patients in each treatment 
session during the category sorting step. 
A specific example of a generalizer is P5, who was trained on abstract words in 
the context-category courthouse for 10 weeks. As shown in Figure 4.3 , P5 showed 
improvement on trained abstract words from an average of 0% correct at baseline to an 
average of 70% correct at post-treatment, resulting in a large ES of 12.07. He also 
showed generalization to untrained concrete words in the same category, increasing from 
an average of 23% accuracy at baseline to an average of 50% accuracy at post-treatment, 
resulting in a small ES of 4.62. Cross-correlation for the trained category was .79. 
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Figure 4,3, Treatment outcomes. This figure illustrates the generative naming probe accuracy throughout treatment for target 
abstract and concrete words in the trained context-category for all participants, Treatment graphs are organized by generalizers, 
non-generalizers, and non-responders. 
4.4.3.2. Non-generalizers. 
Two patients (P4 and P7) improved on the trained abstract words, but did not 
improve on the untrained concrete words in the same context-category. The ESs for these 
participants can be found in Table 4.3 as can the cross-correlation coefficients. The cross-
correlations between target abstract and concrete words for these participants were not 
significant for either the trained category, indicating that when abstract words improved, 
concrete words did not, or the control category. 
A specific example of a non-generalizer is P7, who was trained on abstract words 
in the context-category hospital for 10 weeks. Like P5, he showed an increase in accuracy 
on trained abstract words from an average of 0% correct at baseline to an average of 70% 
correct at post-treatment, resulting in an ES of 12.07. However, P7 did not generalize to 
untrained concrete words in the same category, decreasing from 40% average accuracy at 
baseline to 30% average accuracy at post-treatment, resulting in an ES of -.67 (see Figure 
4.3). 
4.4.3.3. Non-responders. 
Two patients (P2 and P9) did not improve on either the abstract trained words or 
the concrete untrained words. The ESs for these participants can be found in Table 4.3 as 
can the cross-correlation coefficients. The cross-correlations between target abstract and 
concrete words for these participants were not significant for either the trained category 
or the control category. 
A specific example of a non-responder is P9, who was trained on abstract words 
m the context-category hospital for 14 weeks. As shown in Figure 4.3, P9 did not 
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improve on either the trained abstract words or the untrained concrete words in the same 
context-category. After week 7 with no noticeable trend of improvement, we instituted 
homework which resembled step 5 of treatment and was similar to an untimed probe. 
Specifically, we asked him to take 5-15 minutes twice per week (once between sessions) 
to generate as many words as he could think of in the category hospital. Since he had 
difficulty writing them down, he recorded his responses and emailed the audio file to the 
clinician. Of 14 opportunities, he completed this homework 11 times, ranging from a 45 
second recording with 3 items generated to a 5 minute recording with 20 items generated. 
He increased his abstract word output to a high of 7 words, which included 3 target items, 
and his concrete word output to a high of 9 words, which included 2 target items. 
Unfortunately, these numbers did not transfer to probes conducted during treatment 
sessions. At week 10, P9 had shown no improvement, so we extended treatment for him 
to determine whether time was a factor in his case. We also began probing naming to 
definition to determine if he could show improvement in naming even if he still had 
trouble generating. After 4 more weeks of treatment, P9 still showed no improvement in 
generating trained abstract words (ES = 1.15) or untrained concrete words (ES = -0.44) in 
his trained context-category. Naming to definition improved from 0 to 40% accuracy for 
trained abstract words and from 40 to 75% accuracy for untrained concrete words. 
However, note that half credit was given for synonyms or words retrieved after a 
phonemic cue, indicating an intense need of scaffolding for this patient. Notably, P9 did 
have the lowest W AB AQ and BNT scores, which may have hindered his response to 
treatment. 
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4.4.4. How does the quality of generative naming responses change after treatment? 
In addition to the target abstract and concrete words in each context-category, we 
recorded all additional responses generated for each context-category. All responses in 
the first two and last two generative naming probes for each participant for each context-
category (trained, untrained, control) were tallied and classified as errors, non-specific 
responses (not specific to the context-category, but not out of category, e.g., chair), and 
category-specific responses. Paired t-tests revealed that non-specific responses decreased 
(t = -4.20, p < .01) and category-specific responses increased (t = 4.17, p < .01) in the 
trained context-category and non-specific responses decreased in the untrained category 
(t = -3.38, p < .01). No other comparisons were significant. This shift from non-specific 
to specific responses may indicate a more focused approach to generative naming after 
treatment. 
To examine pre- to post-treatment changes in the quality of generative naming 
responses in the trained context-category more specifically, we performed a hierarchical a 
cluster analysis. For each patient, all responses for the first two probes and the last two 
probes were classified by type: target abstract words (abstract-target); target concrete 
words (concrete-target); abstract words specific to the category (abstract-specific); 
concrete words specific to the category (concrete-specific); abstract words that are not 
specific to the category, but are not out of category (abstract-general); concrete words 
that are not specific to the category, but are not out of category (concrete-general); 
abstract words that are out of category Cab-non-category); concrete words that are out of 
category (eon-non-category); category name (con-cat-name); perseveration; 
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circumlocution; phonemic paraphasia (phon-para); mixed paraphasia (mixed-para); 
correct written response (written); correct gesture (gesture); and neologism. The 
proportion of each type of response was calculated pre- and post-treatment for each 
participant and these values were entered into a hierarchical cluster analysis in SPSS 
using Ward's method applying squared Euclidean Distance as the distance measure. In 
this way, we obtained a separate dendogram for each time point for the trained context-
category for each group (generalizers, non-generalizers, non-responders) for comparison 
of pre- to post-treatment patterns of response clustering (see Figure 4.5). We used a 
Euclidean Distance of 5 as our cutoff for cluster definition. 
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Figure 4.4. Dendograms of pre- and post-treatment generative response cluster analysis. 
Panel A illustrates the clustering of category generation responses before and after 
treatment for generalizers. Panel B illustrates the clustering of category generation 
before and after treatment for non-generalizers. Panel C illustrates the 
of category generation responses before and after treatment for non-
responses 
clustering 
responders. 
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4.4.4.1. Generalizers. 
As shown in Panel A of Figure 4.5, generalizers' responses before treatment 
separate into three clusters: (a) concrete words specific to the context-category, including 
target concrete words, (b) non-specific concrete words and circumlocutions, and (c) 
errors and abstract words. After treatment, only two clusters emerge: (a) abstract target 
words and concrete words specific to the context-category, including target concrete 
words and (b) all non-specific words, all errors, and specific abstract words. The addition 
of the abstract target words to the first cluster of concrete words post-treatment reflects 
the training and generalization seen in treatment. The addition of the non-specific 
concrete words and circumlocutions to the "error" cluster indicates that generalizers' 
responses are becoming more focused and appropriate within the trained context-category 
after treatment. 
4.4.4.2. Non-generalizers. 
Like the generalizers, the non-generalizers' responses before treatment cluster 
into three groups: (a) concrete words specific to the context-category, though not 
including target concrete words, (b) non-specific concrete words and target concrete 
words, and (c) errors and abstract words (see Panel B of Figure 4.4). Unlike the 
generalizers, the non-generalizers' responses after treatment cluster into three groups: (a) 
target abstract words, (b) concrete words specific to the context-category, including target 
concrete words, and perseverations, and (c) errors, non-specific abstract and concrete 
words, and specific abstract words. The replacement of specific concrete words with 
target abstract words in the first cluster post-treatment reflects the improvement in word 
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generation for the trained target abstract words without generalization to concrete words 
in the same category. The addition of specific concrete words and loss of non-specific 
concrete words to the second cluster after treatment may reflect that these participants are 
on the verge ofbecoming generalizers. 
4.4.4.3. Non-responders. 
As shown in Panel C of Figure 4.4, non-responders' pre-treatment responses also 
cluster into three groups, but the membership in these groups is somewhat different: (a) 
concrete words specific to the context-category, including target concrete words, (b) 
circumlocutions and perseverations, and (c) other errors, non-specific concrete words, 
and all abstract words. After treatment, although these participants did not appear to 
respond to treatment, their responses clustered into different groups where 
circumlocutions and perseverations joined the second cluster with all the other errors. 
This suggests that though these patients did not improve on the trained items, they 
decreased circumlocutions and perseverations, improving the overall quality of their 
generative naming responses. 
4.5. Discussion 
In general, treatment was not only effective for the trained abstract words, but 
also promoted generalization to the untrained concrete words in the same context 
category. Exceptions to this are the non-generalizers, P4 and P7, who improved on the 
trained abstract words, but did not generalize to the untrained concrete words, and the 
non-responders, P2 and P9, who did not improve on either the trained abstract words or 
the untrained concrete words. Possible reasons for this will be discussed in the next 
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section. Furthermore, the overall quality of responses changed such that after treatment, 
abstract and concrete words that were specific to the context-category increased while 
generic responses decreased. 
In our previous work (Kiran et al. , 2009), we showed that training abstract words 
in a context-category promoted generalization to concrete words in the same context-
category, but not vice versa. In the current study, we examined the effect of training 
abstract words on generalization to concrete words with a larger group of participants 
with varying degrees of aphasia type and severity, replicating and extending our findings. 
This treatment is based on the CATE (Thompson et al. , 2003); thus, our results 
extend the CATE to abstract words being the more complex items and concrete words 
being the less complex items. Recall from the introduction that the mechanism for 
generalization in CA TE is that complex items include the information in the simple 
items. Based on psycholinguistic theories, abstract concepts are more complex than 
concrete concepts in a variety of ways. Specifically related to this treatment paradigm, 
differences in complexity pertain to both the semantic features and the relationships 
between abstract and concrete words. While semantic features for abstract words can 
apply to both abstract and concrete words because they are associative in nature (Crutch 
et al. , 2013), semantic features for concrete words will often not apply to abstract words, 
since they are related to taxonomic category (Garrard et al. , 2001 ; Rosch & Mervis, 
1975). Additionally, if abstract words are organized by association or context and 
concrete words are organized by semantic similarity or taxonomic category (Crutch & 
Warrington, 2005), then spreading activation for abstract words could include both 
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abstract and concrete words, while spreading activation for concrete words would most 
likely be confined to other category correlates. We presume that this spreading activation 
is a mechanism that is helping to reinforce semantic representations, making them easier 
to recall. Thus, by training abstract words, spreading activation helps to reinforce related 
concrete representations, but not vice versa; 
4.5.1. Quality of Responses 
. We hypothesized that generative responses to each context-category in general 
would become more focused and appropriate as a result of treatment- as subjectively 
noted in Kiran et al. (2009), but not objectively measured. We found this to be true. In the 
trained context-category, non-specific responses decreased while category-specific 
responses increased. Looking at specific responses in the trained context-category, we 
found that all three groups showed a shift in the clustering of responses from pre- to post-
treatment; however the pattern of change was different for each group and reflected 
treatment outcomes. Generalizers shifted from a main clu~ter of concrete words before 
treatment to a main cluster of abstract and concrete words after treatment, reflecting 
training and generalization effects seen in treatment. Non-generalizers shifted from a 
main cluster of concrete words before treatment to a main cluster of trained abstract 
words, with a secondary cluster of concrete words. This reflects the training effects 
without generalization effects, but may also indicate the possibility of eventual 
generalization to concrete words given more time. Non-responders shifted from a main 
cluster of concrete words, with a secondary cluster of circumlocutions and perseverations 
before treatment, to a main cluster of concrete words after treatment. This reflects the 
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lack of response to trained items, but also suggests some refinement of responses, 
possibly simply due to practice with the task. In all three groups, non-specific abstract 
and concrete words, circumlocutions, and perseverations all joined the "error" cluster 
after treatment, indicating a shift from an unfocused approach to generative naming to a 
more accurate and focused approach across participants after treatment. Perhaps repeated 
exposure to the trained context-category, thinking about not only the concepts within that 
context but also the semantic features of the concepts and how the concepts interact 
within the context, helped the participants to increase their specificity of responses. 
4.5.2. Differences in Patient Outcomes 
Ten of the 12 participants improved on the trained abstract words; however, two 
participants did not respond to treatment. This could be due to the fact that one of the 
non-responders (P9) had the lowest W AB AQ ( 41. 7), the lowest BNT score (22% ), and 
was the only participant with Broca's aphasia, exhibiting markedly limited verbal output. 
The other non-responder (P2) had a relatively high AQ (82.2) and BNT (82%), but severe 
cognitive deficits according to the CLQT and impaired semantic processing according to 
the PAPT (75%). A follow-up correlation analysis showed that the effect sizes for the 
trained abstract words did not correlate with overall aphasia severity as measured by the 
W AB AQ (r (10) = .33 , p = .29) or confrontation naming ability as measured by the BNT 
(r (1 0) = .50, p = .1 0), but positively correlated with general cognitive ability as measured 
by the CLQT (r (1 0) = . 72, p < .01 ), and semantic processing as measured by the P APT 
picture (r (10) = .67, p < .05) and word (r (10) = .70, p = .01) subtest scores. This 
suggests that while aphasia severity and confrontation naming scores may not predict 
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response to treatment, cognitive deficits and impaired semantic processing may be 
factors. 
Of the ten participants who improved on the trained abstract words, eight also 
showed improvement on the untrained concrete words in the same context-category. It is 
difficult to pinpoint the reason that two participants who showed improvement for the 
trained abstract words did not generalize to untrained concrete words in the same context-
category because there are no aspects of their demographic and linguistic profile that do 
not match with at least one generalizer's demographic and linguistic profile. Importantly, 
these participants improved on the trained abstract words. Therefore, whatever is 
blocking them from generalizing is not related to direct training and may be related to the 
proposed mechanism of generalization. A follow-up correlation analysis confirmed that 
the effect sizes for the untrained concrete words did not correlate with any of the test 
scores or with lesion size. 
In regard to shared features, it is possible that these participants were not able to 
recognize which features were shared between abstract and concrete words. Regarding 
spreading activation, a few scenarios are possible. Training abstract words is thought to 
spread activation to all associated words, both abstract and concrete, but this effect could 
be weak and short-lived due to the diversity of connections for abstract words if the 
context is not constrained (Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1983). It is possible that 
constraining the context has no effect on these participants and either the spreading 
activation is too weak to be beneficial or the effect of spreading activation acts as 
competition for lexical retrieval of related concepts (Newton & Barry, 1997). It is also 
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possible that participants who do not generalize may have damage to the connections 
between abstract and concrete concepts. These connections may need to be explicitly 
trained to promote generalization. 
4.6. Conclusion 
Ten of the 12 participants improved on the trained items, resulting in an 83% 
success rate for this study, suggesting that this treatment is efficacious for participants 
with a variety of aphasia types and severities. Furthermore, of the ten of participants who 
showed treatment effects, eight also showed generalization. These fmdings replicate and 
extend the results of Kiran et al. (2009) to a larger group of participants with a wider 
variety of aphasia types and severities. Taken together, these studies show that training 
abstract words in a generative naming treatment is not only efficacious, but also efficient 
because it promotes generalization to concrete words in the same context-category for a 
majority of participants. 
For the participants for whom the treatment was not efficacious, moderate to 
severe linguistic and/or cognitive deficits appear to be to blame. However, the small 
number of non-responders makes a definitive claim impossible. For participants who did 
not show generalization, there are no distinguishing demographic or linguistic traits that 
separate them from those who did show generalization. A more thorough analysis of how 
abstract and concrete words are processed by these participants and studies that are 
specifically designed to test how current theories of abstract and concrete word 
processing apply to generalization in treatment may be helpful. Additionally, increasing 
the length or intensity of treatment may help these participants to generalize. Clearly 
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more work is needed in this area of treatment research. 
The results of Experiment 2 provide evidence that training abstract words 
promotes generalization to concrete words in the same context-category. Next, 
Experiment 3 examines activation and functional connectivity changes associated with 
training abstract words in terms of both direct training and generalization effects. 
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5. Experiment 3: Neural Plasticity Related to Direct Training and Generalization 
Effects of Word Finding Treatment in Chronic Aphasia 
Adapted from: 
Sandberg, C. , Bohland, J. W., & Kiran, S. (submitted) Neural Plasticity Related to Direct 
Training and Generalization Effects of Word Finding Treatment in Chronic 
Aphasia. 
5.1. Abstract 
The neural mechanisms that underlie generalization of treatment-induced 
improvements in word finding in persons with aphasia are currently poorly understood. 
Thus, the aim of this study is to shed light on the underlying neural mechanism of 
generalization in a word-finding treatment for aphasia. To this end, we used fMRI to 
examine changes in activation and functional connectivity before and after a 
theoretically-based word-finding treatment in which abstract words were trained to 
promote generalization to concrete words. Ten right-handed native English-speaking 
persons with chronic aphasia (7 male, 3 female) ranging in age from 47 to 75 (M =59) 
participated in this study. Direct training effects coincided with increased activation and 
functional connectivity for regions involved in abstract word processing. Similarly, 
generalization effects coincided with increased activation and functional connectivity for 
regions involved in concrete word processing. Additionally, inferior frontal gyrus and 
middle temporal gyrus appear to be important for both direct training and generalization 
effects of treatment. 
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5.2. Introduction 
As detailed in Section 1.4, neuroplasticity related to treatment gains in aphasia in 
the chronic phase has been shown in a number of neuroimaging stUdies in the last decade 
(Abutalebi et al. , 2009; Breier et al. , 2006; Cherney & Small, 2006; Cornelissen et al. , 
2003; Crosson et al. , 2005; Crosson et al., 2009; Davis & Harrington, 2006; Fridriksson, 
2010; Fridriksson et al., 2006; Fridriksson et al., 2007; Fridriksson et al. , 2012; Kurland 
et al., 2012; Leger et al., 2002; Marcotte et al., 2012; Marcotte et al., 2013; Martinet al. , 
2009; Meinzer et al., 2008; Meinzer et al., 2006; Meinzer, Obleser, et al., 2007; Menke et 
al., 2009; Peck et al. , 2004; Raboyeau et al. , 2008; Richter et al., 2008; Rochon et al. , 
2010; Sarasso et al., 2010; Thompson et al. , 2010; Vitali et al., 2007; Vitali et al. , 2010; 
Wierenga et al., 2006). These studies have shown increased activation after treatment in 
spared left hemisphere language areas, perilesional tissue, and right hemisphere 
homologues of left hemisphere language areas. 
· However, few neuroimaging studies have explored changes in connectivity of 
brain regions induced by treatment gains (Abutalebi et al., 2009; Marcotte et al. , 2013; 
Sarasso et al., 2010; Vitali et al., 2010). In addition to exploring increased in activation 
related to treatment outcomes, analyses of changes in connectivity allow researchers to 
make inferences about how the coupling among brain regions is influenced by behavioral 
gains in treatment. 
For example, Abutalebi et al. (2009) examined the effect of treatment in one 
bilingual PW A on two different networks: the control network and the language network. 
They found that successful treatment in L2 strengthened connections within the L2 
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language network, but weakened connections within the Ll language network. Vitali et 
al. (2010) explored treatment-induced changes in connectivity among four left 
hemisphere language areas and their right hemisphere homologues in two PW A. Each 
PW A exhibited a different pattern of modulation of connectivity related to naming 
improvement, which the researchers attributed to differences in lesion characteristics and 
age. Sarasso et al. (20 1 0) compared left hemisphere and right hemisphere language 
networks in one PW A to a normative model at several time points throughout treatment. 
The researchers found that as treatment progressed, the left hemisphere patient model 
began to fit the normative model. Finally, Marcotte et al. (2013) explored changes in the 
default mode network (DMN) from pre- to post-treatment in nine PWA and ten healthy 
elderly adults. They found that integration values between posterior regions of the DMN 
increased after treatment for PW A, but not for healthy elderly adults. 
Similarly, few neuroimaging studies have not only tested and reported 
generalization effects of treatment behaviorally, but also reported specific changes in 
neural activity related to generalization effects (Meinzer et al. , 2008; Vitali et al., 2010). 
Meinzer et al. (2008) examined neuroplasticity related to direct training and 
generalization in 11 PW A using fMRI. They found a positive correlation between 
perilesional activation and accuracy on trained items, but did not find any correlation 
between activation and accuracy on untrained items. Conversely, Vitali et al. (2010) 
found similar patterns of connectivity among regions of interest in two PW A for trained 
versus untrained items when accuracy for the trained and untrained items was similar. 
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In summary, many studies have examined treatment-induced neuroplasticity in 
aphasia, showing increased activation related to treatment gains. However, few have 
systematically examined both direct training and generalization effects of treatment or 
incorporated a functional connectivity analysis. Therefore, this study examines both 
direct training and generalization effects of treatment in terms of both increased BOLD 
signal and increased functional connectivity. 
The treatment that we used in this study to examine neuroplasticity related to 
direct training and generalization effects of treatment is based on the complexity account 
of treatment efficacy (Thompson et al. , 2003) as it applies to the concreteness effect and 
has been shown to be efficacious in several patients with aphasia (Kiran et al. , 2009; 
Sandberg & Kiran, under revision). The hypothesis is that training abstract words - the 
more complex items - will result in retrieval of the trained abstract words as well as 
generalization to concrete words - the less complex items - within the same context-
category. Complexity in this case is based upon psycholinguistic theories of the 
concreteness effect (see Section 1.3 and Experiment 2), which as described in Section 1.2 
is the behavioral phenomenon that performance during language tasks is better for 
concrete words than for abstract words. 
As discussed in Section 1.3 and Experiment 2, a plausible mechanism of 
generalization from abstract to concrete words is spreading activation to associated words 
within the same context. We can speculate that generalization from abstract to concrete 
words will occur in regions of the brain that are involved in verbal processes, since 
according to the DCT (Paivio, 1971 , 1986), both abstract and concrete words utilize 
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verbal processes (see Section 1.2 for details). In Experiment 1, we found many regions of 
overlapping activation for abstract and concrete words; however, the regions that were 
consistently active across all participants for both abstract and concrete words were L 
IFG and L MTG, making them the most likely candidates. Also, as mentioned in Section 
1.2, L IFG has been shown to be involved in encoding and retrieving semantic 
associations (Prince et al. , 2005). 
Importantly, what makes this study unique is the ability to examine the neural 
correlates of direct training and generalization effects separately. This is possible because 
abstract words (the to-be-trained items) and concrete words (the to-be-generalized items) 
have been shown to preferentially activate different regions of the cortex (e.g. , Binder et 
al., 2009; Wang et al. , 2010). As discussed in Section 1.2.3, regions that are preferentially . 
active for abstract words are involved in verbal processes, including, L IFG, L STG, and 
L MTG; while regions that are preferentially active for concrete words are involved in 
sensorimotor/imagery processes, including, bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, and L PCN (L 
MFG and L PCC are also preferentially active for concrete words, but are most likely 
involved in attention rather than imagery). This is in line with the DCT (Paivio, 1971 , 
1986). 
The aim of this study is to systematically examine neuroplasticity related to direct 
training and generalization effects of treatment in aphasia by comparing the activation 
and functional connectivity patterns of abstract (trained) and concrete (generalized) 
words in PW A before and after training abstract words in a word generation treatment 
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that has been shown to successfully promote generalization from abstract to concrete 
words (Kiran et al. , 2009). Our hypotheses were as follows : 
1. Treatment: Based on Kirah et al. (2009), we expected PW A to exhibit both direct 
training and generalization effects of treatment such that generative naming for 
trained abstract words will improve as well as generative naming for untrained 
concrete words in the same context-category. 
2. Control Period versus Treatment 
a. fMRI Activation: Based on (Rochon et al., 2010) and (Meinzer et al. , 2006), 
which found no increased activation from scan to scan for healthy control 
subjects, we expected that while increases in activation would occur after 
successful treatment, no increases in activation would occur after a no-
treatment control period. 
b. Functional Connectivity: Similar to the above prediction for activation 
changes, we expected that while increases in functional connectivity would 
occur after treatment, no increases in functional connectivity would occur 
after a no-treatment control period. 
3. Direct Training Effects 
a. fMRI Activation: Based on the neuroimaging treatment literature, we 
expected direct training effects of treatment to coincide with increased 
activation for abstract words (trained items). Based on the neuroimaging 
literature of abstract and concr~te words, we expected that these regions 
would include L IFG, L STG, and/or L MTG. 
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b. Functional Connectivity: Based on the functional connectivity studies within 
the neuroimaging treatment literature, we expected direct training effects of 
treatment to coincide with increased functional connectivity in the abstract 
word processing network. While this network may vary subject to subject, it 
was expected to include L IFG, L STG, and/or L MTG, in line with the 
activation prediction. 
4. Generalization Effects 
a. fMRI Activation: Based on Meinzer et al. (2008), we expected generalization 
effects of treatment to coincide with increased activation for concrete words 
(untrained items). Based on the neuroimaging literature of abstract and 
concrete words, we expected that these regions would include bilateral AG, L 
FFG/ITG, L PCN, L MFG, and/or L PCC. 
b. Functional Connectivity: Based on Vitali et al. (2010), we expected 
generalization effects of treatment to coincide with increased functional 
connectivity in the concrete word processing network. While this network 
may vary subject to subject, it was expected to include bilateral AG, L 
FFG/ITG, L PCN, L MFG, and/or L PCC, in line with the activation 
prediction. 
Importantly, we only expected activation to occur in the regions specified above 
where possible. Because PW A often have lesions in many of these regions, it is expected 
that lesion site/size will affect which of these regions are active in each individual 
participant. We expected these regions to be active when completely spared by the lesion, 
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and we expect perilesional activation in these regions when the region is partially spared 
by the lesion. For our purposes, we defined perilesional activation as activation of spared 
tissue within an anatomical region that has been partially lesioned. We also expected 
activation in right hemisphere homologues of the regions specified above if the left 
hemisphere region is partly or wholly lesioned as right hemisphere homologues have 
been shown to assume function in the presence of left hemisphere damage (Sebastian & 
Kiran, 2011; Sebastian et al., 2012; Turkeltaub et al., 2011). Additionally, based our 
results from Experiment 1, we expected overlapping patterns between abstract and 
concrete words, specifically L IFG and L MTG. 
5.3. Method 
5.3.1. Participants 
Ten right-handed native English-speaking persons with aphasia (7 male, 3 female) 
ranging in age from 47 to 75 (M =59) participated in this study. Note that this is a subset 
of the participants from Experiment 2; one of the participants from Experiment 2 was 
unsafe for fMRI scanning, the other dropped out ofthe study before a post-treatment scan 
could be obtained. All participants experienced a cerebrovascular accident in the 
distribution of the left middle cerebral artery (see Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1) and were in 
the chronic stage of recovery as evidenced by time post-onset of at least six months. All 
participants had at least a high school education; most also . had college degrees. All 
patients received generative word-finding therapy as well as pre- and post- treatment 
fMRI scans. Three patients additionally participated in a 'no treatment' set of scans as a 
control for changes in activation patterns umelated to the therapy (see Figure 5.2A). 
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Participants with a history of cognitive impairment and/or psychological disorders were 
excluded. An MRI safety screen ensured that each participant was safe to enter the bore 
of the magnet. Participants gave informed consent according to the procedures approved 
by the Boston University Human Institutional Review Board. 
Figure 5.1. Lesion overlap for participants 
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A. Experimental Paradigm 
Treatment ) Group r-1 -----------! 
B. Word Judgment Task 
freedom 
abstract concrete vowels 
Figure 5.2. Experiment details 
No treatment: 
10weeks 
bnwxbnb 
consonants 
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Treatment: up 
to 10weeks 
Treatment: up 
to 10 weeks 
C. Conditions of Interest 
Time Point Hospital Courthouse 
To (control) Abstract Abstract Concrete Concrete 
T1 (pre- Abstract Abstract 
treatment) Concrete Concrete 
T2 (post- Abstract Abstract 
treatment) Concrete Concrete 
Table 5.1. 
Demographic Information for Participants 
Patient P1 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 
Age 57 56 59 47 48 74 53 69 56 75 
Sex F M M M M F M M F M 
Months Post Stroke 38 76 23 42 93 134 117 16 7 11 
Lesion Volume ( cc) 62.55 79.79 123.86 14.24 255 .95 101.06 163.12 0.33 3.54 108.64 
Western AQhasia 
Ba~ 
Aphasia Quotient 99.2 77.7 78.6 95.5 72.5 90.8 41.7 97.1 84.7 67.4 
Aphasia Type Anomie Conduction Anomie Anomie Conduction Anomie Broca's Anomie Anomie TCM 
....... 
Boston Naming Test 92% 87% 68% 95% 82% 68% 22% 95% 90% 90% 
N 
0\ Psycholinguistic Assessment of Language Processing in AQhasia 
Auditory Lexical 
Decision: HI 100% 100% 98% 100% 98% 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Auditory Lexical 
Decision: LI 100% 98% 98% 98% 93% 95% 93% 100% 95% 98% 
Visual Lexical 
Decision: HI 100% 100% 100% 97% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Visual Lexical 
Decision: LI 97% 100% 93% 93% 100% 100% 93% 97% 100% 100% 
Auditory Synonym 
Judgment: HI 100% 90% 93% 100% 93% 100% 90% 100% 100% 97% 
Auditory Synonym 97% 90% 77% 90% 77% 93% 67% 93% 100% 90% 
Judgment LI 
Written Synonym 
Judgment: HI 100% 97% 87% 97% 100% 87% 87% 100% 100% 100% 
Written Synonym 
Judgment: LI 100% 83% 77% 100% 87% 93% 63% 93% 100% 100% 
Pyramids and Palm Trees 
Pictures 96% 98% 94% 100% 90% 77% 88% 98% 98% 96% 
Written Words 98% 96% 94% 98% 96% 94% 85% 100% 96% 69% 
Cognitive Linguistic Quick Test 
Composite Severity WNL WNL WNL WNL mild mild mild mild WNL mild 
Baseline Categorical Word Generation 
Concrete 30% 33% 17% 37% 17% 20% 10% 20% 37% 17% 
...... 
N 
-....) Abstract 10% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 0% 3% 3% 0% 
Note. TCM =transcortical motor, HI= high imageability, LI =low imageability, WNL =within normal limits. 
5.3.2. Assessment 
As described in Experiment 2, Section 4.3 .2. , all participants were given a battery 
of standardized language tests, including the WAB, BNT, PAPT, CLQT, and selected 
subtests of the P ALP A. Aphasia severity ranged from mild to severe, with the lowest 
W AB AQ score at 41.7. See Table 5.1 for full demographic information. 
5.3.3. Treatment 
The treatment that was used in this study has previously been shown to be 
effective in PW A (Kiran et al., 2009) and the treatment results of the patients in the 
current study are also reported in Experiment 2, Section 4.4. 
Details of the treatment protocol and stimuli used in treatment are provided in 
Experiment 2, Section 4.3.3, and Appendix C. Briefly, each participant was trained on 
abstract words in one of two context-categories (hospital, courthouse) while the untrained 
context-category served as a control. Each participant received therapy twice per week 
for two hours each session. Each treatment session included category sorting, semantic 
feature analysis, word judgment, synonym generation, and free generative naming for the 
trained context-category. Treatment lasted for 10 weeks or until the participant reached 
80% accuracy on generative naming probes for 2 weeks in a row, whichever came first. 
5.3.4. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
5.3.4.1. Stimuli and Task 
The fMRI stimuli and task were designed to elicit neur<).l activation that reflected 
treatment effects (Crosson et al. , 2007; Thompson & den Ouden, 2008). Therefore, all of 
the stimuli were from the two possible treatment context-categories (hospital, 
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courthouse) and include (a) trained abstract words, (b) untrained abstract and concrete 
words in the trained context-category, and (c) untrained abstract and concrete words in 
the untrained context-category. Both (a) and (b) are seen during the sorting step in 
treatment, but items in (c) are never seen during treatment. This is important because we 
directly compare the changes in activation in the trained and untrained context-categories 
as an additional control. For the first three participants, the stimuli also included words 
outside the categories courthouse and hospital. Therefore, we did not directly compare 
trained versus untrained context-category for these three participants. 
The abstract and concrete words used as stimuli in the fMRI task were obtained 
from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981). Importantly, t-tests 
confirmed that the abstract and concrete stimuli differed on concreteness (t (55}= 21.64, 
p < .001) and imageabi1ity (t (57)= 180.29, p < .001), but did not differ on frequency (t 
(51)= 1.15, p = .26), familiarity (t (57)= 1.47, p = .15), letter length (t (118) = .56, p = 
.58), or number of syllables (t (116) = .61, p = .54) (Brown, 1984; Gilhooly & Logie, 
1980). 
For the fMRI task, we utilized a word judgment (WJ) task. We believe that the 
task used in the scanner should resemble as close as possible the task used to probe 
treatment effects (Kiran et al., 2013); however, using a word generation task like the one 
used to probe treatment effects was untenable. We designed the WJ task to relate to the 
training steps during treatment. One of the steps is to determine if the word being trained 
is abstract or concrete in nature. During the WJ task, abstract words (e.g. , justice) and 
concrete words (e.g. , lawyer) and letter strings made up of all consonants (e.g., rvtsg) or 
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all vowels (e.g. , aoei) were randomly presented for four seconds each. Participants 
determined if each word was abstract or concrete and if each letter string was made up of 
vowels or consonants and pressed the corresponding button. The words abstract/concrete 
and vowels/consonants were shown on the bottom of the screen during experimental and 
control trials, respectively, to eliminate errors or increased effort related to remembering 
which option corresponded to which button (see Figure 5.2B). Importantly, both the 
experimental condition and the control condition required the same visual letter analysis 
and both required the participant to make a categorical decision and button press. The 
experimental condition - abstract and concrete words - additionally required word 
retrieval and semantic processing related to what makes each word either abstract or 
concrete. 
At each time point, each participant completed four runs of the WJ task; two runs 
in the trained category and two runs in the untrained category. The presentation of 
categories and runs within categories was counterbalanced across participants and across 
sessions. Each run contained 15 abstract words, 15 concrete words, and 15 letter strings 
for a total of 60 abstract words, 60 concrete words, and 60 letter strings. The presentation 
of items within each run was randomized. For the first three participants, there were three 
runs of mixed categories (see above) with a total of 50 abstract words, 50 concrete words, 
and 50 letter strings. E-Prime software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002) was 
used to present the WJ task in the scanner. Both . accuracy and reaction time were 
recorded for analysis. 
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5.3.4.2. Experimental Design 
An event-related design with pseudorandomized interstimulus intervals (lSI) was 
used, allowing for a fine-grained analysis between conditions such as abstract and 
concrete word processing by recording and analyzing the hemodynamic response for 
each stimulus. Additionally, three participants served as their own control by being 
scanned twice (10 weeks apart) before treatment began (see Figure 5.2A). During this 
control period, we did not force the participants to stop their current therapy, but we 
confirmed that the treatment was unrelated to our designed intervention, and we tracked 
their progress. 
5.3.4.3. Protocol 
The fMRI scanmng was conducted at the Boston University Center for 
Biomedical Imaging in a 3 Tesla 6-channel Philips Achieva MRI scanner with an 8-
channel head coil that has been approved for use on humans. Participants receiving 
treatment immediately were scanned once during pre-testing before treatment sessions 
began (T 1) and again during post-testing after treatment sessions had ended (T 2). The 
participants who served as their own controls first participated in a control scan (T 0) , then 
engaged in a no-treatment control period of at least 10 weeks, at the end of which they 
were scanned (T1) and given the choice to begin treatment. All three control participants 
chose to participate in treatment and were scanned a third time after treatment ended (T 2) . 
Participants practiced the task outside the scanner on a laptop to decrease performance-
related anxiety. 
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5.3.4.4. Data Collection 
High-resolution Tl images were acquired with the following parameters: 140 
sagittal slices, 1 mm3 voxels, 240 x 240 matrix, flip angle= 8°, fold-over direction= AP, 
TR = 8.2 ms, TE = 3.8 ms. Blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) sensitive functional 
images were collected using the following parameters: 31 axial slices (3 mm thick with 
0.3 mm gap), 3 mm3 voxels, 80 x 78 matrix, flip angle= 90°, fold-over direction= AP, 
TR = 2000 ms, TE = 35 ms. The visual stimuli were presented on a screen behind the 
scanner, which projected to a mirror fitted to the head coil. Padding was used to minimize 
head motion and corrective optical lenses were used when necessary to correct visual 
acuity. After bore entry, the magnet was shimmed to achieve maximum homogeneity. 
5.3.4.5. Data Analysis (Hypotheses 2-4) 
Analyses were focused at the individual level as averaged group analysis can 
mask significant perilesional activation from individuals with heterogeneous lesions 
(Meinzer et al., 2012). After data were analyzed at the individual level, individual 
activation and functional connectivity changes were compared across patients to 
determine consistent patterns for the group. Additionally, paired t-tests were implemented 
to examine significant activations for the trained context-category above and beyond the 
untrained context-category across patients. SPM8 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for 
Neuroimaging) was used to analyze all the fMRI data. The Functional Connectivity 
Toolbox (CONN) for SPM8 (http://web.mit.edu/swg/software.htm) was used to perform 
functional connectivity analyses. 
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5.3.4.5.1. Preprocessing 
Preprocessing was performed to correct for slice time differences, correct for 
movement and remove slow baseline drifts, coregister the structural and functional 
images, and spatially normalize both structural and functional images to the default MNI 
template in SPM8. Slow baseline drifts were filtered out using a high-pass filter with a 
cutoff of 128s, and volumes with large variations in scan-to-scan motion or average 
global intensity were repaired via interpolation using the ArtRepair toolbox for SPM8 
(Mazaika et al., 2009). Spatial smoothing of the functional data was not performed to 
minimize the loss of specific activations that can occur due to smoothing (see Meinzer et 
al., 2012 for a discussion regarding smoothing in patient populations). In addition to the 
basic steps, lesion maps were drawn by hand using MRicron software 
(http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/) and transformed into binary lesion masks that were 
used during segmentation to minimize deformities during normalization (Brett et al. , 
2001). SPM8 utilizes unified segmentation, which decreases the lesion effect on 
normalization; however, lesion masking is still recommended (Andersen, Rapcsak, & 
Beeson, 2010). The lesion maps were also used to calculate the lesion volume for each 
PW A and to create a lesion overlap map using MRicron. After normalization, the scans 
from each session (To, T1, and T2) were detrended using a voxel-levellinear model ofthe 
global signal (LMGS; Macey, Macey, Kumar, & Harper, 2004) so that changes in the 
global signal that are of no interest would not influence direct comparisons between 
scanning sessions (e.g., T, >To, T2 > T,). 
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5.3.4.5.2. General Linear Model (Hypotheses 2a, 3a, and 4a) 
After preprocessing, data were entered into a general linear model for a first-level 
analysis at the individual level. The conditions of interest are shown in Figure 5.2C. Only 
correct responses were included in the conditions and contrasts of interest, since incorrect 
responses can elicit maladaptive activations (Postman-Caucheteux et al. , 2010). Trials 
that had incorrect responses were placed in a separate regressor of no interest. The 
contrasts of interest for the control period ( n = 3) were [T 1 abstract > T 0 abstract] and [T 1 
concrete > T 0 concrete] for both the trained and the untrained context category. The 
contrasts of interest for treatment (n = 10) were [T2 abstract > T1 abstract] and [T2 
concrete > T 1 concrete] for both the trained and the untrained context-category. These 
contrasts were exclusively masked with the [T 1 letter strings > T 0 letter strings] contrast 
and the [T2 letter strings > T1 letter strings] contrast, respectively, at an uncorrected 
threshold of p < .001. These contrast masks were used to examine treatment effects that 
are unique to semantic processing. This approach has been utilized in several language 
studies using fMRI that have multiple conditions and require similar separation of effects 
of interest versus effects of no interest (Chou et al., 2006; Cone, Burman, Bitan, Bolger, 
& Booth, 2008; Menke et al., 2009). 
For Pl , P2, and P3, the abstract and concrete stimuli were from a range of 
categories and were therefore not able to be separated by trained versus untrained 
category. Thus, we can only analyze this data at the generic abstract and concrete pre-
versus post-treatment level, but it is still informative and will be presented separately. 
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Anatomical labels for significant activations were acquired using the Anatomy toolbox in 
SPM8 (Eickhoff et al., 2005). Activations were thresholded at FDR p < .05. 
5.3.4.5.3. Functional Connectivity Analyses (Hypotheses 2b, 3b, and 4b) 
Separate GLMs for pre-treatment and post-treatment data were used to determine 
functional regions of interest for the connectivity analysis. Functional regions of interest 
(ROis) were used for this analysis for the following reasons: (a) it is important that each 
region entered into the analysis showed activation for abstract and/or concrete words so 
that we are measuring connectivity between regions that are actually involved in the 
processes we are studying for each participant; (b) bounda~es of anatomical ROis are not 
consistent across subjects (Nieto-Castanon, Ghosh, Tourville, & Guenther, 2003); and (c) 
anatomical ROis introduce confounds related to non-activated tissue within the ROI 
boundaries. For example, if a large region has a small active cluster, the activation for the 
region will be minimized because the percent BOLD signal change is averaged over all of 
the voxels in the region. This is also a problem when correlating activation between 
regions if two regions of similar size have activated clusters of different sizes or similar 
cluster sizes, but are different sized regions. Additionally, when a lesion is subtracted 
from an anatomical ROI (to prevent averaging BOLD signal from healthy and lesioned . 
tissue), the area of the ROI (across which BOLD signal is being averaged) is no longer 
consistent across patients. Functional ROis avoid these problems by using only regions 
that are active and using a small sphere around the peak of activation to equate activation 
between regions. 
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5.3.4.5.3.1. Selection of Regions of Interest 
Functional ROis were defined methodically for each individual participant by 
creating an activation master list that contained regions that were both significantly 
activated in that participant and thought to be involved in either abstract or concrete word 
processing, since we wanted to be able to compare abstract and concrete networks 
directly. Regions that were shown to preferentially process abstract or concrete words in 
a normal population (Binder et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010) formed the initial list. Then, 
regions that we observed to be involved in abstract and/or concrete word processing for 
healthy older adults were added (Sandberg & Kiran, 2009; Sandberg & Kiran, 2013), 
forming a master list (see Table 5.2). This master list was personalized to each PWA by 
selecting regions that showed activation at an FDR p < .05 level for the [abstract > letter 
strings] contrast and/or the [concrete > letter strings] contrast scan T 1• This personalized 
list was then compared against the patient's uncorrected p < .001 T 1 and T 2 activations for 
the [word (abstract + concrete) > letter strings] contrast. Only regions that were active at 
both T1 and T2 were retained as fROis, in order to directly compare changes for each 
connection the networks at the two time points. Using Marsbar (Breit, Anton, 
Valabregue, & Poline, 2002), we created fROis by drawing 5 mm spheres around the 
MNI coordinates of the peak voxel within each of these regions for each participant. The 
same procedures were used to create fRO Is for T 0 and T 1 for the three participants who 
served as their own controls. 
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Table 5.2 
Master List of Regions of Interest for Functional Connectivity Analysis 
Region Binder et al. (2009) Wang et al. (2010) Sandberg & Kiran (2009, 2013) 
LAG X X 
LaMTG X 
L FFG/ITG X X 
L IFGorb X X X 
L IFGtri X X X 
LMFG X X 
LMOG X 
LPHG X 
LPCC X X 
LpMTG X X 
LpreC X 
LPCN X 
LSMA X 
LSFG X X 
L SupMed X X 
L aSTG/aSTS X X 
RAG X 
Once tROis were defined for each participant, the CONN toolbox was used to 
perform a task-related (i.e., condition-specific) functional connectivity analysis on the 
data from each time point (TO, Tl, T2). The following steps were carried out within 
CONN: 1. the GLM from SPM8 was entered to define the parameters, including the 
onsets and durations for each condition and the motion regressors to be used as 
covariates, 2. ROI-ROI sernipartial correlations were then carried out for each condition 
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(abstract, concrete, letter strings), resulting in an adjacency (i.e., correlation) matrix for 
each condition for each time period. Note that CONN automatically converts r-values to 
z-values using a Fisher transformation. We used semipartial correlations to obtain the 
unique correlation between a seed region and a target region, controlling for the influence 
of other regions on the target region. 
For each participant, we created a matrix of changes in correlation strength from 
pre- to post-treatment (T 2- T 1) and during the control period (T 1- T 0) for each condition 
using matrix subtraction. These "change matrices" were treated as graphs, with nodes 
representing brain regions, and edges encoding differences in semipartial correlations 
from pre- to post-treatment. Two graph theoretic measures, node degree and node 
strength were calculated for each region in these change matrices to determine regions 
within each network that are important for changes in functional connectivity from pre-
to post-treatment that are related to treatment gains both within and across patients. Node 
degree and strength are similar measures in that each is a measure of the relative 
importance of a node within a network. However, we have chosen to examine both 
because they each contribute unique information for the determination of node 
importance. 
Node strength is defmed as the sum of all edge weights (incoming and outgoing) 
impinging on that node (Spoms, 2011), where kt is the node strength, i is the node, wy is 
the connection from node i to node}, Wji is the connection from node j to node i, and N is 
the set of all nodes (Rubinov & Spoms, 2010). To calculate node strength we first 
defined a change matrix W, which contains all continuous Wij and Wji values. Note that we 
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are interested in increasing connectivity, so only positive values are retained. Thus, wu = 
[ zut and Wji = [ zJit· For each participant, we calculated node strength using Equation 1. 
Equation 1 
k~ = k~(out) + k~(in) 
t t t Lwij+ Lwji 
jEN . jEN 
Node degree is defined as the number of connections or edges (incoming and 
outgoing), adjacent to a particular node (Sporns, 2011), where ki is the node degree, i is 
the node, au is the connection from node i to node j, aJi is the connection from node j to 
node i, and N is the set of all nodes (Rubinov & Sporns, 201 0). To calculate node degree 
we first defined a change matrix A, which contains binary au and aji values. To.binarize 
the change matrix, we set all significant increases to 1 and all other changes to 0. The 
significance of change in correlation strength for each connection was determined by 
calculating a 95% confidence interval for the difference between two correlation z-scores 
(Lane, 2007). This is based on the general formula for a confidence interval, using the 
difference between z-scores as the test statistic and a pooled standard error for the pair of 
z-scores. For our purposes, only significant increases were· retained, meaning that the 
value needed to be both non-zero and positive in order to be set to 1. For each participant, 
we calculated node degree using Equation 2. 
Equation 2 
k = kfut + k[n = L aij + L aji 
jEN jEN 
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In our data set, since nodes are the brain regions and the connections are the 
correlation change values, node degree will provide information about the contribution of 
a brain region to functional connectivity changes related to treatment outcomes in terms 
of how many connections are increasing in connection strength. Node strength will 
complement this analysis by providing information about the total magnitude of the 
increase in connectivity of a particular brain region. 
5.4. Results 
5.4.1. Treatment (Hypothesis 1) 
Nine of the ten participants responded to treatment, improving on the trained 
abstract words withES ranging from 4.60 to 17.53 (M = 9.82). One participant (P9) did 
not respond to treatment as evidenced by an ES of 1.15 for the trained abstract words. Of 
the nine participants who responded to treatment, seven also showed generalization from 
abstract to concrete words in the same context-category with ES ranging from 1.73 to 
7.01 (M = 3.47) for the untrained concrete words (see Figure 5.3). More detailed 
information related to the treatment effects . for these participants are provided in Section 
4.4. 
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Figure 5.3. Treatment results for participants. The abstract effect size is related to direct 
training, the concrete effect size is related to generalization. Note that P9 did not respond 
to treatment while P4 and P7 improved on abstract words, but did not generalize to 
concrete words (negative ES). 
5.4.2. fMRI (Hypotheses 2a, 3a, and 4a) 
Behaviorally, all participants performed at above-chance levels on the WJ task at 
each time point (binomial p < .001), with accuracy ranging from 66-97% (M = 83%) at 
To, 61-97% (M = 83%) at T1, and 65-97% (M = 84%) at T2• Wilcoxon signed rank test 
showed that overall accuracy for the group did not change from pre- to post-treatment (p 
== .35). Likewise, overall reaction time for the group did not significantly change after 
treatment (p = .20). Note that while performance on the WJ task in the scanner did not 
significantly change, performance on the treatment probes did change for PW A who 
responded to treatment. Also, because only correct responses were analyzed, all 
activations are assumed to be related to accurate semantic processing. Thus, increases in 
activation are assumed to represent neuroplastic changes related to treatment gains. 
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The results will focus on specific patterns of increases in activation across 
participants, organized by (2a) control period (i.e., T 1 - To) versus treatment period (i.e., 
T 2 - T 1) for the control participants, (3a) activation changes related to direct training 
effects, and ( 4a) activation changes related to generalization effects. 
5.4.2.1. Control Period versus Treatment (Hypothesis 2a) 
We first examined differences between the control period and the treatment 
period to establish the vaiidity of activation changes that occur as a function of treatment. 
Three participants (P10, P11, and P12) served as their own controls, participating in a 10 
week control period before begirtning therapy. It is important to note here that all three 
participants showed significant behavioral changes after treatment, improving on both the 
trained abstract words and generalizing to the untrained concrete words. 
Recall that activations for the scan at To were subtracted from activations for the 
scan at T1 to obtain changes in activation after the control period, while activations at T1 
were subtracted from activations at T 2 to obtain changes in activation after treatment. For 
abstract words in the trained context-category, two of the three participants showed more 
regions that significantly increased in activation after treatment than after the control 
period (P10 and P12) as shown in Figure 5.4 and Table D.l (see Appendix D). 
Specifically, P10 shows 8 peaks of increased activation after treatment versus 1 peak 
after the control period, and P12 shows 16 peaks o.f increased activation after treatment 
versus 4 peaks after the control period. P10 also shows this pattern for concrete words, 
with 2 peaks of increased activation after treatment versus 0 peaks after the control 
period. P11 did not show any increases in activation for abstract words after either time 
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period. For concrete words, two of the three participants showed more regiOns that 
significantly increased in activation after the control period than after treatment (P11 and 
P12). Specifically, P11 shows 4 peaks of increased activation after the control period 
versus 0 peaks after treatment, and Pl2 shows 27 peaks of increased activation after the 
control period versus 0 peaks after treatment. These differences were only significant for 
P12 c.i (1) p < .001). Because we did not expect increased activation after the control 
period, we examined activation patterns for the untrained category as a comparison. 
Interestingly, P11 showed increased activation for the untrained category after both the 
control period and treatment and P12 showed increased activation for untrained category 
after treatment (see Table D.2). Thus, increased activation for these participants during 
the control period may reflect inefficient processing. This possibility will be further 
addressed in the discussion. 
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Figure 5.4. Peaks of activation increases after the control period and after treatment. This figure illustrates the peaks of activation in the trained 
context-category for the contrasts [Tl abstract > TO abstract] and [T2 abstract > Tl abstract] in the top panel, and the contrasts [TI concrete > TO 
concrete] and [T2 concrete > Tl concrete] in the bottom panel. The control condition (letter strings) was used as an exclusive mask (see text for 
details) . Activations are significant at FDR p < .05 . See Table D.l for details. Note that Pl 0 and P12 show more increases in activation after 
treatment than after the control period for the trained abstract words. P 10 also shows more increases in activation after treatment for the 
generalized concrete words, while Pll and Pl2 show more increases in activation after the control period for concrete words. 
5.4.2.2. Activation Changes Related to Direct Training and Generalization in 
Treatment 
5.4.2.2.1. Direct Training (Hypothesis 3a) 
To examine increased activation that occurred in the trained category above and 
beyond that which occurred in the untrained category across participants, we utilized a 
paired t-test within SPM8. PI, P4, and P5 were necessarily excluded from this analysis 
since their data could not be separated by trained versus untrained category. For each 
remaining participant who improved on abstract words (n = 6), we entered the post-
treatment > pre-treatment abstract contrasts for the trained and untrained context-
categories as the paired sample. Results shown in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.5 are 
thresholded at the uncorrected p < .001 level. Across participants, regions that exhibited 
more activation in the trained category than in the untrained category after treatment 
included regions we pre-specified as being involved specifically in abstract word 
processing according to the existing literature: left IFG, MTG and STG. Additional 
regions involved in various aspects of semantic processing and right hemisphere 
homologues of semantic regions were also active, including left ACC, right IFGtri, 
pMTG, FFG, PHG, MFG, SFG, and SMG (Binder et al., 2009; Price, 2012). 
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Table 5.3. 
Increased Activation in the Trained Context-Category across Participants 
Abstract Concrete 
Regions T MNixyz T MNixyz 
Abstract 
L IFGorb 6.35 -33 33 -9 10.45 -3030-12 
L IFGtri 6.16 -36 33 21 
LaMTG 6.35 -48 3 -18 
LaSTG 6.55 -51 -9 3 
Concrete 
RAG 12.08 39-54 30 
LMFG 8.66 -27 51 9 
LPCN 9.57 -15 -45 6 
LPCC 10.45 -3 -42 15 
Other Semantic 
L IFGop 11.12 -48 18 12 
LpSTG 10.13 -63 -48 21 
RSMG 6.08 57 -30 30 
LPHG 7.18 -27 -36 -9 
LACC 16.91 -3 9 27 
R SupMed 9.81 9 48 30 
Other Language 
RHG 10.39 45 -24 15 
LSMA 7.58 -3 -3 57 
Rins 5.96 27 21 -15 
RH Homologues 
RSFG 7.27 18 33 36 32.62 18 27 45 
RMFG 12.41 39 39 33 
R IFGtri 7.45 45 27 12 16.74 48 27 15 
RpMTG 7.5 51 -63 21 7.76 45 -72 12 
RFFG 8.3 27 -81 -6 8.1 42-45-18 
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RPHG 6.16 18 -27 -18 8.19 21 -30 -15 
RPCN 9.28 24-45 3 
Other 
LCaud 6.74 -9 3 12 
RCaud 7.54 21 0 18 
RpreC 12.48 24 -15 69 
RLing 6.02 . 15 -36 -3 
RCalc 7.32 3 -78 9 
LSOG 6.47 -15 -93 12 
Note. Activations reflect the results of the trained > untrained paired t-tests, significant 
at the uncorrected p < .001 level. R =right, L = left, RH =right hemisphere. 
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Figure 5. 5. Activation peaks for pre- to post-treatment increases for abstract and concrete words. Tlus figure illustrates direct 
training (red) and generalization (blue) effects of treatment across patients in the trained context-category above and beyond 
any effects in the untrained context-category (see text for details). 
At the individual level, the majority of participants who improved on the trained 
abstract words showed significant increases in activation for abstract words in a variety 
of regions. Note in Figure 5.6 and Table D.3 (in Appendix D) that Pl, P5, P8, and P12 
showed activation in our pre-specified list of regions that preferentially activate abstract 
words from the existing literature, including L IFG, L MTG, and L STG. Importantly, P9, 
the non-responder, did not show significant increases in activation for abstract words. It 
is also interesting to note that the two participants who did not generalize in treatment did 
not show increased activation for abstract words although they improved on abstract 
words. 
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Figure 5. 6. Peaks of activation increases after treatment. This figure illustrates the peaks of activation for the contrast [T2 
abstract > Tl abstract] in the top panel, and [T2 concrete > Tl concrete] in the bottom panel. The control condition (letter 
strings) was used as an exclusive mask (see text for details). Activations are significant at FDR p < .05. See Tables D.3 and 
D.4. 
5.4.2.2.2. Generalization (Hypothesis 4a) 
Again, to examine regions consistently active for the trained context-category 
above and beyond the untrained category across participants, we conducted a second-
level group analysis in the form of a paired t-test. For each participant who generalized to 
concrete words (n = 5), we entered the post-treatment > pre-treatment concrete contrasts 
for the trained and untrained categories as a paired sample. Results were significant at an 
uncorrected p < .001 and are detailed in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.5. Across participants, 
regions that exhibited more activation in the trained category than in the untrained 
category after treatment included regions in our pre-specified list for concrete words- L 
MFG, L PCC, L PCN, and R AG- as well as right hemisphere homologues of concrete 
regions, including R PCN and R FFG. Additional regions shown to be involved in 
semantic processing and right hemisphere homologues of semantic regions included L 
IFGop, L IFGorb, L pSTG, R IFGtri, R SFG, R SupMed, R pMTG, and bilateral PHG 
(Binder et al., 2009; Price, 2012). Other regions included L SMA, R HG and R preC. 
At the individual level, the majority of participants who not only improved on the 
trained abstract words, but also generalized to untrained concrete words in the trained 
context-category showed significant increases in activation for concrete words after 
treatment in a variety of regions. Note in Figure 5.6 and Table D.4 (see Appendix D) that 
Pl, P5 , P8, and PlO showed activation in regions that are in our pre-specified list for 
concrete words, including bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, L PCN, L MFG, and L PCC. 
Interestingly, P4 and P7, the non-generalizers, also showed significant increases in 
activation for concrete words. 
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Notably, in the group analyses, there were many regions that overlapped between 
trained abstract and generalized concrete word activations, including L IFGorb, R IFGtri, 
R pMTG, R FFG, R PHG, and R SFG. However, none of the pre-specified concrete 
regions were active for abstract words and only one of the pre-specified abstract regions 
was active for concrete words (L IFGorb ). Importantly, the paired t-test for the control 
condition - letter strings - was not significant, meaning that there were no regions that 
showed more activation when participants were responding to letter strings while 
performing the WJ task in the trained context-category than the untrained context-
category. 
To summanze the fMRI activation results, two of the three participants who 
served as their own controls showed more activation after treatment than after the control 
period for the trained abstract words. Two participants showed the opposite pattern for 
untrained concrete words. After treatment, five of the nine participants who improved on 
trained abstract words showed increased activation for abstract words. Four of the seven 
participants who generalized to untrained concrete words in the same category showed 
increased activation for concrete words. At the group level, for those who improved on 
abstract words, increased activation for abstract words was noted in regions that support 
semantic processing, some specific to abstract word processing. Likewise, for those who 
generalized to concrete words, increased activation for concrete words was noted in 
regions that support semantic processing, some specific to concrete word processing. 
Notably, regions of overlap between abstract and concrete words were observed. 
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5.4.3. Functional Connectivity (Hypotheses 2b, 3b, and 4b) 
Recall that for each participant, the pre-treatment (T 1) adjacency matrix (i.e., z-
transformed correlation matrix) was subtracted from the post-treatment (T 2) adjacency 
matrix for each condition (abstract, concrete, letter strings) to obtain changes in 
functional connectivity in each network related to treatment compared with the control 
condition (letter strings). Similarly, To adjacency matrices were subtracted from T1 
matrices to obtain changes in functional connectivity related to the control period for the 
three participants who served as their own control. Importantly, because each the tROis 
used in this analysis were tailored to each participant depending on his/her activations, 
each participants' change matrices have a unique set of nodes. The results will focus on 
specific patterns of increases in activation across participants, organized by hypotheses: 
(2b) control period (i.e., T1 -To) versus treatment period (i.e., T2 - T1) for the control 
participants, (3b) functional connectivity changes related to direct training effects, and 
( 4b) functional connectivity changes related to generalization effects. 
5.4.3.1. Control Period versus Treatment (Hypothesis 2b) 
Increases in correlation for each condition-specific connection for each participant 
that pass the 95% confidence interval threshold are visualized in Figure E. I in Appendix 
E. Participants showed changes in functional connectivity after treatment and after the 
control period. However, the overall patterns of change are different. The remainder of 
the results will focus on the node degree and strength of changes to better characterize 
consistencies across participants. 
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To determine differences between the control and treatment periods across 
participants who served as their own controls, we averaged node degree and strength for 
regions that showed change in at least two of the three participants. Figure 5.7 visually 
depicts the node degree and node strength for the abstract change network. The highest 
node degree was in L SupMed and the highest node strength was in L pMTG after 
treatment. After the control period, prior to treatment, the highest node degree was also in 
L SupMed and the highest node strength was in L MFG. Notably, regions that showed 
higher node degree after treatment included L AG and L pMTG, while R AG and L 
pMTG shower higher node strength after treatment. These regions are involved in 
semantic processing (Binder et al., 2009; Price, 2012). Conversely, regions that showed 
higher node degree and strength after the control period included L SupMed, L MFG, and 
bilateral SFG, which are involved in attention in addition to semantic processing (Fan et 
al., 2005; Binder et al., 2009; Price, 2012). 
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Figure 5. 7. Node degree and strength for the abstract change network after the control 
and treatment periods across participants. This figure illustrates the average node degree 
(top panel) and average node strength (bottom panel) for increases in connectivity after 
the control and treatment periods in the abstract change network for the three participants 
who served as their own controls. The size of each sphere represents the number of 
participants who show significant increases in connectivity for that region, while the 
color of the sphere represents the average node degree/strength. Higher values are more 
purple, lower values are more turquoise. 
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Figure 5.8 depicts the node degree and node strength for the concrete change 
network. The highest node degree ( 4.5) and strength (2.0) were in R AG after treatment. 
After the control period, prior to treatment, the highest node degree (5.5) was in L MFG 
and L IFGtri and the highest node strength was in R SFG (2.6). As with the abstract 
network, regions that showed higher node degree and/or strength after treatment included 
regions involved in semantic processing including L pMTG and RAG; while regions that 
showed higher node degree and/or strength after the control period included regions that 
are also involved in attention, bilateral SFG, and L MFG. 
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Figure 5.8. Node degree and strength for the concrete change network after the control 
and treatment periods across participants. This figure illustrates the average node degree 
(top panel) and average node strength (bottom panel) for increases in connectivity after 
the control and treatment periods in the concrete change network for the three 
participants who served as their own controls. The size of each sphere represents the 
number of participants who show significant increases in connectivity for that region, 
while the color of the sphere represents the average node degree/strength. Higher values 
are more purple, lower values are more turquoise. 
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Additionally, we compared the results of the abstract and concrete networks with 
the control condition, letter strings. Ideally, results should be similar between the control 
and treatment periods, since letter strings are not being treated and are not expected to 
improve behaviorally. After treatment, the highest node degree was in L MFG ( 4.0) and 
highest node strength was in L pMTG (1.8). After the control period, the highest node 
degree (6.0) and strength (2.9) were in L MFG. This suggests that the control period and 
treatment period had similar effects on the control condition. However, it is interesting to 
note in Figure 5.9 that RAG and L pMTG are changing more after treatment for this 
network. It is possible that there is a general increase in connectivity for these regions 
after treatment. 
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Figure 5.9. Node degree and strength for the change network of the control condition 
(letter strings) after the control and treatment periods across participants. This figure 
illustrates the average node degree (top panel) and average node strength (bottom panel) 
for increases in connectivity after the control and treatment periods for the change 
network of the control condition (letter strings) for the three participants who served as 
their own controls. The size of each sphere represents the number of participants who 
show significant increases in connectivity for that region, while the color of the sphere 
represents the average node degree/strength. Higher values are more purple, lower values 
are more turquoise. 
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5.4.3.2. Direct Training and Generalization 
Increases in correlation for condition-specific connections for each participant 
that pass the 95% confidence interval threshold are visualized in Figure E.2 in Appendix 
E. At the individual level, all participants showed significant changes in functional 
connectivity from pre- to post-treatment in each condition-specific change network. For 
each participant, abstract and concrete networks show differing patterns of change after 
treatment. The remainder of the results will focus on the node degree and strength of 
changes to better characterize consistencies across participants. 
5.4.3.2.1. Trained Abstract Network (Hypothesis 3b) 
Figure 5.10 visually depicts node degree and node strength for the abstract change 
network with graphs highligh~ing the regions for which at least five of the nine 
participants who responded to treatment showed change. The region with the highest 
node degree in the trained abstract network was L postC (7.0); however, only two 
participants show significant change related to this region (as indicated by a small purple 
dot in Figure 5.10). The region with the highest node strength was R FFG (4.3); but 
again, only two participants show this region. Regions with the highest node degree and 
strength but which are only seen in a few patients have limited value when attempting to 
determine regions that are showing consistent, meaningful treatment-related changes. 
Thus, regions for which more than half of the responders showed increases are more 
informative. Using this criterion, the regions with the highest node degree are L IFGtri 
and R IFGtri (4.0) and the region with the highest strength is R IFGtri (3.2). 
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Figure 5.1 0. Node degree and strength for the trained abstract network across participants. This figure illustrates the average node degree (top panel) and strength 
(bottom panel) of significantly increased correlations in the abstract network after treatment across patients who improved on the trained abstract words. Note that the 
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5.4.3.2.2. Generalized Concrete Network (Hypothesis 4b) 
Figure 5.11 visually depicts node degree and node strength for the concrete 
change network with graphs highlighting the regions for which at least four of the seven 
participants who generalized in treatment showed change. The region with the highest 
node degree in the generalized concrete network was R IFGtri (6.3), but only three 
participants show significant increases this region (again, as indicated by a small purple 
dot in Figure 5.11). The region with the highest node strength was L SOG (3.3), but only 
two participants show this region. As with the trained abstract network, regions for which 
more than half of the responders show increases are more informative. Using this 
criterion, the regions with the highest node degree (5.0) were R pMTG and L SMA. The 
region with the highest node strength was L PCN (3.0). 
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For companson, we also examined functional connectivity changes in the 
concrete network for participants who did not generalize, which we will call the non-
generalized concrete network. Since there were only two participants contributing data to 
this analysis, only regions for which both participants showed changes were considered. 
The regions with the highest node degree in the non-generalized concrete network were L 
preC and R SFG (5.5). The region with the highest node strength was R SFG (5.1). See 
Figure 5.12 for details. 
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As an additional control, we examined changes in functional connectivity for the 
control condition, letter strings. The region with the highest node degree for the control 
condition was L IPL (7.3), but only three participants show this region. The region with 
the highest node strength was L MCC (3.6) and five (more than halt) of the participants 
show this region. The region with the highest node degree for which more than half of the 
participants showed changes was L preC (5.2). Importantly, this region also had the 
highest node degree in the non-generalized concrete network. See Figure 5.13 for details. 
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5.5. Discussion 
The aim of this study was to examine changes in neural activation and functional 
connectivity patterns associated with both training and generalization effects of a word 
finding treatment in persons with aphasia. Both activation and functional connectivity 
increased as a function of treatment. When we more closely examine these increases, 
interesting patterns emerge which help to define the neural mechanisms involved in 
successful therapy. 
5.5.1. Treatment (Hypothesis 1) 
Nine out of ten participants responded to treatment, showing improvement on 
abstract word generation. Seven of these nine responders also showed generalization 
from abstract to concrete words, supporting our first hypothesis. 
5.5.2. Control Period versus Treatment (Hypothesis 2) 
Two of the three participants who served as their own controls showed more 
peaks of increased activation for trained abstract words after treatment than after the 
control period (PlO and P12). PlO also showed this pattern for untrained concrete words. 
Pll and P12, on the other hand, showed more peaks of increased activation after the 
control period than after treatment for the untrained concrete words. Because we did not 
expect any changes during the control period, support for our second hypothesis is mixed. 
In line with our hypothesis, P 10 did not show any increased activation after the control 
period for concrete words, and Pll did not show any increased activation after the 
control period for abstract words. Also in line with our hypothesis, P 10 and P 12 showed 
more peaks of increased activation for the trained items. 
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The increased activation after the control period for concrete words for Pll and 
P12 does not support our hypothesis, but examining the activation patterns for the 
untrained category may help to explain this discrepancy. Pll did not show any increased 
activation after treatment in the trained context-category, but showed increased activation 
for the untrained context-category after both the control period and after the treatment 
period (see Table D.2 in Appendix D). Pl2 also showed increased activation in the 
untrained context-category. The presence of increased activation for the untrained 
context-category for these same participants suggests that there may be a subtle interplay 
between increased activation and increased effort versus reorganization. This notion will 
be further addressed later in the discussion within the broader context of training-induced 
neuroplasticity across cognitive domains. 
All three participants showed increased functional connectivity after both time 
periods. This is not in line with our hypothesis of no changes in functional connectivity 
during the control period. However, when the node degree and node strength of change 
networks were examined, we found that regions involved in semantic processing had 
higher node degree and/or strength after treatment while regions additionally involved in 
attention had higher node degree and/or strength after the control period. This is in line 
with Abutalebi et al. (2009), who showed that functional connectivity strengthened 
between regions involved in language for the trained language; whereas, for the untrained 
language, functional connectivity strengthened for regions involved in cognitive control. 
Thus, while functional connectivity appears to change with time, regardless of whether or 
not treatment is given, the existence of treatment makes the changes in functional 
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connectivity qualitatively different. Taken together, these results suggest that for these 
participants who served as their own controls, treatment is inducing activation and 
functional connectivity changes that would not normally occur without this treatment. 
5.5.3. Direct Training Effects (Hypothesis 3) 
We next examined activation and functional connectivity increases in the abstract 
network when a direct training effect was observed. We hypothesized that (a) direct 
training effects would coincide with increased activation and functional connectivity and 
(b) regions that would show increased activation and functional connectivity would 
include L IFG, L STG, and/or L MTG. Our results support this hypothesis. 
The group analysis revealed increased activation for abstract words in the trained 
context-category in L IFGorb, L IFGtri, L aMTG, and L aSTG, as well as other regions 
shown to be involved in semantic processing (Binder et al., 2009; Price, 2012). At the 
individual level, five of the nine participants who improved on the trained abstract words 
showed increases in activation for abstract words, including L IFGorb, L IFGtri, L 
aMTG, and L aSTG as well as right hemisphere homologues of these regions. 
Importantly, we also observed a high node degree for change networks in bilateral 
IFGtri. Similarly, R IFGtri showed the highest node strength. The combined activation 
and connectivity results suggest that the abstract network is indeed changing as a result of 
training abstract words, indicating that this treatment promotes the recruitment of regions 
that normally support abstract word processing. In addition to these results supporting our 
third hypothesis, they suggest that IFG is an important node for plasticity in the abstract 
network. 
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5.5.4. Generalization Effects (Hypothesis 4) 
Finally, we examined activation and functional connectivity increases in the 
concrete network when a generalization effect was observed. We hypothesized that (a) 
generalization effects would coincide with increased activation and functional 
connectivity and (b) regions that would show increased activation and functional 
connectivity would include bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, L PCN, L MFG, and/or L PCC. 
Our results support this hypothesis. 
The group analysis revealed increased activation for concrete words in the trained 
context-category in R AG, L PCC, L PCN, and L MFG, as well as right hemisphere 
homologues, PCN and FFG, and other regions shown to be involved in semantic 
processing (Binder et al., 2009; Price, 2012). At the individual level, four of the seven 
participants who generalized to untrained concrete words showed increases in activation 
for concrete words, including bilateral AG, L FFG, L MFG, L PCN, and L PCC. 
For the generalized concrete network, we observed the highest node degree in L 
SMA, which is involved in articulation (Price, 2012), and R pMTG, which is a right 
hemisphere homologue of a region involved in semantic access (Price, 2012). While 
these regions were not in our pre-specified list for concrete words, L PCN and RAG, 
which are in our pre-specified list, also had high node degrees - higher than the other 
networks. Importantly, the highest node strength was in L PCN. The combined activation 
and connectivity results suggest that the concrete network is also changing as a result of 
training abstract words when generalization occurs behaviorally, indicating that 
generalization due to this treatment promotes the recruitment of regions that normally 
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support concrete word processing. 
As expected, there were many regions that overlapped between trained abstract 
and generalized concrete word activations, both at the group level and at the individual 
level. At the group level these regions included L IFGorb and R IFGtri, R pMTG, R FFG, 
R SFG, and R PHG. At the individual level, these regions similarly included L IFGorb 
and R pMTG, R FFG, and R SFG, as well as other regions involved in semantic 
processing including L IFGtri, L TP, L aSTG, L pMTG, L PCN, L MFG, L SFG, L 
SupMed, and bilateral AG (Price, 2012). 
Overlapping node degree and node strength also occurred for the trained abstract 
and generalized concrete networks in bilateral pMTG for node strength and in L pMTG 
and L IFGorb for node degree. Changes in IFG and MTG thus appear to be particularly 
important for both direct training and generalization in this treatment. This is in line with 
the results of Vitali et al. (20 1 0), who showed similar patterns of functional connectivity 
for trained and generalized items, but is not in line with the results of Meinzer et al. 
(2008), who showed different regions of activation for trained and generalized items. 
Importantly, these results are in line with our results from Experiment 1 showing 
overlapping activation for abstract and concrete words in L IFG and L MTG and may 
serve as a plausible location for the generalization in this treatment to occur. Recall from 
the introduction that L IFG has been shown to be involved in semantic associations 
(Prince et al., 2005). Since a plausible mechanism of generalization in this treatment is 
spreading activation to semantically associated words in the same context-category, L 
IFG may be especially important for generalization in this treatment. 
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Data reflecting neural activation changes related to a failure to generalize from 
abstract to concrete words were limited. Only two participants who improved on the 
trained abstract words did not generalize to the untrained concrete words (P4 and P7). 
Both of these participants did not show significant increases in activation for abstract 
words, but did show significant increased activation for concrete words. This is opposite 
of what we expected. Interestingly, P7 also showed increased activation for concrete 
words in the untrained category (see Table D.5 in Appendix D), suggesting that this 
increased activation may be reflecting inefficiency rather than neuroplasticity related to 
increased skill. Unfortunately, P4's data could not be separated into trained versus 
untrained categories to add support to this argument. However, this is similar to what we 
observed with Pll , who showed increased activation after the control period but not after 
the treatment period. Notably, the highest node degree for these participants in the non-
generalized concrete network was in L preC and R SFG, which mirrors the highest node 
degree in the control condition (letter strings), suggesting that the change occurring in the 
concrete network for P4 and P7 is most likely related to increased effort rather than 
increased skill. 
The notion of increased activation reflecting inefficiency in some cases and 
increased skill in other cases deserves some attention. As discussed in Kelly and Garavan 
(2005), increases in performance can be accompanied by both increases and decreases in 
activation. Conversely, increases in activation can be accompanied by behavioral 
improvement or no behavioral improvement. The authors suggest that one pattern of 
neuroplasticity related to behavioral improvement is the recruitment of both task-specific 
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and non-specific regions early on, and as performance improves, the task-specific regions 
increase in strength while the non-specific regions either decrease in strength or show no 
change. This interpretation of increases in activity fits well with our data. When increased 
activation is not accompanied by increased performance- for example, P7's increased 
activation for concrete words and Pll 's increased activation for the control period as well 
as increased activation for the untrained category for P7, Pll, and P12 (see Tables D.2 
and D.5 in Appendix D)- both regions specific to semantic processing and non-specific 
regions appear to be recruited. Additionally, task-non-specific regions, such as L preC 
and R SFG, show increased functional connectivity. On the other hand, when increased 
activation is accompanied by increased performance, both activation increases and 
increases in functional connectivity become more specific to regions involved not only in 
semantic processing, but abstract and concrete word processing in particular. Participants 
who fall somewhere in between are most likely still in the process of reorganizing 
activation to be more task-specific. 
Another interesting pattern that may be related to efficiency and compensation 
can be seen for the trained abstract network in Figure 5.10 and for the generalized 
concrete network in Figure 5.11. There appears to be a trend for IFG and pMTG to have 
higher node degree and strength in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere. 
Conversely, more participants show significant increases in connectivity for these regions 
in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere. For example, in the trained abstract 
network, L pMTG has an average node degree of 3.3 and shows significant increases in 
connectivity for 7 participants, whereas R pMTG has an average node degree of 5 and 
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shows significant increases in connectivity for 3 participants (see Figure 5.1 0). It is 
possible that the left hemisphere regions are engaged in more participants, but are not 
changing their connections as much, presumably maintaining connections when present, 
and adding connections if needed. On the other hand, the right hemisphere regions may 
be increasing as many connections as needed as a compensatory mechanism for the few 
people who need it. 
We did expect lesions to affect activation and functional connectivity patterns in 
individual participants. For example, if a region was completely lesioned, we did not 
expect activation or for it to be part of any functional connectivity network. We expected 
perilesional activation in regions that were partially spared (see Table 5.4 for the amount 
of spared tissue in each ROI for each participant). This occurred in every participant who 
showed increased activation. For example, L IFG was active for P1 , P5, and P12, L STG 
for P1 and P8, L MFG for P1 , P5, and P7, LAG for P4, P5, and P8, L FFG/ITG for P8, 
and L PCN for P12. The same was true for functional connectivity. We also expected that 
right hemisphere homologues of our pre-specified abstract and concrete regions would 
show increased activation and/or connectivity in participants whose regions were partly 
or completely lesioned. This also occurred with some regularity, but not for P4 or P12. 
Interestingly, in some participants, even when the left hemisphere region was completely 
spared, the right hemisphere region showed increased activation and/or functional 
connectivity. For example, P4, P6, P8, and P11 all had preserved L IFG, but showed 
increased connectivity for R IFG, and P8 also showed increased activation in R IFG. This 
was also true ofR MTG for P1 and P11, whose L MTG was spared, and P1 also showed 
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increased activation m R MTG. Thus, right hemisphere activation and functional 
connectivity changes do not seem to be tied to the presence of a lesion in the left 
hemisphere homologue. 
To determine if lesion size was a factor in the laterality of activation and 
functional connectivity changes, we correlated lesion volume with the number of left and 
right hemisphere peaks of activation for abstract and concrete words and the number of 
left and right regions that showed increased connectivity for abstract and concrete words. 
Lesion volume was not significantly correlated with either left (p(7) = .41 , p = .27).or 
right (p(7) = .31, p = .42) hemisphere activation changes and was not significantly 
correlated with left (p(7) = .30, p = .43).or right (p(7) = .42, p = .27) hemisphere 
connectivity changes. Thus, the laterality of activation and functional connectivity 
changes do not appear to be tied to the size of the lesion. 
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Table 5.4. 
Percent Spared Tissue by Region of Interest. 
Pl P4 PS P6 P7 P8 P9 PlO Pll P12 
Abstract 
L IFGorb 100.00% 100.00% 68.93% 100.00% 31.15% 100.00% 79.91% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
L IFGtri 51.35% 100.00% 2.60% 100.00% 14.19% 100.00% 76.40% 100.00% 100.00% 78.27% 
LMTG 100.00% 22.43% 83.02% 81.02% 6.40% 61.99% 31.22% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
LSTG 59.31% 6.60% 29.83% 100.00% 0.00% 79.04% 4.20% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Concrete 
LMFG 86.74% 74.76% 24.42% 100.00% 69.70% 100.00% 81.20% 100.00% 100.00% 61.13% 
...... LAG 100.00% 82.17% 23 .59% 100.00% 2.88% 64.12% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
.....:! 
.....:! 
RAG 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
LFFG 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 92.96% 78.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
LITG 100.00% 82.21% 100.00% 100.00% 63.16% 79.64% 90.34% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
LPCN 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 50.95% 100.00% 100.00% 74.25% 
LPCC 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Note: Spared tissue was calculated by subtracting the lesion map from the anatomical ROI map and dividing the remaining 
volume by the volume of the anatomical ROI. 
5.5.5. Differences in Treatment Outcomes 
As shown in Figure 5.16, regions that show connectivity changes can be grouped 
to compare node degree and node strength across networks to better understand 
differences among treatment outcomes. Although regions in the trained abstract network 
also appear in at least one other network, it is important to note that for regions in our 
pre-specified list for abstract words, including left IFGtri, IFGorb, and pMTG as well as 
the right hemisphere homologue of IFGtri, node degree is higher in the trained abstract 
network than in any other network. For node strength, the values are much closer, but left 
pMTG and AG, as well as right pMTG, AG, IFGtri, and MFG, which play a role in 
semantic processing (Binder et al., 2009; Price, 2012) or are right hemisphere 
homologues, show highest values in the trained abstract network. 
For the generalized concrete network, left PCN and SMA, and right AG and 
pMTG show higher node degree than the other networks. Importantly, L PCN and R AG 
are in our pre-specified list for concrete words. For node strength, the generalized 
concrete network did not show any regions with values higher than the other networks. 
Of particular interest are regions that appear to be specific to success in treatment. 
For example, L IFGorb only overlaps between the trained abstract and generalized 
concrete networks for node degree. L pMTG shows higher node degree and strength for 
the trained abstract and generalized concrete networks than the control condition (letter 
strings). R pMTG shows higher node strength for these networks than the control 
condition. Again, this is in line with our results from Experiment 1 showing overlapping 
activation for abstract and concrete words in L IFG and L MTG and suggests that these 
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regions may be a plausible location for generalization to occur. 
While there are similarities between the trained abstract and generalized concrete 
networks, there are also similarities between the non-generalized concrete network and 
the control (letter strings) condition. Overlaps in node degree between these networks 
occur in L preC, L Calc, R SFG and R Ins. L preC and R SFG also show higher node 
strength for these networks than for the trained abstract and generalized concrete 
networks. Many of the other regions that have higher node degree and/or strength for 
these networks are involved in visual and attentional processing. 
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Figure 5.14. Combined node degree and node strength of change. This figure compares the average node degree (A) and 
average node strength (B) of change across the trained abstract, generalized concrete, and non-generalized concrete networks 
and the control condition (letter strings). Note that only regions for which more than half of the participants showed changes 
are included for each network. 
Finally, a few regions show similar node degree and/or strength for all conditions, 
including left SupMed and MFG for node degree and left MFG, PCN, SMA, IFGtri, and 
bilateral IFGorb for node strength. It is possible that this indicates a general effect of 
treatment, regardless of outcome. It is interesting to note that of the seven distinct cortical 
networks proposed by Yeo et al. (20 11 ), including visual, somatomotor, dorsal attention, 
ventral attention, limbic, frontoparietal , and default, only the default mode network 
included at least part of all six of these regions. While links between the semantic 
processing and the DMN have been observed (Binder & Desai, 2011 ; Binder et al. , 2009; 
Wirth et al. , 2011), it is interesting to note that posterior regions normally included in 
descriptions of both semantic processing and the DMN - inferior parietal cortex, lateral 
temporal cortex, and medial temporal cortex - are not part of this group of regions. 
Recall that these posterior regions were important in the trained abstract and generalized 
concrete networks. This is in line with the findings of Marcotte et al. (20 13) that 
increased integration of the posterior subnetwork of the DMN is related to success in a 
semantically based therapy. Furthermore, these mostly anterior regions of the DMN that 
are seen across conditions, regardless of treatment outcome, coincide with a subsystem of 
the DMN --seeded in DMPFC --suggested by Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, and Schacter 
to be involved in "self-relevant mental simulations" (2008, p. 24). This could indicate a 
self-monitoring strategy or episodic memories of treatment sessions. 
In addition to these interesting and informative results, the approach used in this 
study is novel. Node degree and node strength have not yet been explored in the 
examination of changes in functional connectivity associated with treatment gains. This 
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approach is particularly well-suited to explore changes in functional connectivity at both 
the individual level and across participants. We utilized participant-defined functional 
ROis to explore participant-specific changes in functional connectivity related to 
treatment. As such, the resulting matrices of connectivity changes differed from 
'----
participant to participant; however, graph theoretical measures of node degree and node 
strength allowed a comparison across participants. An additional advantage to this 
analysis is that it focuses the functional connectivity changes back to the level of the 
region, which is more stable than individual connections. 
One limitation of this study was the small number of participants who served as 
their own controls. While their data was informative, it was variable. The comparison of 
changes that occur after a control period versus after treatment would be more powerful 
with additional participants. Additionally, we only had two participants who did not 
generalize in treatment. It would be more informative to be able to compare a more 
balanced group of generalizers versus non-generalizers; however, since this treatment 
was designed to promote generalization, it would be difficult to amass a large group of 
non-generalizers. Finally, because we created a personalized list of tROis for each 
participant, we did not have consensus across participants for specific ROI to ROI 
functional connections. Therefore, we were unable to show specific connections that 
were increasing in strength across participants. However, we feel the advantage of using 
personalized tROis, which ensures that the network only includes regions activated by 
that participant, outweighs this limitation. 
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5.6. Conclusion 
In this study, we aimed to shed light on the underlying neural mechanism of 
generalization from abstract to concrete words by comparing the activation and 
functional connectivity patterns of neural systems engaged in abstract and concrete word 
processing in PW A before and after a word generation treatment. We hypothesized that 
direct training and generalization effects of treatment would be evidenced as increased 
activation and functional connectivity for abstract and concrete words, respectively. 
Indeed, we found that across PW A who responded to treatment, increased activation for 
abstract words included L IFG, L MTG, and L STG. Similarly, L IFGtri and R IFGtri 
appear to be important nodes of plasticity in functional networks, which may increase 
their communication with other brain areas in response to treatment when abstract words 
are trained. Across PWA who also generalized in treatment, increased activation for 
concrete words included L MFG, L PCC, L PCN, and RAG, as well as other regions that 
are important for semantic processing, including R pMTG. Similarly, L PCN and R 
pMTG appear to be important nodes of plasticity in functional networks for generalized 
concrete words. This suggests that this treatment is promoting the recruitment of regions 
normally involved in abstract and concrete word processing when abstract and concrete 
word generation improves. 
Additionally, IFG and MTG appear to be important for both direct training and 
generalization effects of treatment. However, there appears to be an asymmetry in the 
involvement of left versus right hemisphere IFG and MTG for both the abstract trained 
network and concrete generalized network, possibly reflecting maintenance versus 
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compensation. Importantly, we observed similarities between the trained and generalized 
change networks, while the non-generalized and control change networks resembled each 
other, indicating a distinct effect of success in treatment on connectivity changes. 
Because training abstract words is not the only way to promote generalization, future 
research testing this notion in other modes of generalization will help uncover the neural 
mechanisms that promote effective relearning in persons with aphasia. 
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6. Conclusion 
We have conducted a series of studies aimed at uncovering the underlying neural 
mechanisms of direct training and generalization effects of a word generation treatment 
for PWA that utilizes abstract and concrete words. To this end, we have examined (a) 
where abstract and concrete words are processed in PW A, (b) behavioral direct training 
and generalization effects of treatment when abstract words in a particular context-
category are trained, (c) neuroplastic changes in activation and functional connectivity 
associated with behavioral direct training and generalization effects of treatment when 
abstract words are trained. 
We conducted the first experiment to confirm that PW A showed different 
activation patterns for abstract and concrete words. The concreteness effect is apparent in 
both neurologically healthy persons and PW A; therefore, we hypothesized that PW A, 
like previous work in healthy adults, show differences in neural activation patterns 
between abstract and concrete words. Specifically, according to two meta-analyses and 
our review of the literature (see Section 1.2.3 and Table A.l for details), we were 
expecting preferential activation for abstract words in L IFG, L MTG, and L STG, and 
preferential activation for concrete words in bilateral AG, L FFG/ITG, L PCN, L PCC, 
and L MFG. For comparison, we included age-matched controls. We scanned three PWA 
and three NHOA using fMRI during two language tasks: word judgment and synonym 
judgment. 
During word judgment, all three PWA showed preferential activation for abstract 
words (i.e., [abstract > concrete]) in LMTG. Two of the three also showed preferential 
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activation for abstract words in LIFG. During synonym judgment, PW A3 showed 
preferential activation for abstract words in L IFG and L MTG, and there was a trend at a 
lower threshold for preferential activation of abstract words in LIFG in the other two 
PW A. Similarly, during synonym judgment two of the three NHOA showed preferential 
activation for abstract words in LIFG and LMTG and this pattern was trending in the 
third NHOA. Results for the [concrete> abstract] contrast were not as robust, with only 
one PW A showing regions active preferentially for concrete words that coincided with 
previous work (RAG, L PCC, L PCN). However, lowering the threshold again revealed a 
trend for preferential activation of concrete words within our pre-specified list. 
Importantly, both PW A and NHOA showed overlapping activation for abstract (> 
control) and concrete (> control) words during both tasks in L IFG and L MTG. These 
results are in line with the DCT (Paivio, 1971 , 1986), which posits that abstract concepts 
rely more on verbal codes while concrete concepts rely on both verbal and 
imagery/sensorimotor codes. The results of Experiment 1 provide preliminary evidence 
that PW A show differential processing for abstract and concrete words, similar to 
neurologically healthy adults, and point to the importance of L IFG and L MTG in the 
processing of abstract and concrete words. 
Experiment 2 presented behavioral data for 12 PWA who were trained on abstract 
words in a particular context-category. Ten of the 12 participants improved on the trained 
abstract words, eight also showed generalization to untrained concrete words in the same 
context-category. Additionally, a response analysis revealed that generative naming 
responses became more focused and appropriate after treatment. For example, non-
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specific responses in the trained context-category decreased while category-specific 
responses increased. Even for the non-responders, errors decreased, suggesting a more 
targeted approach to generative naming. These findings replicate and extend the results of 
Kiran et al. (2009) to a larger group of participants with a wider variety of aphasia types 
and severities. The results of Experiment 2 provide evidence that training abstract words 
in a generative naming treatment is not only efficacious, but also efficient because it 
promotes generalization to concrete words in the same context-category for a majority of 
participants. 
Thus, with Experiments 1 and 2, we established a basis for exploring the neural 
correlates of direct training and generalization effects of treatment. First, abstract and 
concrete word processing in PW A elicits differential patterns of activation, similar to 
previous work in neurologically healthy adults. This supports our decision to examine 
neuroplasticity related to treatment effects on abstract and concrete words separately. 
This is important, since abstract words were the trained items and concrete words were 
the untrained items to which generalization was expected to occur. Next, training abstract 
words does indeed promote generalization to untrained concrete words. This allowed us 
to examine neuroplasticity specifically related to generalization effects of treatment in 
addition to direct training effects of treatment. 
For our third and final experiment, we scanned ten PW A using fMRI before and 
after a word generation treatment in which abstract words were trained. We analyzed 
both activation changes and functional connectivity changes related to direct training and 
generalization effects of treatment. As hypothesized, we found increased activation and 
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functional connectivity for abstract words when abstract word generation improved 
(direct training effect) and increased activation and functional connectivity for concrete 
words when concrete word generation improved (generalization effect). 
Importantly, increased activation for abstract words in the trained context-
category relative to the untrained context-category occurred in regions specific to abstract 
word processing across PWA, including left IFGtri, IFGorb, aMTG, and aSTG. 
Additional regions included R IFGtri, which is a homologue of a region involved in 
abstract word processing; R SMG, which is involved in semantic processing (Binder et 
al. , 2009) and verbal working memory (Price, 2012); right pMTG, FFG, PHG, SFG, and 
MFG which are right hemisphere homologues of regions involved in semantic processing 
(Binder et al. , 2009; Price, 2012); as well as regions involved in other aspects oflanguage 
processing, including left ACC, which is involved in word retrieval (Price, 2012), R Ins, 
which is involved in language and memory (Kelly et al. , 2012), and R Ling, which is 
involved in word recognition (Mechelli, Humphreys, Mayall, Olson, & Price, 2000). 
Notably, in line with the activation results, we found that across PW A, bilateral IFGtri 
exhibited the highest number of increased connections in the abstract change network and 
R IFGtri exhibited the highest magnitude of increasing connectivity strength as a function 
of treatment. Not only is IFGtri an important region for abstract word processing, but IFG 
has also been shown to be important for aphasia recovery in both cross-sectional and 
treatment neuroimaging studies (see Thompson & den Ouden, 2008 for a review). 
Additionally, L IFG may serve as a plausible location for the generalization in this 
treatment to take place. As discussed in Section 1.3, a plausible mechanism for 
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generalization is spreading activation from abstract words to semantically associated 
abstract and concrete words. These semantic associations may occur in L IFG (Prince et 
al., 2005), since both abstract and concrete words were shown to activate L IFG in 
Experiment 2. 
When generalization to concrete words occurred, we found increased activation 
for concrete words in the trained context-category relative to the untrained context-
category across PW A in regions specific to concrete word processing, including left 
MFG, PCC, PCN, and right AG(Binder et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010)(Binder et al. , 
2009; Wang et al. , 2010)(1. R. Binder et al. , 2009; Wang et al., 2010). Additional regions 
included right FFG and PCN, which are right hemisphere homologues of regions 
involved in concrete word processing; left IFGorb and PHG, which are involved in 
semantic processing (Binder et al. , 2009; Price, 2012); right IFGtri, pMTG, PHG, SFG, 
and SupMed, (Binder et al. , 2009; Price, 2012) which are right hemisphere homologues 
of a regions involved in semantic processing (Price, 2012); as well as regions involved in 
other aspects of language processing, including L IFGop, which is involved in 
articulation and short term memory (Price, 2012), L pSTG, which is involved in auditory 
imagery (Price, 2012), and L SMA and R preC, which are involved in articulation (Price, 
2012). Again, in line with the activation results for gains in concrete word processing, we 
found that across PW A, L SMA and R pMTG exhibited the highest number of increased 
connections in the concrete change network and L PCN exhibited the highest magnitude 
of increasing connectivity strength as a function of treatment. 
In sum, this treatment appears to promote the recruitment of regions that have 
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been shown in healthy adults to preferentially process abstract and concrete words when 
only abstract words are trained. Interestingly, we additionally observed regions that 
overlapped between trained abstract and generalized concrete word activations, as well as 
regions whose functional connectivity change patterns overlapped. For example, L 
IFGorb, R IFGtri, R pMTG, R FFG, R SFG, and R PHG showed increased activation for 
both abstract and concrete words. Likewise, bilateral pMTG showed high node strength 
and L pMTG and L IFGorb showed node degree for both the trained abstract and 
generalized concrete change networks. Thus, changes in IFG and MTG appear to be 
particularly important for both direct training and generalization. This is in line with our 
proposal that IFG may serve a special role in generalization and extends this role to 
MTG. 
These combined results show that training abstract words in a particular context-
category is both effective and efficacious behaviorally and promotes neuroplasticity. Not 
only do abstract words improve behaviorally, but this improvement generalizes to 
untrained concrete words in the same context-category. Furthermore, these behavioral 
improvements coincide with increased activation in task-specific regions of the cortex. 
As expected, when abstract words are trained, regions that preferentially process abstract 
words become more active. This is in line with a substantial body of neuroimaging work 
showing increased activation in task-specific cortex for both motor and cognitive training 
(see Kelly & Garavan, 2005 for a review). What is particularly informative is the finding 
that when treatment benefits generalize to untrained concrete words, regions that 
preferentially process concrete words become more active. Furthermore, regions involved 
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in general semantic processing appear to support both direct training and generalization 
effects of treatment. 
The results of the functional connectivity analysis support and extend these 
findings. When abstract words are trained, regions that preferentially process abstract 
words show increased correlations in activation with other regions, both in the number of 
correlations and in the strength of correlations. Similarly, when generalization to concrete 
words occurs, regions that preferentially process concrete words show increased 
correlations in activation with other regions, both in number and strength. However, 
when generalization does not occur, the concrete change networks resemble the change 
networks of the control condition, letter strings, with increased connectivity for left preC 
and right SFG. This may indicate an increase in attentional resources for the task when 
behavior does not improve. Interestingly, there are regions that show increases in 
connectivity, regardless of treatment outcome, that are part of the DMN involved in self-
referential processing, possibly indicating a self-monitoring strategy. 
Notably, similar to the activation results, IFG and MTG, which are important 
regions for general semantic processing, appear to be important nodes of plasticity in 
functional networks, increasing their communication with other brain areas in response to 
treatment when abstract words are trained, supporting both direct training and 
generalization effects of treatment. These preliminary results suggest that these regions 
may be directing the reorganization of function subsequent to treatment. 
We also observed an interesting asymmetry between right and left hemisphere 
involvement for IFG and pMTG. Namely, there appears to be higher node degree and 
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strength for these regions in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere. However, 
more participants show significant increases in connectivity for these regions in the left 
hemisphere than in the right hemisphere. Thus, it is possible that the left hemisphere 
regions are engaged in more participants, but are not changing their connections as much, 
playing more of a maintenance role, whereas right hemisphere regions may be increasing 
as many connections as needed, playing a more compensatory role for the few people 
who need it. This is in line with current work (Raboyeau et al., 2008; Sebastian & Kiran, 
2011; Turkeltaub et al., 2011) and definitely deserves further analysis in future work. 
In addition to revealing condition-specific neuroplasticity related to gains m 
treatment, our results suggest that similar neural mechanisms support training and 
generalization effects of treatment. This in line with the results of Vitali et al. (20 1 0) and 
in contrast to the results of Meinzer et al. (2008), which suggested that direct training and 
generalization are subserved by different neural mechanisms. This is a nice validation 
that the generalization seen behaviorally is a true effect of treatment. This is additionally 
a potentially significant contribution to the study of neuroplasticity in aphasia. As 
mentioned in the introduction, generalization is becoming an important aspect of clinical 
practice in the effort to make aphasia therapy more potent. Perhaps generalization to 
untrained items is more effective and long-lasting if subserved by similar neural 
mechanisms as direct training. A long-term follow-up study may provide support for such 
an hypothesis. 
The approach used in this study is novel and is particularly well-suited to explore 
behavioral and neurophysiological treatment-induced changes that take into account 
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individual variability. We utilized single-subject research design to explore behavioral 
outcomes at the individual level. We also explored activation patterns at both the 
individual level and across participants. We then utilized participant-defmed functional 
ROis to explore participant-specific changes in functional connectivity. Finally, we 
employed graph theoretical measures of node degree and node strength, which allowed a 
comparison across participants, while taking into account individual variability. This 
analysis also allows the focus of the functional connectivity analysis to shift back to the 
level of the region, which provides an informative comparison with the activation results. 
This work is unique: it is the first study to examine abstract and concrete word 
processing in PW A using fMRI; it is one of only a few fMRI studies to systematically 
measure neuroplasticity related to generalization effects of treatment; and it is one of only 
a few fMRI studies to measure changes in functional connectivity associated with 
treatment outcomes. Importantly, this is the only neuroimaging study to combine all three 
elements. Moreover, this work provides one small window into the underlying neural 
mechanism of generalization in treatment, which to date has been elusive. This work is 
obviously not exhaustive and more work is needed to fully understand neuroplasticity 
related to both direct training and generalization effects of treatment. However, we 
believe that this work is an important step in the ongoing process of understanding the 
connection between neuroplasticity and behavioral improvement in treatment in aphasia. 
Future work should include other treatment paradigms to create a more 
comprehensive picture of generalization in language therapy. Also, other methods of 
neuroimaging that are more accessible to a more variegated group of PW A, including 
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EEG and near-infrared spectroscopy, which are not affected by metal implants or patient 
mobility, as well as resting-state fMRI, which requires minimal effort from the patient, 
will allow a more thorough exploration of neuroplasticity related to aphasia therapy at 
every level. We believe that a better understanding of the link between neuroplasticity 
and behavioral improvement in aphasia treatment will assist in the development of more 
effective treatment paradigms for aphasia. 
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Appendix A 
Table A.1 
Comparison of Individual Study Results with Meta-Analyses' Results 
Abstract > Concrete Concrete > Abstract 
Study Binder et Wang et Study Binder et Wang et 
Region Tally al.,2009 al.,2010 Tally al.,2009 al.,2010 
LACC 1 0 
LAG 0 5 X 
LCALC 0 1 
LFFG 0 X X 
L IFGop 2 1 
L IFGorb X X 3 
L IFGtri X 4 
LLing 1 2 
L Ins 2 0 
LIOG 1 0 
LIPL 1 4 
LITG 2 
LMCC 0 1 
LMFG 3 X 
LMOG 1 
LMTG X 2 
LPCC 3 X X 
LPCN 1 X 
LPHG 0 2 X 
LpreC 4 2 
LSFG 2 3 X 
LSMA 2 0 
LSMG 0 2 
LSOG 0 1 
LSPL 1 1 
LSTG X X 0 
LSupMed 2 X 
LTP 3 0 
RACC 2 0 
RAG 1 5 X 
RAmyg 1 0 
RCalc 0 1 
RCaud 1 1 
RFFG 1 1 
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RHip 0 1 
R IFGorb 2 1 
RIFGop 1 0 
R IFGtri 0 1 
Rins 1 0 
RIPL 1 0 
RITG 2 1 
RLing 0 1 
RMedOrb 1 3 
RMFG 2 2 
RMOG 1 1 
RMTG 4 3 
RPCC 0 4 
RPCN 0 3 
RPHG 0 2 
RpostC 1 0 
RpreC 0 1 
RSFG 0 1 
RSMG 1 2 
RSTG 4 0 
RTP 3 0 
CBV 1 0 
Note: The number of studies (see text in Section 1.2 for details) showing a peak of 
activation for each contrast [abstract > concrete] and [concrete > abstract] was tallied and 
entered into the first column for each contrast. The amount of consensus across studies is 
represented by a light to dark green color scale, where dark green represents the highest 
consensus. Note that the regions are presented as reported in each study. 
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Appendix B 
Experiment 1 Activation Tables 
Table B.l. 
Areas of Activation for PWAJ. 
Abstract> Concrete> Abstract> Concrete> 
Concrete Abstract Control Control 
Region Word Judgment 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X X X 
L IFGtri X X X 
LSTG X 
LMTG X X X 
Concrete 
LMFG X X X 
LITG X X X 
LFFG X 
LAG X X X 
LPCN X X 
LPCC X 
RH 
Homologues 
RMFG X X 
R IFGorb X X 
R IFGtri X X X 
RIFGop X X 
RSTG X X 
RMTG X X 
Other 
LTP X X 
L Ins X X X 
R Ins X X 
RRO X 
RHG X X 
LSMA X X 
RSMA X 
LpreC X X 
RpreC X X X 
L postC X 
RpostC X 
LMCC X X X 
RMCC X 
LMidOrb X X 
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L SupMed X X X 
RSupMed X X 
LSFG X X X 
RSFG X X 
LSPL X X 
LIPL X X X 
LSMG X X X 
RSMG X 
LSOG X X 
RSOG X X 
LMOG X 
RMOG X 
LIOG X 
RIOG X 
RHip X 
L Calc X X 
RCalc X X X 
LCun X 
RCun X X 
LLing X X 
RLing X 
LPut X 
L Pall X 
RCaud X 
LCB X X 
Synonym Judgment 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X X 
L IFGtri X X 
LSTG X 
LMTG X X 
Concrete 
LMFG X X 
LITO X X 
LFFG X X 
LAG X 
LPCC X 
RH 
Homologues 
RMFG X 
R IFGtri X X 
Other 
L IFGop X 
LTP X 
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L Ins 
Rlns 
RRO 
LACC 
LMCC 
RMCC 
L SupMed 
RSupMed 
LSFG 
RSFG 
LPut 
LSMA 
LpreC 
RpreC 
L postC 
LIPL 
RIPL 
LSMG 
LSOG 
LMOG 
LIOG 
LPHG 
RPut 
RCaud 
RPall 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Note: All activation significant at FDRp =::;:.05. 
Table B.2. 
Areas of Activation for PWA2. 
Abstract> Concrete> Abstract> 
Concrete Abstract Control 
Region Word Judgment 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X 
L IFGtri X 
LSTG X 
LMTG X X 
Concrete 
LMFG X 
LITG X 
LAG X 
LPCN X 
LPCC X 
199 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Concrete> 
Control 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
RH 
Homologues 
RMFG X 
R IFGorb X 
R IFGtri X X 
RMTG X 
RFFG X 
RPCC X 
RPCN X 
Other 
LACC X 
RACC X 
LMCC X X 
RMCC X 
L SupMed X X 
R SupMed X X 
LSFG X X X 
RSFG X 
L IFGop X 
RIFGop X X 
LRO X 
Rlns X X 
LSMA X X 
LpreC X X 
LpostC X X 
LTP X 
LSPL X X 
LIPL X X 
LSOG X 
RSOG X X 
LMOG X X 
RMOG X 
L Calc X X 
RCalc X 
Synonym Judgment 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X X 
L IFGtri X X 
LSTG X X 
LMTG X X 
Concrete 
LMFG X X 
LITO X X 
LAG X X 
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RAG X X 
LPCN X X 
LPCC X X 
RH 
Homologues 
RMFG X X 
R IFGorb X X 
R IFGtri X X 
RSTG X 
RMTG X X 
RITG X 
RFFG X X 
RPCN X X 
Other 
LACC X 
RACC X 
LMCC X X 
RMCC X X 
L SupMed X X 
R SupMed X X 
LSFG X X 
RSFG X 
L IFGop X 
R IFGop X 
Lins X 
Rins X X 
LRO X X 
LSMA X X 
RSMA X 
LpreC X X 
RpreC X 
RparaC X 
L postC X X 
RpostC X 
LTP X X 
LPHG X 
L SPL X X 
RSPL X 
LIPL X X 
RIPL X X 
LSMG X 
RSMG X 
LSOG X 
RSOG X X 
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LMOG X X 
RMOG X X 
LIOG X 
RIOG X X 
L Calc X X 
RCalc X X 
LCun X X 
RCun X X 
LLing X X 
RLing X X 
L Put X 
RPut X 
RCaud X X 
R Th X 
LCB X X 
CBV X X 
Note: All activation significant at FDRp :=;;.05. 
Table B.3. 
Areas of Activation for PWA3. 
Abstract> Concrete> Abstract> Concrete> 
Concrete Abstract Control Control 
Region Word Judgment 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X X X 
L IFGtri X 
LSTG X 
LMTG X X X X 
Concrete 
LMFG X X X X 
LITG X 
LFFG X 
LAG X X 
RAG X X X 
LPCC X X 
LPCN X X X X 
RH Homologues 
RMFG X X X X 
R IFGorb X X X 
R IFGtri X X X 
RSTG X X X 
RMTG X X X X 
RITG X X X X 
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RPCN X X X 
Other 
LACC X X X 
RACC X X X 
LMCC X X 
RMCC X X X 
L SupMed X X X X 
R SupMed X X X X 
LSFG X X X X 
RSFG X X X X 
LSMA X X 
RSMA X X 
LpreC X X 
RpreC X 
RparaC X 
RpostC X 
L Ins X X X 
Rins X X X 
RRO X 
RSMG X X X X 
LSPL X 
RSPL X 
LIPL X 
RIPL X X X X 
LSOG X X 
RSOG X 
LMOG X X X X 
RMOG X 
LIOG X X 
RIOG X 
LCalc X 
RCalc X X X 
L Ling X X 
RLing X X 
RCun X X X 
RHip X X 
LPHG X X 
R Th X 
RPut X 
RCaud X X X 
LCB X X X 
CBV X X 
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Synonym Judgment 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X X X X 
L IFGtri X X X 
LSTG X X 
LMTG X X X 
Concrete 
LMFG X X 
LITG X X 
LFFG X X 
LAG X 
RAG X X 
LPCN X X X 
LPCC X X X 
RH Homologues 
RMFG X X X 
R IFGorb X X X 
R IFGtri X X X 
RSTG X 
RMTG X X X 
RITG X X 
RFFG X X 
RPCN X X 
Other 
LACC X X 
RACC X X 
LMCC X X 
RMCC X 
L SupMed X X X 
RSupMed X X 
LSFG X X 
RSFG X X 
L Ins X X X 
R Ins X X X 
RRO X 
RHG X X 
LSMA X X 
RSMA X X 
RIFGop X X X 
LpreC X X X 
RpreC X X X X 
L postC X X 
RpostC X 
RSPL X 
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LIPL X X 
RIPL X 
RSMG X X 
LSOG X 
LMOG X X 
RMOG X 
LIOG X 
RIOG X 
L Calc X 
RCalc X 
LLing 
RLing X 
RCun X X 
RTh X 
LPut X 
RPut 
RCaud X 
L Pall 
Note: All activation significant at FDRp ~.05. 
Table B.4. 
Areas of Activation for NHOA I . 
Region 
Abstract 
L IFGtri 
LMTG 
Concrete 
LITG 
LFFG 
LAG 
LPCC 
LPCN 
Other 
L SupMed 
LSFG 
Abstract 
L IFGorb 
L IFGtri 
LSTG 
LMTG 
Abstract> 
Concrete 
X 
X 
Concrete > Abstract > 
Abstract Control 
Word Judgment 
X 
X 
X* 
X 
X 
X 
Synonym Judgment 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Concrete> 
Control 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Concrete 
LMFG 
LITG 
LAG 
RH Homologues 
R IFGorb 
Other 
L SupMed 
LSFG 
L IFGop 
L Ins 
LSMA 
RMCC 
RCB 
X 
X 
X* 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Note. Activation significant at FDRp < .05. Asterisks indicate activations that were 
significant at p < .1 0. 
Table B.S. 
Areas of Activation for NHOA2. 
Region 
Abstract 
L IFGorb 
L IFGtri 
LMTG 
Concrete 
LMFG 
LAG 
LPCC 
Other 
L SupMed 
LSFG 
LMOG 
Abstract 
L IFGorb 
L IFGtri 
LMTG 
Concrete 
LMFG 
Other 
LSMA 
Abstract> 
Concrete 
Concrete > Abstract > 
Abstract Control 
Word Judgment 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Synonym Judgment 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Note. All activation significant at FDRp ::;.05. 
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Concrete> 
Control 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Table B.6. 
Areas of Activation for NHOA3. 
Region 
Abstract 
L IFGorb 
LMTG 
Other 
LSPL 
Abstract 
L IFGtri 
LSTG 
LMTG 
Concrete 
LFFG 
RH Homologues 
RMFG 
R IFGtri 
RITG 
Other 
L SupMed 
LSMA 
LpreC 
R IFGop 
L Ins 
Rlns 
RMOG 
LCB 
RCB 
Abstract> 
Concrete 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X* 
X* 
X 
X 
Concrete > Abstract > 
Abstract Control 
Word Judgment 
X* 
X* 
Synonym Judgment 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Concrete> 
Control 
X 
X 
Note. Activation significant at FDR p < .05. Asterisks indicate activations that were 
significant at p < .1 0. 
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Appendix C 
C.l. Words and Features Used in Treatment 
Courthouse Hospital Church 
Abstract Concrete 
guilt bench 
justice case 
law flag 
oath gavel 
pardon judge 
peiJury JUry 
plead lawyer 
proof pnson 
sue record 
truth robe 
Generic Features 
exists only in the mind 
exists outside the mind 
can be seen 
can be heard 
can be touched 
can be tasted 
can be perceived 
Abstract 
admission 
care 
condition 
diagnosis 
emergency 
health 
mortality 
recovery 
sterile 
treatment 
Concrete Abstract 
ambulance angel 
bandage baptism 
blood belief 
chart blessing 
doctor forgiveness 
medication grace 
nurse holy 
patient penance 
stethoscope prayer 
synnge solace 
has a physical presence 
an object 
is alive 
a feeling or emotion 
an idea 
generally considered positive 
generally considered negative 
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Concrete 
bell 
Bible 
candle 
chapel 
hymn 
minister 
organ 
parish 
steeple 
wedding 
different meaning for different people 
Unrelated Features 
builds a nest 
has feathers 
lives in trees 
is poisonous 
is furry 
is put on windows 
used to cut paper 
made of leather 
Examples of Patient-Generated Features 
Courthouse 
sue - can be frivolous 
plead - can be coerced 
law - maintains order 
pardon - can be suspicious 
comes out of a cocoon 
spins a web 
is crunchy 
lives in the water 
grows in soil 
has six feet 
used to plow the fields 
Hospital 
emergency - can cause anxiety 
recovery- affected by quality of hospital 
health- associated with diet & exercise 
treatment- gives you hope 
*Note that these features can also apply to other targets in the category. 
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C.2. Treatment Protocol 
Steps 1 and 5 are completed only once per session. Steps 2-4 are completed for each 
word. The amount of support provided to patients is adjusted based on the patients' 
ability and progression through treatment. 
1) Category Sorting. This step is performed only once at the beginning of each session. 
Using E-Prime, 40 words (10 abstract and 10 concrete from each category) are 
presented in random order. One category is the target category (hospital, courthouse), 
the other category is the distractor category, church. The label for each category is 
presented at the bottom of the screen. The patient presses number 3 for the left option 
and number 4 for the right option. The left option is always the target category and 
the right option is always church. The word to be sorted appears at the center of the 
screen. The patient has unlimited time to make the choice. After the choice is made, a 
green checkmark provides feedback that the choice was correct; a red X provides 
feedback that the choice was incorrect. The program records accuracy and reaction 
time. Note that P1-P5 performed this step using words printed on cardstock and 
sorted 60 words (10 abstract and 10 concrete from each category) into their respective 
categories (hospital, courthouse, church). Feedback was provided. 
2) Feature Selection. The patient is given a word card from the target category (e.g., 
emergency) and asked to read the word. If needed, the clinician models the word. The 
clinician then presents the patient with the written feature cards of the target category 
(e.g., hospital) and asks the patient to select the first 6 semantic features that fit with 
emergency . If the patient appears to be struggling with the task of choosing features, 
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the clinician goes through each of the feature cards with the patient. For example, "Is 
emergency an object? No? Then we'll reject it." "Is emergency an idea? Yes? Then 
let's keep it. " If the patient picks a feature card that is not obviously well-fitting of 
the word, the clinician asks the patient to explain why that feature applies to that 
word. If the patient cannot provide an explanation, the clinician provides an argument 
for and against that feature and asks the patient which argument s/he agrees with. 
Once six features have been selected, the clinician asks the patient to read aloud the 
features that have been selected in sentence form (e.g., "Emergency is an idea. 
Emergency is generally considered negative. "). The clinician may read the features 
aloud if the patient struggles, fading cues as treatment progresses. The clinician 
should make sure that the patient browses all of the features during each session so 
that the same features aren't continually relied upon. 
a) During the first treatment session, rather than feature selection, the clinician and 
patient brainstorm features for each word so the patient has some personally 
relevant features to choose from. The clinician says something like "We're going 
to work on the characteristics/features of some of the words from the category 
'hospital'. One of the characteristics/features of words is whether they are 
abstract or concrete. Abstract words are thoughts, ideas, or feelings that can 't be 
touched, seen, tasted, etc., like the word 'knowledge'. Concrete words are things 
or objects that can be seen, touched, etc., like the word 'chair'. Do you have any 
questions? Now, tell me about an 'emergency'. " The clinician can provide 
leading questions to assist the patient. 
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3) Yes/No Questions: After feature selection, the clinician removes the word and feature 
cards and tell the participant "Now I'm going to ask you some questions about the 
word 'emergency'. Please answer yes or no for each of these questions. " The 
clinician asks the patient 15 questions for each target word: 5 that are acceptable 
semantic features, 5 that are unacceptable semantic features from the same category, 
and 5 that are semantic features from a different category. For the example word 
emergency, "(a) Is it an idea? (b) Does it have a practical use? (c) Does it have 
shelves?" If the patient answers incorrectly, the clinician asks the patient to think 
about it and make sure it is the correct response. The question may be reworded 
and/or a short explanation may be provided to assist in comprehension. For example, 
if the clinician asks "Does it have shelves?" and the patient does not seem to 
understand or says 'yes," then the clinician may ask "Does an emergency have 
shelves?" or "Is an emergency a thing that can have shelves?" 
4) Recall, Synonym, Type: After the patient has answered all of the yes/no questions for 
that word, the clinician asks if it is an abstract word or a concrete word, reiterating the 
definitions of abstract and concrete, ifnecessary. The clinician provides feedback and 
repeats the correct response. Then the clinician asks the patient for a synonym. The 
target word may be repeated, if asked. If the patient can't think of a synonym, the 
clinician provides a multiple choice or fill-in-the-blank (e.g., "What means the same 
thing as emergency, crisis or decision?). Finally, the clinician asks the patient to 
recall the target word and feedback on accuracy is provided. 
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5) Free Generative Naming: This step is performed only once at the end of each session 
with only the target category. This step has no time limit, but is usually from 5 to 15 
minutes long. The clinician asks the participant, "List as many words as you can think 
of that are associated with the category 'hospital'. You may list either concrete or 
abstract words. Think of all of the words we worked on today as well as others that 
belong to this category." The clinician provides feedback regarding the accuracy of 
responses. For example, "Yes, emergency definitely goes with hospital." or "No, 
baseball doesn 't have anything to do with a hospital. It's more related to sports." If 
the patient is struggling, the clinician can prompt them. For example, "You said 
emergency, now what do you think of when you think of an emergency?" 
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C.3. Testing Protocol for Generative Naming 
During baseline, 3-5 probes are given. After baseline, a treatment probe is given 
every other treatment session at the beginning of the session, so that there are 2 
treatments between each probe. After treatment, 3 post-treatment probes are given. 
The clinician asks the patient to "List as many words as you can think of that are 
associated with the category X (e.g., hospital, courthouse). List both concrete words, such 
as things or people and abstract words, such as ideas and feelings. For example, for the 
category school you could say teacher or you could say knowledge." The patient is 
allowed two minutes for generative naming. The clinician writes down every word the 
patient provides. If patient does not respond within 20 seconds, the clinician may prompt, 
saying something like "Give it your best guess." If the patient starts to provide a story-
like response, the clinician prompts for single words. The clinician may provide only 
general encouragement (e.g., "You're doing fme. "), but may not give specific feedback 
regarding accuracy of responses. 
Each correct response receives 1 point and each incorrect response receives 0 points. A 
response is counted as correct when: 
1. The response is clear and intelligible and is the target or a close synonym (e.g. 
evidence for proof) 
2. The subject produces approximations of the target and then achieves the target 
3. The response is a variation of the target, as long as the meaning is not changed 
(e.g., guilty for guilt) 
4. Dialectal differences 
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5. At a request for clarification by the experimenter, the subject is able to produce 
the target accurately 
6. Distortion/substitution of a phoneme (e.g., crucipix for crucifix) 
A response is counted as incorrect when: 
1. The response is a neologism, meaning that less than 50% of the word resembles 
the target (e.g. , rodifer for doctor) 
2. The response has the same root word as the target, but a different meaning (e.g., 
believer for belief). Although, this may be counted as a correct 'other' word. 
3. The response is a circumlocution (e.g. , '12 people' for jury) 
4. The response is a phonemic paraphasia (e.g., procetshusor for prosecutor) 
5. The category is given as the response (e.g., children's hospital cannot be counted 
as other acceptable responses for the category hospital) 
6. An unrelated word out of the category (e.g. , dentist for the category courthouse) 
7. No response or I don't know 
Any response that is not a pre-selected target may be counted as a correct 'other' 
response if it fits reasonably within the category. For example, both table and defendant 
may be counted correct for courthouse, although neither are designated ' targets ' for the 
category (see Section B.1 ). Table would be considered a generic response, while 
defendant would be a category-specific response. 
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Appendix D 
Experiment 3 Activation Tables 
Table D. I 
Comparison of Activation Changes in the Treatment and Control Periods 
PlO Pll P12 
Control Treatment Control Treatment Control Treatment 
Region Abstract ConcreteAbstract ConcreteAbstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete 
Abstract 
L IFGorb 
L IFGtri 
Concrete 
LAG 
RAG 
LMFG 
LITG 
LPCN 
Other Semantic 
L IFGop 
R TP 
LpMTG 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X X 
RIPL X 
LSMG X 
LPHG X 
LSFG X X X 
R X MedOrb 
L 
SupMed X 
R X X X SupMed 
Other Language 
N LSMA X X 
....... 
-...J 
RSMA X 
RH Homologues 
RSFG X X 
RaSTG X 
RpSTG X X X 
RpMTG X 
RITG X 
RPCN X 
Attention 
L SPL X 
N 
_.. 
00 
CBV X 
Other 
RpreC X 
L postC X X 
RpostC X 
LCBL X X X 
RCBL X 
RHip X 
L Ling X 
RLing X X 
RCalc X X 
RCun X X 
RSOG X 
LMOG X X 
RMOG X X 
Note: This table is organized by regions which are in our pre-specified list for abstract and concrete words, then by additional 
regions involved in semantic processing (Binder & Desai, 2011; Binder, Desai, Graves, & Conant, 2009; Price, 2012), then 
additional regions involved in different aspects oflanguage (Price, 2012; Vigneau et al. , 2006), then right hemisphere 
homologues of the left hemisphere semantic/language areas, then additional regions involved in attention (Bush, 2011; Fan, 
McCandliss, Fossella, Flombaum, & Posner, 2005), and finally other regions that do not fall into the above organizational 
scheme. All activations are significant at FDR p < .05. L =left; R =right; RH = right hemisphere. 
Table D.2. 
Activation Changes in the Treatment and Control Periods for the Untrained Context-Category 
PlO Pll P12 
Control Treatment Control Treatment Control Treatment 
Region AbstractConcreteAbstractConcreteAbstractConcreteAbstractConcreteAbstractConcreteAbstractConcrete 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X X X X X 
L IFGtri X X X X X X 
LaMTG X X X X 
LaSTG X X X 
N Concrete 
_. 
\0 
L AG X X X X X X 
R AG X X X X X X 
LFFG X X X X X X 
LITG X X X X X 
LMFG X X X X X X 
L PCN X X X X X X 
LPCC X X X X X 
Other Semantic 
L IFGop X X X X 
LTP X X X 
R TP X X X X X 
LpMTG X X X X X X 
LpSTG X X X X X X 
LIPL X X X X X 
RIPL X X X X X X 
LSMG X X X X 
RSMG X X X X X 
LPHG X X X 
RPCC X X X 
LACC X X X X X 
('..) 
RACC X X X X X ('..) 0 
LMedOrb X X 
RMedOrb X X X X 
L SupMed X X X X X X 
R SupMed X X X X X X 
LSFG X X X X X X 
Other Language 
LHG X 
RHG X 
L Ins X X X X 
Rlns X X X X X X 
LRO X X X X 
RRO X X X X X 
LSMA X X X X X X 
RSMA X X X X X 
RH Homologues 
RSFG X X X X X X 
RMFG X X X X X X 
RIFGop X X X X X 
RIFGorb X X X X X 
N R IFGtri X X X X X X N 
........ 
RaSTG X X X 
RpSTG X X X X X X 
RaMTG X X X X 
RpMTG X X X X X X 
RITG X X X X X X 
RFFG X X X X X 
RPHG X X X 
RPCN X X X X X 
Attention 
LMCC X X X X X 
RMCC X X X X X 
LSPL X X X X X 
RSPL X X X X X X 
LCaud X X X X X 
RCaud X X X 
L Put X X X 
RPut X X X X X 
LTh X X X X 
R Th X X X X X X 
N CBV X X X X N N 
Other 
L SupOrb X X X X 
R SupOrb X X X X 
L MidOrb X X X 
RMidOrb X X X 
LOlf X 
LAmyg X X X 
RAmyg X X 
L parae X X 
RparaC X X X X X 
L preC X X X X X 
RpreC X X X X X X 
L postC X X X X X X 
RpostC X X X X X X 
L Pall X X 
RPall X X 
LCBL X X X X X X 
RCBL X X X X X X 
LHip X X X X 
N RHip X X X X X N UJ 
LLing X X X X X 
RLing X X X X X X 
L Calc X X X X X X 
RCalc X X X X X X 
LCun X X X X 
RCun X X X X X X 
LSOG X X X X X 
RSOG X X X 
LMOG X X X X X 
N 
N 
+>-
RMOG 
LIOG 
RIOG 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Note: This table is organized by function like Table D.l. All activations are significant at FDR p < .05. L =left; R =right; RH 
= right hemisphere. 
Table D.3. 
Significant Increases in Activation for Abstract Words in the Trained Context-Category 
Responders Non-
responder 
Region Pl PS P6 P8 PlO Pll P12 P4 P7 P9 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X X X 
L IFGtri X X X 
LaMTG X X 
LaSTG X X 
Concrete 
LAG X X X 
RAG X X X X 
LFFG X X 
LITG X X X 
LMFG X X X X 
LPCN X X X X 
LPCC X 
Other Semantic 
L IFGop X X X 
LTP X X 
LPHG X X 
LpMTG X X X X 
LIPL X X 
RIPL X X 
LSMG X X X 
RSMG X X 
LACC X X 
RACC X 
RMedOrb X 
RRec X 
L SupMed X X 
RSupMed X X X X 
LSFG X X X X 
N Other Language N 
Vl 
RHG X 
L Ins X X X 
Rins X X 
LRO X X X 
RRO X X 
LSMA X 
RSMA X 
RH Homologues 
RSFG X X X X 
RMFG X X 
RIFGorb X X 
R IFGtri X 
RaSTG X X 
RpSTG X X 
RaMTG X 
RpMTG X X X 
RITG X X 
RFFG X 
RPHG X 
RPCN X X 
Attention 
LMCC X 
RMCC X X 
LSPL X X 
RSPL X 
LCaud X X 
RCaud X 
N LPut X N 
0\ 
LTh X 
R Th X 
CBV X X 
Other 
R SupOrb X 
L Olf X 
RAmyg X 
LpreC X X X 
RpreC X 
L postC X X X 
RpostC X X 
LCBL X X X X 
RCBL X 
N 
N 
-...l 
LHip 
LLing 
RLing 
L Calc 
R Calc 
LCun 
RCun 
LSOG 
LMOG 
RMOG 
LIOG 
RIOG 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Note: This table is organized by function in the same manner as Table D.l. All activations are significant at FDRp < .05. Items 
in the trained context-category could not be separated out for Pl, P4, and P5; therefore, activations for these participants 
include items from a variety of categories, including both the trained and untrained context-categories. L = left , R = right, RH 
= right hemisphere. 
Table D.4. 
Significant Increases in Activation for Concrete Words in the Trained Context-Category 
Generalizers 
Region Pl PS P6 P8 PlO Pll P12 
Abstract 
LIFGorb X X 
L IFGtri X X 
LaMTG 
LaSTG 
Concrete 
LAG 
X X 
X X 
Non-generalizers 
P4 P7 
X 
RAG X X 
LFFG X X 
LITG X X 
LMFG X X X 
LPCN X X X 
LPCC X 
Other Semantic 
LIFGop X X 
LTP X X 
RTP X 
LPHG 
LpMTG X X X 
LpSTG X X 
LIPL X X 
N RIPL X N 
00 
LSMG X X 
RSMG X X 
RPCC 
LACC X X 
RACC X 
LMedOrb 
RMedOrb 
RRec 
L SupMed X X X X 
RSupMed X X X 
LSFG X X 
Other Language 
LHG X 
RHG 
L Ins X 
Rlns 
LRO X 
RRO X X 
LSMA X X X X 
RSMA X 
RH Homologues 
RSFG X X 
RMFG X X 
RIFGop X 
RIFGorb X X 
R IFGtri X X 
RaSTG X 
N RpSTG X X N 
\0 
RaMTG X X 
RpMTG X X 
RITG X 
RFFG X 
RPHG 
RPCN X X 
Attention 
LMCC 
RMCC X 
LSPL X X X 
RSPL X 
LCaud X X 
RCaud X 
L Put X X 
LTh X 
RTh 
CBV X X 
Other 
R SupOrb 
L MidOrb 
R MidOrb X 
L Olf 
RAmyg X X 
LparaC X 
RparaC X X 
LpreC X X X 
RpreC X X 
N L postC X w 
0 
R postC X X X 
L Pall 
R Pall X 
LCBL X X 
RCBL X X 
LHip X 
LLing X X 
RLing X X 
L Calc X X 
RCalc X X 
LCun X X 
RCun X 
LSOG X 
N 
V.J 
........ 
RSOG 
LMOG 
RMOG 
LIOG 
RIOG 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Note: This table is organized by function in the same manner as Table D.l. All activations are significant at FDRp < .05. 
Items in the trained context-category could not be separated out for Pl, P4, and P5; therefore, activations for these participants 
include items from a variety of categories, including both the trained and untrained context-categories. L =left, R = right, RH 
= right hemisphere. See Table 2 for region abbreviations. 
Table D.5. 
Activation Peaks for the Untrained Context-Category after Treatment 
P6 P7 P8 P9 PlO Pll P12 
Region Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete Abstract Concrete 
Abstract 
L IFGorb X X X X X 
L IFGtri X X X X X 
LaMTG X X X X X 
LaSTG X X X X 
Concrete 
LAG X X X X X 
RAG X X X 
LFFG X X X X 
LPHG X X X 
L SupMed X X X X X 
L SFG X X X X X 
LMFG X X X X X X 
LPCN X X X X X 
LPCC X X X 
Other Semantic 
L IFGop X X X X X 
LTP X X X X 
R TP X X X X X 
LITG X X X X 
LpMTG X X X X X 
LpSTG X X X X 
LIPL X X X X 
RIPL X X X X 
N LSMG X X X X 
w 
N RSMG X X X X 
RPCC X 
LACC X X X X 
RACC X X X X X 
LMedOrb X X 
RMedOrb X X 
R SupMed X X X X X 
Other Language 
LHG X 
RHG X 
L Ins X X X 
R Ins X X X X 
LRO X X X 
RRO X X X 
LSMA X X X X 
RSMA X X X X 
RH Homologues 
RSFG X X X X X 
RMFG X X X X X 
R IFGop X X X X 
R IFGorb X X X 
R IFGtri X X X X 
RaSTG X X 
RpSTG X X X X 
N RaMTG X X X 
UJ 
UJ RpMTG X X X X X 
RITG X X X X X 
RFFG X X X X 
RPHG X X 
RPCN X X X 
Attention 
LMCC X X X 
RMCC X X X X 
L SPL X X X X X 
R SPL X X X X X 
LCaud X X X 
RCaud X 
L Put X X X X 
R Put X X X 
L Th X X 
R Th X X X X 
eBV X X X 
Other 
L SupOrb X X 
R SupOrb X X X X 
LMidOrb X X X 
RMidOrb X X X 
LO!f X 
ROlf X 
N LAmyg X X w 
-+::-. 
RAmyg X 
L parae X X 
R parae X X X 
Lpree X X X X X X 
Rpree X X X X X 
L poste X X X X X 
R poste X X X X 
L Pall X 
R Pall X X 
LeBL X X X X 
ReBL X X X X 
LHip X X X 
RHip X X X 
LLing X X X X 
RLing X X X X 
L Calc X X X X X 
RCalc X X X X 
LCun X X X 
RCun X X X X 
LSOG X X X X X 
RSOG X X X X 
LMOG X X X X X X 
RMOG X X X X 
LIOG X X X 
N RIOG X X X X X \.)..) 
Vl Note: This table is organized by function in the same manner as Table D.l. All activations are significant at FDR p < .05. L =left; R =right; RH =right 
hemisphere. 
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Figure E. I. Increases in fimctional connectivity after the control period and after treatment. This figure illustrates connection-
specific increases in correlation in the condition-specific change networks after the control period and after treatment for each 
participant who served as his/her own control. Note that participants' change matrices are different due to individualized 
tROis. Though increases in connectivity are occurring within each change network (except P12's abstract change network 
after the control period), connection-specific increases differ among condition-specific change networks and between the 
control and treatment periods. 
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~ Figure E. 2. Increases in functional connectivity after treatment. This figure illustrates connection-specific increases in 
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correlation in the condition-specific change networks after treatment for each participant. Note that participants' change 
matrices are different due to individualized tROis. Though increases in connectivity are occurring within each change network, 
connection-specific increases differ among condition-specific change networks. 
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